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Preface:
Fifteen Minutes of Fame

15 minutes of fame is short-lived media publicity or celebrity of an 
individual or phenomenon. The expression is credited to Andy Warhol, 
who included the words “In the future, everyone will be world-famous 
for 15 minutes” in the program for a 1968 exhibition of his work at the 

Moderna Museet in Stockholm, Sweden.

In this book, our fifteen minutes of fame are captured within these pages. 
They are all inspired by phrases and images that the ‘judge’ of the session 

has created. The themes and stories that are told vary from Prompt to 
Prompt and each author has their unique perspective on the theme of the 

week.

Most of the time, these fifteen minutes do not have a pause button. 
Meaning that these works for the most part are edited very lightly or not 
at all. What you are going to read is the raw material that is being typed 

up the moment the timer starts ticking.

With that being said, feel free to turn the page and skim through our 
works. Or even better, turn the page and take fifteen minutes to write your 

own piece so you too can join us on our writing adventure. 



Prompt 1
Some reaction to a transformation

physical or mental or both
-or-

A sibling rivalry turn into a fight

Sibling/Transformation 
Reaction

Lobo Valentin

The night was calm as the wind blew ever so sweetly against the 
blades of grass outdoors. The moon was up high, and bright as Skyler 
awoke opening his eyes and bellowing out a large yawn. His body ached 
a bit, and he could only wonder what mischief his sister had gotten him 
into him in his own clothes. An odd occurrence for her to do, unless 
she had done something truly bad, or wanted to get on his good side for 
something she was plotting to do. Still for now he decided to keep to the 
positive and make the most of the time he had before day broke.

As Skyler inhaled the cool air he was shocked to notice the scent of 
perfume still lingering on his body. Had Sky not showered before she 
went to bed? That was one of their rules they’d agreed to after all, among 
other things. He looked around to see if there were any notes left behind. 
He and his sister had a strange relationship that was very hard to explain. 
Most people didn’t believe that the other had a sibling cause they were 
never seen to be in the same spot. The two often communicated with 
notes, and by entering the other’s dream. Yes, they could enter the dreams 
of the other, for some this would seem like an odd feat indeed, but for 
them it was just an extension of their bond and the weird relationship they 
shared.

Skyler wasted little time jumping up and dashing outdoors. The cool 
breeze felt marvelous against his skin, he felt alive and the pain and aches 
he felt earlier seemed to melt away with the breeze. As he wandered down 
to the pub for a drink he noted the time, 9:45pm. still plenty of time for 
him to fully unwind and have some fun. If he was lucky he’d be able to 

come across that bar maiden with whom he’d had his eye on.  

Wasting no time he started about his business as usual. “ One cup of Ale!” 
he shouted as the wench behind the counter slide a pint over to him. She 
chuckled a bit, but said nothing as Skyler in his true known fashion began 
to try his best to entice her to give him a few moments of her time.

“Come on my dear, this drink would be all the sweeter with you by my 
side.” He chided with a charming smile, however to no avail.  “I’m sorry 
Skyler, but how could one ever take you so serious when you look like 
that?” “Like what?!” He hastily raised from his seat and made his way 
over to the mirror in the far left corner of the room. To his surprise his 
face was covered in makeup, his eyebrows had been trimmed or more like 
massacred and he face gave off a heavenly glow. 

Skyler clenched his hand in a fist and struck the mirror. “Sky!!!” 
Everyone turned to take notice of the screaming male in the room. “Ok, 
so that’s how you want to play things?” Skyler stared into the broken 
mirror laughing almost manically to himself. “If that’s how ya want to 
play. Lets see how you like this!”

He rubbed his face vigorously smearing the makeup and removing the 
angelic radiance his face once possessed. He then made his way across 
the bar looking a fight with the toughest male he could find. However 
instead of fighting he simply stood there insisting on the beating. Begging 
for more. Several Hours had gone by as his trashing ensued his body 
finally gave way and he laid unconscious. As his eyes laid heavily on the 
ground his mind continued to wander as he saw Sky. He smiled at her as 
she looked to him unaware of what he’d done.

“Nice move Sky…but I was better” She looked to him confused but 
thinking to himself no way could he have done anything far worst than 
she’d done damaging his pride. The sun began to rise and as the first 
few rays of light fell upon Skyler’s body it began to shake. Loud gasps 
of air could be heard by anyone near enough, but by then anyone within 
ears distance was most likely passed out.  As the body began to throttled 
against the ground the gruff maniacal screams of Skyler began to shift 
into a softer more terrifying tone. 

Hearing such a voice cry out in sheer pain was enough to stir even the 
drunkest of men as everyone ran outside to look upon the bloody mess of 
a woman who appeared to have been nearly beaten to within an inch of 
her life, wearing the same clothes as Skyler.



Sibling Rivalry
Skyler G. Burnside

“What do you know about my mother, she my mother and Jay 
wasn’t there, he have no right to judge her none of you do.”

Edna go up abruptly. Maybe she had chosen the wrong time to let her 
emotion take action. Maybe it was just a long time coming again. She 
didn’t know. Her husband turn to see her actually everyone did. But she 
control need to yell of slap someone. Currently her sister daughter, her 
nieces, her blood, Jay’s actual….

“I need some air...alone”

Jill watch. Looking at her. waiting for words waiting for her to say 
something.” But Edna did what attended, she left. Just up and left out of 
this rampage. She needed she needed to think.

‘Cold logic.’

That what her sister had call her 

“What Edna, what are you going to do. What do logic direct what action 
does you cold logic say about that”

Young Edna was on the ground. The pain on her cheek stung. She feel the 
blood dripping down her face and Einin who smirk. a blade ring on her 
finger fleming with a faint new cover her blood.

Logicly she needed to move. Watch carefully and get away. Rules lay 
down by her mother say that you did not fight your sister. Not your blood. 
Enda was also currently in a bad position. But Anger anger grew there 
it pulse in her heart. It made her blood boil freely. Her sister wasn’t in a 
good position either.

Enda acted. She kick her legs out catching the between and lock and 
twisted. her sister wasn’t expected it. Wasn’t expected an attack and logic 
agreed but her hurt burn and pulse back with anger.  Sister slam to the 
ground and Enda took a chance to stand.

 She move quickly, not to flee not this time. Logic could sit back for a 
moment.

Einin was shock only for a moment with hitting earth but pain jolt her 
up made her move to feet and to her side. she pulled a short blade. Einin 
attend to cause pain attended attack a chase. What she saw was Enda had 
two hatches in her hand. There something in Edna a look that cold and 
focus. Edna straight lip on her was twisted with frown. 

Edna was tired of always saying thing and her sister, Einin off doing 
whatever she want. With no care. “You going to fight me, sister you..” 
There was that grin. Edna released that she wanted this as much as her.

But Edna didn’t had words, not this time. Her sister’s blade cut the air it 
whistle with complete attention of cutting her down in middle. Edna jump 
back fast action was nature, and train she brought her hatch coming down 
to her sister open arm. Edna was going dearm the threat. A second knife 
came to her eyes and she pull back cutting into her sister flesh instead 
block The momentive twisted and Edna and Einin teeth of weapon 
screech between them.

“Sister I think you may be trying to hurt me...? So unlike like the peace 
bull you talk.  It freaking too complicating.” Edna always been stronger. 
She pushed her sister off but balance, Edna charge in . Simple attack 
using and pushing at her sister.  Swing left right down up turn block, 
when sister found rhythm to break. Edna did not break, it made her  
moved forward faster attack after attack. Her sister dance laughing at this 
enjoying this. 

It piss her off more. She just wanted to hurt her. She want to end this.

“It simple to kill things right?” asked her sister.

Word cut Edna, blink back and she back in the present. Back being old 
Edna. Alive with so much anger she can’t even look at her sister kid. She 
breath in and out, calm her tighten hand, fist ready to fight again. A calm 
came momentary, but there still was a part  her still wish had kill her. 
Though the tears in her eyes still told how much it pain her.

“It simply not that simple sister”



Both Prompts
Carla E. Campos

Rose took in a deep breath, now was the time. 

Usually the confident brunette was not afraid to back down from any 
challenge, be it physical, mental or otherwise. It was a trait that the girl 
was proud of and wasn’t planning on giving up anytime soon. 
However seeing the adorably sexy redhead blindfolded in front of her 
while sitting on her dorm’s mattress made her heart go into 3rd gear as 
her fingers dug deep into the palms of her hands. 

‘You can always just make something up, a lie. You are slick enough to 
get away with that.’

A small voice whispered seductively in her mind, trying to sway her from 
her decision that she had made a few weeks ago. 

No. Rose was sticking to her plans. She never backed down from a 
challenge before, she sure as hell wasn’t going to start doing that now. 
Rose took a deep breath, steeling her nerves as she felt the familiar pulse 
of energy beat throughout her entire being. It was warm and welcoming. 
While most would think that shape-shifting was a process that was 
painful due to the change of molecular structure and DNA, it was actually 
one that Rose found quite natural and comfortable.

This whole revelation could go horribly wrong, Missy could go back on 
her promise of keeping whatever happened tonight a secret and tell the 
cops. Or maybe her bio professors or classmates so they could dissect her 
like one of their many scientific experiments to know the ‘how’ behind 
her magical abilities. 

Or maybe Missy would keep the secret. 

Sure Missy would probably hate her guts for lying to her all these months, 
but a large part of Rose was confident that no matter how much Missy 
was going to rip her self-esteem and confidence to shreds with her pretty 
manicured nails, Mislinda would be able to keep her secret from society. 

Rose fluttered open her now bright green eyes. 

Gone was the plain Jane looking Rose, and now stood a very handsome 
man with blonde hair, a powerful athletic build and the trademark emerald 
eyes that had all the women swooning. It was a transformation that Rose 
was very fond of, for what woman didn’t want to be in the shoes of a man 
every once in a while.
Would Missy be able to appreciate both sides of her though? 

That was a question that Rose would have to find out by finally unveiling 
the piece of cloth separating her partner-in-crime’s teal eyes and her 
secondary form.



Prompt 2
Opposing lovers make it work

-or-
Things aren’t always how they seem

Things Aren’t Always 
How They Seem

Skyler Burnside

“No” her shout drown out in the openness. She screamed again but 
her captured did little to be deter their destination. Heart hammer and 
pound. Pumping strength that did nothing for her. When did she become 
so weak. When did her ever whelm was became a question. Was she not 
the princess, the angel, there one and only love.

It was his fault she knew it. He had been try dethrone her since he came. 
She should never humor them. 

Now they would not let her go they would not do as she ask. She beg, she 
gravel she threaten. They did little to stop did little pay attention. Onward 
onward they push onward she went.

She now look frenetic try to find something to escape. Something she 
could grab hold. And never let go. They read every action.

She pulled and tug, shriek and sob.

Nothing from them. They almost became completely different people. 
Strong pillar of reinsurance that it will be done no matter what. Betrayal. 
They had betray her. All those promises all those joy. Lies and untruth. 
She hated them.

It felt like forever, yet at the same time end too soon. They sudden stop. 
And for a moment she saw it she bolted. She slip effortlessness from their 
hand. Not knowing where she was going just away. There was euphoria, 
a strong sense of freedom. And she felt she could do this get away from it 
all. 

All stud before her was the gate.  A hand of her capture gripped her. Just 
as she grip the metal wires. They pulled and she held tighter.”No No No”. 
Her shout was louds and her want settle deeply in her hold. She put every 
effort in this and she was not going to budge no matter how hard they try. 
Finally two strong arm wrap around her waist. Despite all her strength 
despite all her effort, and tightest of grips. She lifted away with little 
effort.

The tears fell, big wide as let loose a wail that should need this torment 
but it did nothing. They was heartless they was monster. Why why why. 
She wanted tell them all this but they just looked at her.

“Honey sweetie it be okay it be find.” False lies false primes. She once 
believe them but they was sending her away that what they doing. They 
was making him the important one.

“Oh don’t worry, some time they like this, give it a few moment, I’m sure 
she forget.” She never forget she promise it. They never going to forget it 
either. And whoever this woman think she is.

“This is so hard.”

“Don’t worry”

She let out louder sound and sob.

“I don’t want to I don’t want to go to school.”



Opposing Lovers
Make it Work

Carla E. Campos

Air and Ground.

Two opposing forces that coexist in nature, but are as different as night 
and day. 

The air is free, it flows and adapts to the environment. The air is also 
fickle; smooth and breezy one moment, but could be stinging and 
powerful with howling winds that drown out all noise. It provides oxygen 
to the flora and fauna and a refreshing breeze when the sun’s powerful 
rays are too intense for those on earth. 

The ground on the other hand is relentless. It does not loosen for anyone 
and remains sturdy and unmoved. It is tough and secure for the flora and 
fauna to grow in peace without worrying about the ground vanishing 
before their very eyes. The ground is stubborn, it takes a lot to change the 
ground especially the abundance of rocks that litter the land. 

When one is made out of stone, a row of rocks and a beating heart. It 
is definitely difficult to yield to anyone, to obey and adapt to another 
individual just because. Stone is a particularly stubborn part of the 
ground, while dirt can be moved with some force and pressure, stone 
requires hundreds of more power to make a mere dent. 

When the other is made out of plumage and a sharp beak matched with 
an equally sharp wit, the pair is as different as the air and ground. Both 
physically and mentally. 

Though when both are dragged out of their home, forced out of their 
forms of a stone snake and a fiesty feathery bird, then they are put on a 
more level playing field. They are allowed to mingle and coexist more 
freely and openly than before. They are no longer yards apart to see eye-
to-eye, mere inches are what separate his steel gaze and her amber ones. 

Their personalities still clash, his stubborn and unmoving personality that 
is not fazed by little things manage to ruffle her figurative feathers that are 
easily ruffled by the smallest of details. Whenever something happens, 
he will sit back and silently watch the conclusion while she is the first to 
launch herself forward and get involved, to figure out the whys and the 
hows before jumping to a conclusion.

Like the wind that never rests, Paige is a force of nature that lets out gusts 
of wind and is not afraid of using her lungs to shout, rant and rave. Just 
like the beak she was born with, her wit is sharp and her keen eyes do not 
let any small details get past her. She is easily moved and her emotions 
are rarely kept hidden as she expresses herself freely and openly without 
any hesitation. 

Onyx on the other hand is quiet, allowing the actions of others to simply 
brush past him without much thought about what they have done. It takes 
a considerable amount of action to get him emotionally involved in any 
situation, but when a dent it made, an earthquake will happen and the 
world will know of his wrath. Nothing will stay standing once enraged 
and it will take much more than a few loving pecks to get him to cease in 
his path of destruction. 

Yet the two work. Onyx’s gentle nature that is unmoved by the small 
dramas in life perfectly contrasts the high-energy Paige who is moved by 
the smallest of things. He keeps her grounded whenever she may go off 
the edge, he is her rock that she can hold onto whenever the world is too 
difficult to overcome on her own. If she has flown too far and needs a safe 
place to perch, Onyx is there with open arms to keep her safe till she once 
again feels ready to take off. 

Paige’s energy and sharp wit keeps life interesting for the tall man. He 
appreciates how she notices the small things he does for her, the doors 
he holds open, the cologne he wears, and the brand of nuts he purchases 
on Friday afternoons for them to munch on while watching their favorite 
crime show. 

While they may be as different as the elements they are affiliated with, 
they still manage to make their interesting relationship work after all 
these years.



Both
Lobo Valentin

A flame flickers in the night, waving to the stars and peering out 
through the darkness. She leaps around impatiently for her beloved, but 
he hasnt made himself known. “Rei, where are you my love?” She cries 
out to the dark abyss, saddened by the silence that ensued. She waits 
patiently, for him. This was the time of their meeting was it not? 

Did she mixed up the order, had he gone to bed and forgetten about her. 
Alone and disheartened she began to feel cold, as her embers shuddered 
within her, causing her to ball up. Maybe he wasnt coming. As she began 
to cry her tears laced her cheek dousing her flame, threatening to put her 
out for the night.

“Hello Fire!” His voice was soft but with it came a rush of oxygen that 
caused her to hype back up to her original volume. Or maybe it wasnt 
the oxygen and it was his voice. His presence. As his air began to swarm 
around her, she felt blanketed by his love. For she knew it was for she 
he’d come.

“Pooooohhhhhshhhh!” He blew ever so gently in her ears, it sent chills 
up her body, causing her flames to waver, and the sheer embarrassment 
of such a sensual moment, almost threatened to blow her out. She loved 
when he blew his warmth, his air, his essence towards her, but sometimes 
he’d blow to hard and send her into pure bliss, so much so her heart 
would stop and she would blow out. 

“Not so rough Rei!” She giggled and flickered. He never really answered 
her back, but it was a love that was felt. They communicated through 
their actions and emotion rather than words. In fact at times she was sure 
he couldnt even hear her, but still she was ok.

“Fire, I love you!” he stated as he continued to blow on her encompassing 
her with his being.

“Raaaaaay!!! Ray! It’s time for bed!”

Flamed looked outward noting that the Great Mother had cut their time 
together short. It always happened every night, and by morning, she’d be 
asleep while he was up and awake. But she didnt mind, such was the way 
her relationship was, and she’d have it no other way. She waved good 
night to her love, as he  leaned into her once more. “Good Night Fire” and 
with that he blew out the flame. “Okay Mom!!” The young boy shouted 
as he propped himself from the table where the candle that had just been 
previously lit was out. “Did you blow out the candle?!” “Yes Mam,” he 
shouted back before making his way to his room. “Good Night mom I 
love you” He turned to the candle and in a hushed tone whispered “Love 
you too Fire, until tomorrow night”



Prompt 3
Saying Goodbye without saying “Goodbye”

-or-
Describe the color ‘Blue’, ‘Red’ and or ‘Green’ to 

someone never seen color

Saying Goodbye without
Saying Goodbye

Skyler Burnside

Time was slipping by and it was coming up short. Too short not 
enough time not enough words. Yet he stood strong and ready. She 
gripped his hand. She does not look at him. No her eyes are forward upon 
large imposing wooden door. But he squad back. He cannot hear her 
heart beating and he knows she scared. He knows it because she standing 
a little too straight a little to focus. He learned had gather his ability to 
hide his fear in the stiffen in her shoulder. It something he did not ment 
to teach her but maybe it was not a bad thing. To face fear without it 
knowing you scared.

But he knows. So he reach out with his free hand and gaze over the hand 
he held. She let her shoulder relax yet she still looked forward silent 
strong.

“Do you think…” he cut her off he didn’t want know doubt. He battling 
doubt for a while now. And he know these doubt are born from whisper of 
fears. Maybe born from his own tongue. So does not let her mumble lies 
that have don’t have a strain of truth.

“No..I don’t think..” That get her to smile bright and wide and she turn to 
him. A grace of beuty he no right to have.

“I know” she say in her mirth. he took the for his pride. For her it easy, it 
second nature almost.

She still worry. He could tell. He could read her well because he had to 
learn read her. But though she was worry there was positivity radiate on 
her. It was beautiful glow on her. Every bit heavenly was drawn on her. 
All this was for her. He should of done more, he could done more.

Time seem to fade back remind him that so much had gone. That before 
him was the person he first set eye on and fell in love a second time. She 
used to gripped his hand to go everywhere. But that so long time ago. 
Long time ago seem too short. She haven’t need his hand until now.

The music awaking and large door open. His heart jump in his chest and 
throat. But he a proud man and he prowled forward. Through the allies 
million on eyes star gazing at her. And she deserve it. The world needed 
to just stop and turn on her. He seen this beauty in first breath and he was 
forever prideful and great full to be able to be part of that time.

He continual forward calmly hand in hand. Though the world was on her 
his own eyes was on him. he does not shirk back, not he did the first time. 
There was bit of pride there, he never know, but he gave bare fang smile. 
A young thing that survive his personal war against the male counterpart. 
He surprised this one had the gulled to even try. But for once there no 
trace of fear him. He blind by the girl he had in hand. And she was of 
him. He glade at her and him.

It was not much effort she floated.

“Pa” she turned to him. And suddenly he was not ready.

The walk down the way seem too short. A tear and painful moan. Then he 
leaned down. Not so far. Not like when dress in elegants of pink fairy dust 
(glitter) and claiming princess though he knows she was. She kiss him on 
the cheek upon rusted hair that despite his attempt to shave.  He hear her 
laugh, two distinctive voices that belong to her, how it like prickle brush 
that tickle.

“I love you you know that right.”

She does not answer and he knows she will not. She smiled. at him. He 
kiss her hand, like he did so long when it was play. And let her slip away. 
Into someone else love protection. The young man looked at him. And 
him at him. He bow his head. But there was no words to speak. No words 
time to say it. There was no words to say. That ache in his heart. To the 
little girl that was that became a woman.



Both
Lobo Valentin

<Ahem>

“Come on kid, Get up, Let’s go!” 

“Huh, what time is it? 5 more minutes...”

“Early Bird gets the worm, or in this case whatever he wants for 
breakfast, I’m gunna go fix my hair. Be ready in 10”

As he said his piece I heard the door close and slowly reciprocated back 
into the lovely dream I was having. “Wait a minute?! Did he say whatever 
I wanted for breakfast?” This certainly had to be a dream within a dream, 
but just to be sure I jumped out of bed and counted my fingers and toes. 
Fun fact in dreams you always have more or less of those. I pull on some 
jeans that I’d worn the day before. They were still clean, well mostly. 
Nothing a little cologne couldnt hide. I searched around for a shirt. 
“Hmmmm, lets see, lets see,... you!” I picked up a white and black shirt 
and pulled it to my face. <sniff sniff> “Ah still good”. In 10 minutes I 
was dressed and ready sitting in the living room for my anything I wanted 
to eat breakfast.

The bathroom door opened and in true fashion as only he would, my 
older brother stepped out howling the lyrics to a song, he knew the words 
too, but lets just say, wasnt meant to be sung by him, but rather than say 
something I decide to keep my mouth shut and smile. At least until he’s 
fed me. “All set and ready to go Kid?”

I look at him with a face that could only convey the statement...Cleary!! 
I hop up and proceed to follow him to the car. “Sit up front”. What? he 
never let’s me sit up front, always says Im not cool enough. Whats going 
on? I look at him as I cautiously enter the car. I can only imagine what the 
rest of the day is going to be like, but hey its saturday and no school, and 
free breakfast. I shouldnt complain. As he starts the car he pulls out his 
sunglasses and places them on his face. “So what’ll it be?” 

“Hmmm I want, pancakes, and sausage and cake, and, and ice cream!!” I 
know my request was a bit much, but I was wondering to see how much 
I could get out of this. It wasnt every day my bro decided to be nice. 
Infact, I cant remember a time where he was this nice to me for this long. 

Except on my birthday, but thats not til next week. Wonder what he’s 
got planned. He turned to me “All that, at once?” Was he actually taking 
my suggestion to heart. I decided it be best to nod to hide the complete 
giddiness I felt in the pit of my stomach. He must have noticed cause he 
looked to me, smiled and placed his shades over my eyes. “Here they’re 
yours for today!” 

We pull into a diner and to my surprise the menu is pretty expensive. 
Pancakes for $15, Pancakes and Sausage $18. “Ummmm...” “Order 
whatever you’d like. Its on me kid” “Can I have the..?” “Whatever you 
want!” He’s smiling at me and I cant help, but feel this is a trap to get me 
to lower my guard to he can do something embarrassing. Or maybe this 
whole thing is a set up so he can blame something on me when Mom and 
Dad get home. I didnt know what his plan was, but I decided I’d worry 
later and take him up on his offer.

The food came fast, and was delicious. I couldnt believe how tasty it 
all was. “So what do ya wanna do today?” I shrugged, was the food not 
enough, did he not plan to take me home and leave me while he went 
out with friends or to lock himself in his room and play games? “Hmm I 
dunno, I didnt have plans for today.” “Ok eat up, I got ya” I didnt know 
what to expect, so I did what I was told. After the meal I was so full, but 
happy. I wallowed into the car happily with his shades still on my face. 
The sun’s rays cast gently on my face and with the cool breeze from my 
open window I took a little nap.

When I came too, we were in a parking lot and he was just turning the 
key out of the ignition. I looked up and then my eyes shot open. “Six 
Flags!” “You always wanted to come here right kid?” Again with the Kid, 
he knew I wasnt fond of its usage in public. To be honest I didnt like it 
period, but he was bigger than me and had no problem punching me if 
I said anything he didnt agree with. I nodded though, I’d let it slide for 
today. We went on all the rides and he even bought me candy. After a 
while of running from ride to ride though I did notice he started to slow 
down. “You okay?” It wasnt like him to not be able to keep up, I mean he 
wasnt that old. 

“Yea, Im fine. You go on ahead I’ll catch up” He didnt have to tell me 
twice, as the words exited his mouth I was gone like Speedy Gonzalez. 
I jumped in line and got on a rollercoaster. I loved them, the way they’d 
rise and fall. I was so excited I hadnt realized he was still on the ground 
until the coaster climbed and ascended towards the sky readying itself and 
me to plummet 50 feet. He was holding his chest and coughing. I guess 
he was older than I thought. He pulled out a cloth from his pocket and 
coughed into it. I waved and called his name. He looked up and quickly 



placed it back into his pocket with a smile. This really wasnt like him, but 
I decided to stop questioning things and enjoy the fact that the gods had 
answered my prayers and turned that Jerk of a Big Brother into someone 
nice.

After the games we went to the movies and after that he took me for more 
Ice Cream before we went home. As I layed on my bed, body sore from 
all the walking, games and rides, stomach full from all the food, candy, 
and sweets, and overall exhausted I heard a knock at my door. “Hey Kid 
can I come in?” “Uh yes?!” Since when did he knock or ask? He walked 
in and sat at the foot of my bed. “Did ya have fun today?” “I guess” “You 
guess!” I did, but I mean I couldnt let him know that “Uh huh”.  “I have a 
riddle for you, and if you can answer it correctly, then you can keep whats 
inside.” “Okay!” I liked riddles, I was always good at them.

“Once you figure it out go in my room, pick the correct envelope on my 
counter, and do as it says, Got it?” “Yup!” “Okay here we go” He stood 
and cleared his throat. “The last is in me, you are the one before,but 
trailing behind the first of last, and lo. The second in the whole family has 
come first! Only the clear sky and the vast ocean know the answer!!!” He 
turned to me and smiled “Happy Birthday Kid” “Ohhhh” So I was right 
he was only doing all those things cause he thought it was my birthday. 
“Hey..you do know its not my birthday right?!” “Oh really? Guess I 
goofed” He chuckled and walked off, but I didnt believe him, why did 
he seem to be in such a good mood. “I’m stepping out for a few, April is 
downstairs if you need anything.” “Ok” April was our maid, she often 
played with me when my bro and parents were out. 

I tried to figure out the riddle. Lets see. The last in me, what could that 
mean? ME, ME...M..E...”omg E”. I was slowly starting to crack the 
riddle, You are the one before. You...you...U? “E U” ok this was gunna 
take some time. Mom came home and called me down for dinner. Bro 
hadnt returned yet, so I saw no harm asking mom for help. “but trailing 
behind the first of last, and lo” Mom was eager to point out Last and Lo 
started with L. Aha so now I had “E U L” This was so easy. “the second 
in the whole family has come first!” I’m the second in the family. But I 
dont understand, what does me coming first mean? A few days passed 
and I was still stumped, and oddly enough there was no word from my 
mother. “A , B, C” Wait a minute. B, is second in the Alphabet family 
and Im second in the Family and Im a Brother. B has to be the answer. 
“E.U.L.B...EULB?”

What the heck was EULB?, I decided to enter my bro’s room and figure 
the rest out from there. On his counter were three envelopes, just as he 
said. A Green, a Red and a Blue. I stared at them all trying to make sense 

of what to do. EULB...BLUE...”Blue, Blue!” wow that’d was actually 
pretty clever. I turned over the envelope and it read. Dont open until 4/13, 
my birthday.

Fortunately my birthday was only 2 days away so I tucked the letter in 
my pocket. Two days later finally the moment of truth. I awoke before 
everyone else reached down and pulled the envelope from under my bed. 
I opened it slowly surprised to find a card, a key, and a note.

The card read as follows: Hey Kid, bet ya didnt figure it out on your own, 
Haha, that’s ok. I never said ya couldnt get help. I know by now you’ve 
realized I havent been home in awhile. By time you read this, I wont be 
there. I know I came off mean, and always seemed to pick on ya, but I 
only did it to make you stronger. Your my little bro, and as your big bro, 
its kinda my job to guide you along in my own way. Hehe, anyway I 
wanna keep this short. I’m so proud of you, I want to you know that. I 
love you, and I’ll always be looking over you. I know it wasnt much, but 
I hope you enjoyed that day we hung out last week. Happy Birthday!. The 
note read

[PS: the car and shades are yours in 4 years, hold on to that key].

It took awhile to sink in, but once it all did my heart ached. I started to 
cry. I couldnt help it. I knew he was up to something, but not this. “You 
Jerk!” I screamed out in between sobs. He’d left me and I couldnt ever let 
him know that I secretly looked up to him and wanted to be just like him.



Saying Goodbye
Sara Beiro Caamano

As I laid here tired and weak, I couldn’t help but enjoy the miracle 
before me. They are so small as they wiggle their tiny noses at me. Their 
eyes are closed but they sense me as I shower them with wet kisses. I still 
couldn’t believe it.  Seven. There are seven of them. At first I thought 
it was six but the last one was so small that I almost couldn’t find him 
between the folds of the blanket. It’s dinnertime. They wiggle towards my 
underbelly to try milk for the first time. Oh dear #7 can’t seem to make it. 
His siblings don’t mean to push but he shouldn’t have fallen so easily.

My husband comes in, stands proud at the sight of such a large litter. 

“How many?”

“Seven”

“Seven? Hot Dog… that’s three more than my brother Altoro. He’s gonna 
hate this.”

He laughs as he spins around chasing his stubby tail. He walks over, 
sniffs at them and then…

“What the hell is that?” He growls at #7

“That’s your son.”

“You sure? Why is he so small?”

“They’re all small.”

“Not like this one. What wrong with him? I’ve seen runts before but this 
is pathetic. Look… he’s not moving. You sure he’s alive.”

“Of course he is.” I lick #7 but he doesn’t respond. I start whimpering as 
I nudge him. 

“Damn… he must have gotten his weakness from your side of the family. 
Well at least we got 6.”

I lick and nudge harder.

“It’s a goner Lucy. It’s for the best. Wouldn’t have survived for long being 
that small.”

He leans over #7 about to grab it with his teeth. Mother always did say 
it was best to dispose of a dead offspring quickly so the pain wouldn’t 
linger, but I couldn’t help it. I growl and bark at Thrasher. If he didn’t 
back up I probably would have bitten him.

“Stupid bitch. He’s just leftovers. “ 
 
I continue to bathe #7. Thrasher was getting mad. It scares me when he 
gets mad. 

“Hey! I’m talking to you.” He paws at me hard. I keep my head down and 
surround #7.

It wasn’t like me to get in his way. I was bigger but I was no fighter. It 
was as if #7 gave me strength. He was a runt but he was mine and damn it 
he WAS alive.

He is alive. His delicate little head twitched. He slowly lifts it. I’m so 
happy. I continue to lick then I lay my nose by him so he can rest on it. 
Thrasher just walks away.

The humans come to visit. I feel better with them. Thrasher is always on 
his best behavior around them. They couldn’t help but notice #7 flaws. 
They didn’t think he’ll make it either. Time passes and #7 is still so small.  
Barely eats, barely moves. I always have such a hard time feeding him 
after his siblings. Thrasher always watches from afar. His eyes never 
leave #7. He has a zero tolerance of weakness.  Every time #7 struggles 
to get past his siblings, falls over and just lies there Thrasher just growls a 
disappointment. He believes in the “survival of the fittest” a bit too much. 
I couldn’t help but feel like he was happier when we thought #7 was dead. 

Once in a while he tests the pups. Steps on them to see how they react. 
I tuck #7 away when he does this. The first time was enough. He didn’t 
care how much #7 whimpered when he pressed down. So fragile he 
looked. I swear his neck would have snapped if I hadn’t barked at him. It 
cost me a butt to the head but at when I awoke… my little one was still 
there.

Three weeks have past. The humans talk about a sale. It’s too soon. 
Stupid humans.  You’re supposed to wait 8 weeks. 



“He won’t make it you know”

“Leave him be. He’s eating.”

“Look at him. The rest already opened their eyes. He hasn’t. That’s not 
normal. You’re just prolonging his death. You’re having such a hard time 
with him… what do you think is going to happen when one of those 
human kids get him. “

He was right. I knew the human children in the area. They are rough with 
their pets. Even at 8 weeks #7 might not be able to play. He barely crawls 
now.

“He’s as good as dead. You should have left him to die. Now he’ll suffer 
or worse he’ll grow to be an embarrassment. ”

That night I overheard my human talking. His mother was sick and they 
planned to move. At first I thought they wouldn’t seriously sell the pups 
so soon. But it was worse. My human was talking about not only the sale 
but also the pound. Any pup not sold would end up there. My heart snuck. 
The pound near us was lousy.  The good one was all the way across town. 
I know #7 won’t sell.  Humans want healthy pups. One look at #7 and 
they’ll think he would be a medical issue. I send a message by crow to my 
best friend Moon, a black Barbet who lived two houses down from me. I 
knew her fur was extra fluffy since her cut wasn’t until next month. I had 
her watch over my pups as I left with #7. She advised me my plan was 
stupid. Literally… her words were, “Your plan is stupid.” but she agreed 
to keep my pups warm as long as Thrasher never came into the shed. 
Thrasher doesn’t know I still talk to her. I believe her and won’t even 
blame her if she ditches my pups if he came through that door. I thanked 
her a million times. Promised her 8 bones. (I might be moving anyway) 
and snuck into the night with #7 in my mouth and a small blanket on my 
back. 

The plan was simple. Get to the good neighborhood. Leave #7 at some 
rich human’s house. Hope to high heavens he is found in the morning.  It 
was a good spring day but clouds were closing in. The chance of rain was 
only 16%. Then again…. that same human said there will be no more 
snow yet we got a hit by 3 inches four weeks ago. Good thing my pups 
came after the storm.

After what seems like a mile I realized a flaw in my plan. I had reached 
an edge of town. I didn’t know my way around here. I was going to keep 
straight but now I see I might get lost. I can’t run with #7 in my mouth 
and I haven’t even traveled that far. The houses were nicer but I wanted 

the best. #7 might need top care. I turn left and continue down a curvy 
road. I look back and try to keep track where I’ve been. I’m gonna get 
lost. Thrasher always comes by early and Moon might get busted. Oh the 
thought of what might happen if he knew Moon was with his kids chilled 
me to my bones. #7 will have to live here. I found a nice blue house. 
Some cardboard was in front of it by the street. I place #7 down onto the 
grass. I bite into the flap of a small cardboard box and drag it over to the 
porch. I pull the blanket off of me and slipped it inside. I then looked for 
my pup in the grass. Damn…. Why did he have to e so small? I find him 
then place him between the folds of the cloth. 

I look at his limp little body. This is a good plan. Right? Better here than 
a pound. No way he’ll be purchased. A clash of thunder roared in the sky. 
Stupid human… 16% huh? I had to get back home. I back away from 
the box hoping this was good. I can hear a faint whimper coming from 
it. For the first time in my life, I was glad he couldn’t see.  He won’t see 
me abandon him. The second clash of thunder makes me jump and walk 
away. The whimper gets louder. A scratch on cardboard echoes into my 
ears. He’ll be fine. He’s covered in the blanket and is sitting in a box 
under the porch. He won’t get wet. He’s warm. Wait…will they see him? 
Will the human see that there’s a puppy in the box or will the box get 
tossed into the trash? The whimper gets louder. I go back to make sure 
he can be seen in that box. Maybe I’ll bark till somebody comes down. 
Yes perfect. I look into the box and my new plan slipped out of my mind. 
There in the box was a tiny little lump staring up at me with beady little 
eyes. 

He sees me. 

I back away. “I’m sorry”

He barks. His first bark. I’m so proud. He sounds like a mouse but it was 
clearly a bark.

“I’m sorry.”

The rain comes down but by then my face was already drenched. I run as 
fast as I can back home. Please let someone find him. Please let him be 
okay. Please let him live even if I never see him again.



Describe the rgb to someone 
who has never seen color

Carla E. Campos

“You have blue hair”

“And you have purple hair little knight”

The purple haired seven year old frowned at his ‘Uncle’ Magic’s answer. 
But soon enough the older male spoke up, playfully ruffling the young 
boy’s hair before leaning forward in his seat, resting his hands onto his 
thighs.

“My hair represents my element of water. You remember that I used to 
be a dragon right? A water breathing dragon who was bigger than this 
house.”

The young boy and the pair of six year old twins sitting on the couch 
across from the adult leaned forward as well. Their interest peaked. 

“Your hair young Salazar is a representative of your ghostly heritage. 
Your mother may be a spitfire by nature but both her and your father are 
natural ghosts.” 

“What about my hair?!” The brown haired girl demanded as she swung 
her legs back and forth from where she sat

“Well my dear, your father did have the earthy brown stripes on his form. 
It’s his gift for you and your brother. They hide your true elements of 
electricity and fire that burns in your veins. That is why you are blonde 
like the queen when you transform. Your most powerful forms” Magic 
answered, making the twins grin at his answer. 

The purple haired boy then piped up once more,”Charlie has red hair, but 
mom’s hair is blonde. They both use fire.” 

Magic laughed at the question, but he was quick to satisfy his curious 
audience,”That is because your mother is royalty my little knight. Golden 
hair to match her high rank and grace. Yellow also burns hotter than red.” 

This extra piece of information made the trio of children grin with glee. 

“So uh Ivy has green hair because she’s a grass type right?” The male 
twin asked, finally speaking up.

“Precisely! You are a smart one kiddo!” Magic beamed at the shy child of 
the bunch, he playfully reached over and used his arm to ruffle the boy’s 
brown hair. 

“We may be in this human world, but the colorful roots of our hair are a 
reminder of our true roots.” The man then stood up, glancing over at the 
clock on the wall before turning his attention back on the children,”So 
how about we go out for some ice cream? I won’t tell if you don’t.” 

Soon enough the four left the building.



Prompt 4
Being mistaken for someone else

-or-
Finding the silver lining of a situation/place/ect.

Switch
Sara Beiro Caamano

Oh I‘m so tired.
 
“Is that the guy?”
 
”Yeah.”
 
“What a cutie?“
 
Who said that?
 
”I know it’s such a shame. But if this is what he wants then all right.”
 
What? I open my eyes but it takes so much effort. Why am I so tired? Is 
my sleep test over? I see before me two young ladies. Too very beautiful 
young ladies. Gotta love this hospital. The nurses are so fine.
 
“Oh she’s awake.“
 
”She?”
 
“Isn’t that what you’re suppose to say?“
 
”I’m sorry but that’s just weird.”
 
“You gotta be respectful.“
 
”It’s still fucking weird. It’s like giving up the lottery.”
 
What the fuck are these two talking about? God I’m so tired. I thought 
that doc said those sleeping pills will make me well rested. I wonder what 

my test results were.
 
“Mr. Brown don’t you worry. You’ll be fully asleep in just a minute. You 
won’t feel a thing in your operation.“
 
Operation!? What operation?! And who the fuck is Mr.brown?
 
”Let’s see Simon Brown age 26. Surgery room 17B. Okay… lets roll him 
out to the waiting room.”
 
So tired. Can’t speak. World going dark. Gotta tell them….I’m Altoine 
Switch. Not fucking  Simon Brown. Simon sounds so white. Oh I get it… 
just because the last name is brown. Is that it? Racist bitch. Come on say 
something. I don’t wanna get cut up. They’re rolling me down the hall. I 
try to speak but my words are air.
 
”Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing during your SRS operation.”
 
“SRS?“
 
”Geez where did you study? SRS… Sex reassignment surgery.”
 
“Oh…. So that’s the doctor way of saying sex change .“
 
 
WHAT!!!!!?   Oh hell no! What the fuck is wrong with you two. Do I 
look like I wanna be a woman?  That’s some white people shit. No black 
guy would ever do this! I’m not Simon! Fucking Christ don’t cut it off. 
Leave Altione junior alone. Dear god help me.
 
”Mr. Brown you gotta calm down.”
 
“Oh dear she’s so nearvous. I give her another dose.“
 
”Stop saying she. Sex change or not. He’s still a guy.”
 
“You’re just closed minded.“
 
”What the fuck did you just say?”
 
I’m TRYING TO SAY SOMETHING! HELP! SHIT! NO GET THAT 
NEEDLE AWAY FROM ME! JESUS CHRIST THIS CAN’T BE 
HAPPENING! YOU GOT THE WRONG GUY! SHIT SHIT SHIT. I’M 
So sleepy. Can’t keep eyes open. World dark FUUUUCCCCCKKKKK..



Finding the Silver Lining
to an Event

Carla E. Campos

Esmeralda let out a content sigh as her emerald eyes gazed up at the 
night sky. It was a clear night, one without clouds or rain. Next to her was 
a brown-haired male named Rei, one of her newest friends whom she had 
grown fond of during the last few weeks. 

They weren’t strangers, but they were indeed enemies for years and now 
because of a horrible catastrophe, they now had to rely on one each other 
in order to survive and it was actually quite nice to be able to be friends 
with the intelligent man instead of fleeing from him every chance she got. 

“Isn’t this nice?” She commented as she tore her eyes away from the sky 
to glance over at the man seated next to her.

“What do you mean your ma-”

“Es-me-ral-da, there’s no need for titles here Rei. We’re friends 
remember?” 

Rei nodded, though the look in his hazel eyes shone with doubt before he 
glanced over his shoulder to peek at the door that separated them from the 
rest of the members of the household who were inside. 

Esmeralda noticed that look of worry that sparked in his eyes, it was a 
frequent sight since many of her citizens still were suspicious of the Water 
Kingdom resident whom she had gotten closer and closer to. Though she 
knew he was particularly wary of her trio of knights who seemed to love 
sending him the nastiest of glares and the most threatening promises of 
pain. 

“It’s okay. They should be preoccupied with my sisters to notice we are 
gone Rei.” 

With that the man visibly relaxed, though a look of confusion still was 
apparent in his facial features as he focused his attention on Esmeralda, 
“So what is it that you were speaking of before?” 

“This whole situation Rei. This world, these bodies, the new opportunities 
and friendships that we have.” As she said those words, her hand moved 
over his own. This caused the man to flush, but he managed to stay seated 
in his seat while he did his best to calm his now racing heart. 

“W-well I do miss home...” He admitted, not wanting to lie to the starry-
eyed woman, “Don’t you?” 

Esmeralda blinked twice as a small frown formed upon her lips, but she 
ended up nodding, “Of course. I especially miss my tails that used to help 
me stay balanced. But I do like being in this state of peace where I don’t 
have to worry about fighting and war.” 

Rei nodded in agreement with Esmeralda’s second statement, “I guess 
you are right about that. I’ve been always curious about you since we 
have never been able to talk and I’ve admired Gen- or um Slytherin’s 
skill in the battlefield... Though it seems that it’ll still be a while until he 
will speak to me without wanting to have my head on a platter.” At his 
second statement, he used his free hand to rub the back of his head as he 
bashfully chuckled. 

“He will warm up to you in time Rei. Trust me, he’s a big softie.” 
Esmeralda reassured him with a giggle. 

“If you say so.” He added with a bashful grin.

They then settled on relaxing, their eyes once again on the stars above 
while their hands remained linked. A comfortable silence filled the air as 
the two sat side-by-side. 

Though it didn’t last for long.

“Do you think Dialga or Palkia had anything to do with this?” Rei asked 
as his eyes remained focused on the stars above.

“I’m not sure, but I’m sure there’s a reason why we are here. Arceus 
wouldn’t send us in this world if not for a reason.” Esmeralda answered, 
her voice much more melancholy than before, but then she glanced 
once more at her companion, flashing him one of her mega-watt smiles, 
“Maybe he wanted us to be friends and thought this was the only way to 
do it.” 

That statement made Rei laugh out loud, a blush apparent on his cheeks, 
not unlike the red cheeks he used to have during his younger years as a 
Pikachu. “Maybe, though it may take some time for everyone else to be 
friends like we are.” 

“Definitely! But till then, let’s do our best to help everyone get along~” 

“That’s a mission I’ll gladly help you achieve Esmeralda.”



Both
Lobo Valentin

My name is Raul Escalvier, and Im no one special you should know. 
I wear glasses, Im fat, and I have an annoying laugh. I’m outspoken, and 
dont have many friends because of it. Those who claim to be, are from 
the true genuine friends you’ve come to know. Sure they laugh with me, 
smile, and make their jokes, but I know when Im not around they talk 
about me just the say. I know they call me Fat, Lard, Escargo, and Four 
eyes Laura. I’ve heard just about every fat joke one could imagine, my 
moobs or man boobs are larger than the females who so called associate 
with me. My voice is high and hasnt hit that base that comes from boys 
who have gone through puberty and are now men. But I dont mind it too 
bad, cause I dont really need those guys. What’ve they ever really done 
for me. I mean sure they spend some time with me and we hang out, but 
they also always come over my house and eat my food. I just dont say 
anything cause I’d hate for them to think I’m always thinking bout food. 
They hand with me and we go to the movies or game stores, but I pretty 
sure my good old buddy Jake tried to put hanging with me down as a way 
of community service, and dear sweet Emma tried to claim me on her 
taxes for helper’s aid.

Alot of fun those guys are, but I still enjoy em. Ya see I can never get too 
mad at them because if not for them I’d have never found my fanbase. 
Yea, thats right I have a fan base. Over a couple hundred people heading 
into the thousands little by little every day. I’ve made actual heartfelt 
genuine friends and it’s all because of Jake and Emma. Ya see, well...let 
me paint the picture.

Jake and Emma wanted to go to Comic Con. They invited me because in 
the event it was a lame event, they figured they could blame their reason 
for going on my willingness to see Supergirl or Boob WIndow as I like to 
call her, and Starfire Cosplayers. I’ve never been into cosplay. I’ll let ya in 
on a little secret. There aren’t that many fat anime characters to cosplay, 
and I wasnt in the mood to hear the “hey look its so and so, oh who that 
guy, more like he looks like the thing that ate so and so”....Yea...Im not 
willing to go that road and risk that happening again.  

So I decided to wear something standard, and I felt wouldnt draw 
attention. A white button down shirt and some olive green pants, from st. 
Pattys. Comic con was in March the last week so the pants wouldnt draw 
too much attention. 

Anyway, so We all meet up at the con and we’re having a good time, 
or atleast I am. I brought a camera and took a few snaps of some cute 
cosplayers for my collection. When ya get to be my size, ya understand 
that just being able to snap a picture to use for later, is a wonderful, 
wonderful thing. So at the con Im in line waiting for a Panel Jake really 
wanted to see. I’d been waiting on line for 3 hours and by time I got up 
there was only one ticket left. I too intended to go to that panel so I was a 
bit conflicted.

“Hey Fat Ass, where’s my ticket!” Usually I’d just ignore him, then again 
he’d never really outright called me such just outta the blue like that 
unless he was drunk. I stopped and stared at him, his eyes looked fine, but 
that only told me it must be the other option for such an outburst.

He’d found a cute cosplayer and banged her someone on con grounds. 
That was his conquest and reason for going to cons. I was pretty sure 
the only reason he brought me along was to reference anime and keep it 
looking like he was in the know.

Anyway as I said usually I’d ignore it, but everyone turned and looked to 
me and I panicked. Member that annoying laugh I told you about, Well 
yea that becomes a normal default when Im embarassed. “Haha Knick off 
there Joe” I knew Jake hated to be called Joe, Joe was his older brother’s 
name, and he’d always received all the attention. I think it was because of 
him and his parents that thats why Jake acts how he is.

Either Way so as I began to get up off my ass that had fallen asleep I 
walked over and presented him with the ticket. In doing so I heard a huge 
squeal. “Omg Omg its Peter” I turned and looked around “what?” 

“Ahhhh Peter Peter....” 

“Who? Sorry toots Im Raul, you’ve gotten me mistaken with someone 
else.” The girl was so cute I gotta admit, and what happened next blew 
my mind. She told me she loved my cosplay and how it was so original, 
she’d hadnt seen a Family Guy cosplayer before. I started to tell her, it 
was a fluke and I wasnt in cosplay, when it hit me. 

These are my people. I can truly be myself aroudn them and they wont 
judge me too harshly. 



So I decided to play along. I adjusted my glasses and looked to her. “Wow 
Lois you’ve really let yourself go?” I said in my best impression of Peter 
Griffin, which I’d never noticed before wasnt too far from my actual 
voice range. 

She looked at me confused, but then smiled and asked for a pic after my 
next line. “I mean look at you, your hair is long, ya look 15 years younger 
and grrrrowl!” She asked for a pic and I agreed. Pretty soon I was getting 
attention from all around. 

“omg its Peter, Hey Peter can I have a pic?”

It was amazing. To think I became famously known as the living Peter 
Griffin all cause my so called friend at the time decided to try and 
embarrass me and call me a fat ass. Whelp! Guess what Jake jokes on 
you, cause after that day I started dedicating myself to cosplaying and 
perfecting my Peter Impersonations. People seem especially fond of my 
story and I guess I have you to thank for it. 

<Sigh>

“Sir please pull up to the next window to place your order” 

“Good to see ya still work here. How ya been Jake?” He looked at me 
shocked to see the pretty girl besides me. “Oh this is my girlfriend Carly, 
you remember her right?” The look on his face was priceless, but like I 
said before I dont hate him, cause if it wasnt for him I wouldnt be where I 
am today,

Finding a Silver Lining
Out of a Situation

Skyler G. Burnside

Rohan love each of his family member, related or not and them him. 
It mutual grounds. But Ikki took special care with him beyond taking to 
illegal matches. If was even a hint of him wanted something or even hurt 
she was there with a gift. Be it the thing he was eyeing or pain to poor 
thing that had cause harm. Ikki was more protective than all other even 
than Korra and she had the Avatar thing to back her up.

At first it was nice. If he really wanted to get away with something there 
was Ikki to back him up. She would face anyone be it parent or Avatar. 
That was Ikki stance about him. However it was at time very frantic how 
she dotted around him. How she seem waited on her very edge to see him 
smile laugh or call out to her. How every tears or rejection, no matter how 
small, cut deeper than any steel could.

It was her tears he saw one day alone, the ones she hid so well behind 
smile laughs spoke the unspoken truth he didn’t know could possible. He 
wonder if anyone ever knew how much Ikki had come to hate herself. 
How much his smile really worth.

With open eyes he knew that the other knew. They knew and he could not 
phantom at first why they could not fix this. But he realizes they could not 
no matter how much they try. Ikki wasn’t letting any of them to even try 
because she knew they knew.

So he kept the secret and did all as if it was the same. Only different 
he wasn’t maybe so selfish in her adorning of him, and maybe quick to 
defend her before she even have to move. Hugs her when she just there 
laughing with the other. Ask her about airbending training. Thing he done 
all before knowing.

And she cherish it because he see the smiles and laughter and less tears. 
And he cherish it because to him she worth the world.

Because he love her, and she didn’t need to try so hard to receive it from 
him. Ikki was his sister, and she already had Rohan love to begin with.



Prompt 5
Overcoming the Darkness

-or-
Numbers is your Superpower

Gringer Bread in the Dark
Sara Beiro Caamano

“But I don’t wanna go to bed,” Danny yelled to his big sister.

“Well tough nuts Ginger Bread. Mom said your bedtime was 8. Now go 
to sleep.”

“It’s no fair. I never get to stay up late.”

“Just go to sleep!” His sister shuts off the light, unaware of the tongue 
being stuck out at her by a certain red haired little boy. As she is about to 
close the door...

“WAAAIIITTTT!!!!”

“Now what?”

“You forgot the light!” Danny points to his batman symbol nightlight that 
laid on the floor by the outlet.

“Seriously… you still use that?  Aren’t you a little too old to be using a 
nightlight?”

“I’m only 6 and 1/2,” scowled Danny as his freckles seem to flare up. A 
phone rings somewhere else in the house.

“You want to stay up late yet you’re still afraid of the dark? What….? 
Do you think the monster in your closet is going to eat you?” teased the 
sister.

“That’s stupid! There’s no monster in the closet. He lives under the bed!”

Danny’s sister faceplates herself. “I’m going to pretend i didn’t hear that.”

“Rebecca,” a woman calls from downstairs.

“Yeah mom?”

“There’s a boy on the phone who wants to talk to you. He says his name 
is Kevin.”

“KEVIN! Later brat, my future is calling me.” She slams the door shut 
leaving Danny all alone in the dark. As he hears his sister’s footsteps, 
running down their wooden staircase, he pulls his covers up to his chest 
and starts to breathe heavy.

A whine escapes as he pulls on his curly hair. “She left me. She really left 
me. Oh man.”

His room was indeed very dark. It only had one window where the 
streetlights shined though, causing strange shadows to fill his walls. He 
looks towards the nightlight on the floor which was still visible thanks 
to the hallway light sweeping under his door. Danny slowly pulled off 
his cover and hung his feet over the edge. He looks at the dark abyss 
under his dangling feet. With a big gulp of air he jumps out of bed and 
lands on all four. He quickly springs up straight and tiptoes towards his 
front door… careful not to step on any of his toys. For the first time in 
his life, he wished he listened to his mother about cleaning up his room. 
After stepping on three action figures, a stuffed animal and what felt like 
a chocolate chip cookie from this morning, he finally reached the end of 
his bed and was only two feet away from the door. His target was in sight. 
With a smile he walks over to the batman symbol and -

“Hey! Who left this light on!?” Danny recognized his dad’s voice.

“How many times do I have to tell you guys, if you’re not using it then 
turn it off. The bill last week was too high!!” Off went the hallway light.

Now Danny really was in the dark.

He scrabbles onto the floor trying to feel for the nightlight. “Where is it! 
Where is it?”

He grabs a stiff plush by mistake. He gasps. “Mickey!”

He pushes his plush and a light comes on. It was his Ninja Turtle with 
built in flashlight. Now he could see where the nightlight was. He grabs it 
and on his knees wobbles to the outlet. He shines the light and struggles 
to stick it in.

“Come on! Go in!”

The flashlight starts to blink. “Oh no.”



Overcoming Darkness
Skyler G. Burnside

Broken

That what they whisper behind her back. Strong words whisper behind 
the sight of notice but she heard them.  She heard newly reform title in 
her ear clear as any person. She was not deaf but maybe they would have 
small mercy to not speak as if she could not hear them.

Broken Ballerina Doll. That title, the been fitted upon her. It fit she think, 
it fit because she felt broken, and doll like, all the same. She think that 
people was cruel . They like scavenger finding joy of your fallen form. 
Finding joy when can’t fight back. This what she think, with her shatter 
dreams on the ground her perfection all but a fool hearted hope.

There people whisper in her and her own words mocking her. You are 
nothing Jean, and now you never be nothing.

Broken Ballerina indeed.

And darkness kept upon her as thick curtain closed and music died.

The doctor work with her. It is his job, he supposed give her a chance 
again. To walk to move upon her own. And he does what he can. It 
painful the effort to do something that child could do upon two. It painful 
as she remember doing effortlessly, instinctive. But the instinct is wrong. 
The dark whisper still in her heart, you never do this and if you even do 
you never dance again. They speak in term of number and large words, 
and spontaneous encouragement.

She fall more time then she remember doing in her life. And she had fall 
quite a lot. She was a dancer and they say she walk again and run but 
when came to dancing.

Mumble words, hush whisper and pitiful smiles. 

Not that she ever was great dancer, never great enough. A little nothing 
that didn’t have the shape the look and never have technique. And now 
she struggle to walk, struggle with pain.

The dream seem like being eaten away from her and she watch it do so. 
A candle blown out. She couldn’t take a bow. Who would see who would 
care. But there something to see all those long strives burn with simple 
mistake.  Not her own, just someone foolishness and her just being there.

She lay down in darkness crept and she close her eye and she dream, or 
remember cause dreaming only would hurt more to meet. There she meet 
a little girl. pluggy thing, short, and little bit to much energy. And moving 
without a care in attic where only sunlight sprinter and candle that flicker 
in twilight mess she is and she laugh unhinder of fear. And when she 
trip and skin her knee she hesatate a moment and stand up back twiing 
laughing. Under broken song of music box of broken ballerina.

Sunlight crept through the window. She blink away memory and she still 
have deal with the heavy shadows of the day. The darkness still held on. 
Words was still say but some how it didn’t matter. 

The silent was sweetest sounds to her ears.
    
The doctor push her but she push harder,. Something chasing her and 
make her heart thunder. The dark words and past seem on her heel and 
she know she push it just bit more she kick them in the ass to people who 
laughing. She never hear them laugh but the looks she get was all but 
revengeful of the past.

Doctor struggle to keep up. But she was too far before them. And if they 
could not keep up 

It took 2 years, two long years where she finally stand beyond this point. 
The music start the curtain climb up and single spotlight glare on her and 
darkness swarm around her like angry hive trying swallow her. She pay it 
mind cause there laughter there. Old painful laughter and a little girl who 
had fell too many time to stand in the spot light. Fell to many time and 
tear down and finally, nearly destroyed her self. To be somewhere to be 
notice.

To be her.



Overcoming Darkness
Carla E. Campos

Deeper and deeper, the surface of the Italian waters above were far 
from sight and all that he could see was darkness. Dark inky water that 
surrounded him, engulfed him completely, leaving him breathless. He 
could feel his supply of oxygen running low. No matter how much he 
flailed like a desperate man hungry for air, he continued to sink. Deeper 
and deeper.

Darkness. 

With a gasp the now awake man sat up, the aftermath of his nightmare 
left his body drenched in sweat instead of the Italian waters he found 
himself drowning in. He could feel the beads of sweat trailing down his 
neck and dripping down to his naked torso. He greedily took in gasps of 
air as he did his best to recover from the sensation of drowning. 

Shakily, he stood up. The cool tile floor of his basement helped shake him 
out of his startled and tired state as he began to move. While some would 
be shocked at the fact that they woke up on the floor of their basement 
after initially sleeping in their warm sheets, his sleepwalking tendencies 
tended to lead him to this cold and damp area of the house whenever he 
was stressed.

Once he got to the first floor of his home, he slumped down onto the 
couch of his living room. His hands moved up to wipe his face dry of 
the mixture of tears and sweat that still lingered. These dreams turned 
nightmares were becoming too much for him. His dreams mocked him, 
teased him, gave him hope of better days full of fireworks. His nightmares 
would tear those dreams apart, showing him the reality of his situation 
while rubbing the harsh reality into his heart’s open wounds. 

The blonde hair, the long lashes, the plump lips and slim figure of a 
woman was a constant in his nightmares. She would show up right when 
his dreams managed to uplift his dampened soul and then proceed to 
torture him endlessly by taking what was rightfully his.

Who was he kidding? He never had a right to have his starry lover. 

Maybe these nightmares were doing him a favor. Maybe they were 
telling him to stop trying to clutch tightly onto a love that would never be 
returned. He needed to let go and move on with his life.

He wouldn’t drown. He wouldn’t continue to spiral like this. Waiting for a 
phone call, for a sign, for a heart that was never his to begin with. 

With a sigh the man stood up. 

While his heart still ached, he did feel a little lighter. He would move on. 



Prompt 6
The Villianous Moment

-or-
Choose a Phobia, Write a Character Who Has It

The Villainous Moment
Sara Beiro Caamano

“There you are. I have been looking all over for you.” Edna finds 
Tezca wiping his hands in a small towel. 

“James is freaking out...” she stops and notices the blood on them.

“Ah shit… what the hell did you do now? I swear, I can’t take my eyes 
off of you for a second. You’re worse then my nephew.” 

Tezca chuckles a little. “You know that tongue of yours is going to get 
you into a lot of trouble one of these days.”

“I can handle myself.”

“Oh I’m sure you can.” he tosses the towel into a trash can. “Burn it 
would you. That stupid cop is visiting tomorrow.”

“Burn it yourself! I’m not your god damn maid. I’m a fucking secretary.” 

“There’s a difference?” he grins.

“Yeah… .no ass kissing”

“Heh… do you know what Mitch has been whining about these days?”

“No and don’t care.”

“Oh you should. He’s been telling everybody that the only reason I allow 
you to talk to me the way you do is because we’re sleeping together.”

“WHAT?! That fucking creep. I’ll kill him. You know what it is? He 
just can’t stand the fact that a woman is higher up than him…that and I 
refused to go out with him.”

“He asked you out?”

“Acted like I should be honored to date him as if he was fucking Jesus.” 

Tezca bursts out laughing.
“So how they fuck did you respond? I swear you better not have gone 

along with it or I’ll kick your ass.Don’t care how many believe it, I’m still 
not sleeping with you.”

“It’s that how you think I am?” he turns to her with a frown.

She thinks for a moment.” No… you’re too prideful to lie. “

“...That is true,” he admits. 

“Well if you excuse me… I’m gonna go kill him.”

“No need for that.”

“Look I don’t give a shit if he is the one that handles your precious cargo. 
I’m still kicking his ass, besides I can find someone better.”

“Then go ahead. He won’t be working for a while.”

“Why the hell not?”

“Cause I smashed his face into a wall.”

Edna freezes and stares at her boss with wide eyes. With disbelief she 
responds, “You…. you didn’t have to do that.” She spoke her words 
carefully as if they were glass. 

“Thank you but…”

“You think I did it for you?” he glares at her with bright golden eyes.

Getting a little annoyed she snaps, “….well what am I suppose to think?”

“Perhaps I didn’t make myself clear. Mitch was going around saying 
I…. allowed you to talk down to me just because of sex. As if I was a 
brainless idiot who couldn’t get it somewhere else. He was making others 
think you had control over me. Heh can you imagine. You a lonely human 
bossing me around.”

“....You felt insulted.”

“That’s right. So I grabbed him by the back of the head and into the wall 
he went. Unfortunately he hasn’t woken up yet so I hope you meant it 
when you said you could replace him.”

“Um… yeah. I got just the guy in mind.”

“Good, cause I need that cargo sent to the Japanese by Friday.”

“I’ll get right on it.”

Texca starts to walk out and stops shoulder to shoulder with Edna. He 
lowers down to her ear and whispers with a full row of sharp teeth, “And 
would you relax… like I said before. I like your sharp tongue…. just 
don’t overdo it.” and with that he leaves the room with a smirk on his face 
as Edna stood quietly thinking ‘I need a new job’



Both
Lobo Valentin

Hello, Gather round, I’m about to tell you the story of how I became 
the man I am today. My name is Taka, and I wasnt always the dark and 
mysterious loner everyone have come to fear. I was once a prodigy. I 
was the Prince of my Pride, and I was destined for great things. I had 
visions and ambitions to help the great Circle of Life. I would be the one 
to remember, I’d have my image shown and name praised by the stars. I 
would be the one to maintain balance, I would succeed over the family 
business and bring visions of new light. 

I had it all planned, everything, but that all changed when he was born. At 
the beginning I was happy. I always wanted a playmate, someone who’d 
look up to me. Someone I could protect, but slowly little by little I noticed 
my dreams and aspirations would never be so long as he was around. See 
as a young cub I’d always struggled with a minor phobia. One mother 
and father never knew about, and that I begged Old man Raf to keep quiet 
of. Ya see, I have Atychiphobia. It’s not that bad really, helps someone in 
my position strive to be better. Atychiphobia is the fear of failure, and the 
only way I could ever fail would be to let my father down, him being the 
ruler of my Pride. I admired him, as did many others. 

But as I said the days they turned to weeks and weeks to months, I 
noticed Father would spend more time with my brother than he would 
me. Surely I can understand I’m older and he’s just a youngin, but I was 
at the age where Father should be teaching me to hunt. To show me the 
diplomacies of how things worked if I was ever to take over.

Then it hit me. What if now that my brother was born, Father intended to 
skip me and pass the family business over to him? After all he did more 
resemble Father, a mere splitting image of how he once looked. I favored 
more of my mother. One day I decided to approach Father and ask him. 
Can you imagine the pain I felt when he unleashed unto me a fate I’d 
never imagined. Apparently I was not of his seed. My true father had 
lost his life in a duel against the man I was raised to believe was mine. 
He’d apparently resented me for being of the one with whom he defeated. 
Apparently I looked more like him than I did my mother. I had my true 
father’s eyes.

Enraged as Im sure you’d expect any hormonal teen to be I lashed out 
at him, this man who pretended to by my father and with whom just 
admitted to me that he didnt love me and never intended to pass down 
anything, raised his mighty hand and struck back, wounding my right 
eye. Thats when it hit me. This was all his fault. My brother. If he’d never 
been born, then Father, or the man who pretended to be my father would 
never have told me the truth. I’d be happy and everything would fit into 
place.

Now knowing the truth I began to seclude and keep to my thoughts. I’m 
sure my younger brother never even noticed. The fool. Every night he’d 
sleep in between Mother and Father, and I’d lay across brooding. I will 
have my revenge one day brother. If not for you I’d have never been a 
failure to Father, or the man who pretended to be my father, and now 
knowing this was I thus a Failure to my actual Dad, for not wanting to 
avenge him. I must admit I was driven mad. The spiraling self doubt and 
reality that I was a failure was too much to bare. My chest clenched and 
at moments I found it hard to take breath. I eventually found it soothing 
to focus on how I’d start with my brother. After all it was all his fault. Be 
Prepared, young Lion. King for thy name. For my teeth and ambitions 
are bared. Be prepared....

Yes, my name is Taka, but everyone calls me....Scar.



“Chromatophobia”
Fear of Colors- Pink

Carla E. Campos

“Okay men, we are gathered around my living room table to discuss 
a very important matter” 

“It’s only you and me Navar...”

“Hush! There was another dude here too, but he must have chickened out 
and left early.” The blond man quickly corrected the confused brown-
haired Iris. 

“Now as I was saying, it has been universally agreed that we all have an 
issue with-” Navar paused as he took out a simple sheet of paper that he 
had on his desk behind him before slamming it down on the small living 
room table. It was a simple crudely drawn image of an angry looking man 
with hazel eyes shaped like fireballs and pink hair. It was colored with 
simple markers of the Crayola variety and this was extremely obvious 
since the same pack of markers used were several feet away on the 
ground with the colored markers scattered around it. 

“Yes his name is-”

“We don’t care what his name is!” Navar interrupted as he waved his 
hands around before proceeding to slam down a bottle on the table. It had 
a piece of paper on it labeled ‘unsexitioner’ was haphazardly taped on it. 

“Now as men, we need to conquer our fear of this pink dude. We cannot 
let this monster rampage around the city while fooling innocent men and 
women that he’s approachable when he’s really planning on slaughtering 
them all in thei-”

“I don’t quite think h-” Iris softly mumbled, trying to talk some sense into 
his companion, but instead was silenced with a lone finger.

“Shush, the pro’s are talking.” Then with a grin he spoke up once more, 
“You said this guy has been trying to kill you since when?” 

Iris flushed at the question, but bashfully answered as he looked down at 
his feet, “Around four to five months...” 

Navar grinned as he nodded, “Which is why you naturally flinch and want 
to scream like a little girl when you see him right?” 

Iris nodded.

“Then this is why we need to act quickly! Imagine all the other people 
who have been suffering because of his tyranny! We need to attack 
him when he’s most vulnerable. Strike at his weak point and make sure 
nobody has to deal with this fear that we have deep in our hearts!” 

Iris looked once more at his blue-eyed friend, “We aren’t going to... Kill 
him right?” As he spoke, his words were slow and cautious, acting as 
if his friend was a ticking time bomb. And with how eccentric and wild 
Navar could be, that fact could very much be true.

“Nah just his sex-appeal, though if you want to off him. I guess I know a 
dude or two, but the pink-dude isn’t that bad. Not yet at least.” The other 
male answered with a mild shrug, almost as if talking about the weather 
when they were speaking about someone’s life.

Specifically the life of a terrifying man, one who would probably haunt 
them for all of eternity if they killed him. And one who was closely linked 
to his family member and the keeper of his heart. 

Iris shivered at that thought, not wanting to think much about how the 
pink ghost of Enrique would find ways to make his living life a miserable 
hell. Probably rivaling the power his own twin sister held over him.

“Okay... So his sex-appeal?” Iris confirmed.

“Yup! Thanks to your cousin, I finally realized the secret behind being 
sexy is the hair.” Navar grinned as he lifted up the bottle and shook it, “So 
we add some of this juice to his conditioner and shampoo and... BAM! 
He’s no longer super sexy and no man, woman or child will look at him 
the same ever again!” 



Melissophobia
Skyler G. Burnside

It was  a moment of super alertness. That’s what it was was. Your 
suddenly highly awake and every part of you alive. It tells you to run, 
and hair trigger of way to do so. Even if simple walking across the street 
and not looking back. You done so before. But logic there whispering to 
you, telling you all the flaw of of running is. Making yourself look like a 
crazes fool is one of them. But even though it up there. Momentary you 
willing to look every bit stupid and dumb, but this white pieces of paper 
in front of you is making a strong case.

But so is the buzzing.

It too you left you could hear t. It loudly pass by and your body stiffen 
like well prepare spring trap. You hands lock to you side and you try to 
dodge something that it too close to comfort.

You try to relax, try to tell yourself it gone.

Then it buzzing to left of your head and you panic mind, you think it in 
my hair it there moving an around and all you really want to do do it get 
away. You reach up and think it there it is there.  But you as much as you 
want to run your hands to check to make sure it not nesting in your head 
you also released it putting you in position you need to be. You startle it 
and you be a world of pain, if it in your hair it surely going end with you 
in pain. 

Even if it died.

So you move your hands back down to paper twitch and try to hope it go 
away whisper thing it just a fly and you really hope it is.

“There a bee in the room”

There go that small stupid comfort. And everyone you mean everyone 
react. There eyes where the person point it out. It flying about, thankfully 
not in you hair but it there in the same room as you, that fuzzy yellow 
black sentinel of pain. It running into the light copple of time. And you 
know it confused and looking and searching. You know more fact about 
a bee didn’t care for them. And know they important and they do good, 
but your mind is stuck on all those bad they personally done. And can’t 

remember a single one or maybe you remember all of them.

Someone open the window, someone always do, try lure it away. And 
think yes do that please because every sense is on the little monster you 
hear it flying and the small sound as it hit the window or fly close by. 
And some strange reason you sat next to the fool who think they kill it.  
And that fool swings by you and think, it going sting me because you it 
coming back and and hit me. You try get away and the teacher trying cal 
the class and you want to just run off.

Did have the wrong colors on, nothing bright, and not black. Did you 
know killer bee are attracted to black and dark spot. This why they fly 
toward your mouth. Forget that there thousand of the running suicide 
run they are sting you in the mouth, eyes. They stun you everywhere but 
beside point. And you sweating because you fully away this is not a killer 
bee..there a hidden possibility... and now you worry if you smell. Because 
most know about flower smells but not that they also attract armpit stink.

And it hot and you scared, that like armpit stink cooking one 1o1

So you want to go want to bolt out or be anywhere but here and you ready 
to run, away and then like miracle of mercy the bee fly away into open 
sky and you most happy when the window closed. You so rather sweat 
out on this test. 

Buzzz...

Shit.



Prompt 7
Write an origin story for your MLP OC

-or-
Write a story with OC and another cannon pony in 

which you show your OCS personality

Dear Sunshine
Skyler G. Burnside

Dear Wonderful Super Secret Diary I deem to call, Sunshine, it me 
again.

Um you remember right, since I built you.

Well if you have forgotten who I am, shame on you as I have told you 
at least 5 time already. And you suppose to record this stuff. But it seem 
very important to repeat it so I shall tell you my name is Stars Dream. Yep 
that my name. Hard Work and Stone Mine. Well adopt filly as both my 
parents are well earth ponies. Not a big deal any who but you know all 
this and I decided to to talk about well life today. 

So what new..um..well Sunshine, nothing as usual went to school, walk in 
a straight line, ate same food, repeat the Equalization on every hour. 

Um..[whisper] you know one of the fillsong it different, got put in the 
corner and had to resd THE BOOK...it didn’t take long for Wind to sang 
it right ..[Whisped lower] I like her jingle better. It moves.

Don’t tell no one okay.

I also got caught flying too...I wish they let me I promise not to fly faster 
then anyone could walk. No higher than couple of inches but mom and 
dad seem happy. They smile and we go get hair done every other tuesday, 
and get muffins take walk in town, Say hi to everone, eat and go to bed.

Mama..om use to read stories...But the mare burn them and now it just 
rule book. Mom read them to me. She tell be a good girl. But I dream 
other things  

The other filly seem happy, we write and practice are specify well 
everyone smile...smiles like shield that could bounce a bit off of.. Or 
magic spells, You think..you think I could..no against the rule to build 
anything that not apporve like flying.

Wait dairy I think I hear singing. There must be new people here. That 
different.

Give me a moment......

...

..

.

Sunshine, they have cutie mark they shine like diamond no really one 
them have a diamond cutie mark. I saw it I did, there was thousands 
balloon on one who pink, all color I swear, she was just floating around. 
Okay she wasn’t but maybe she can. She had curly hair like I use to 
It bounces. My hair just waddle. Also butterfly girl and rainbow mane 
wonder with rain bolt. They was flying..they flying so very high they 
looking at the back of pony,. I wonder how it look like. Being so high

O sorry there drop you. Didn’t meant take you for a ride. Against the rules 
to fly. To be different

To be special

All must be the same

It only way to be happy.

Mom and dad don’t fight anymore and they smile got to be happy. They 
use to worry when I start flying maybe...

Okay, so there was a princess..this is for real true I promise she had 
unicorn horn and wings. She was purple and cutie mark was like the 
diamond, shape not the rock stone like other unicorn. It seem glimmer out 
like a star..like my name. Do you think maybe my cutie mark....

Oh yeah, silly me,  I live here and everyone get same cutie mark. 
Graduation happen soon. I could start flying then not as high to see back 
but off the ground and everything. Don’t that sound wonderful.



Is it bad I don’t want the same cutie mark, that I want to go out and have 
adventure and battle things like dragon and the like.But I can’t only way 
to be happy is to be

Like

Everyone

Else

Sorry Sunshine i did not mean to through you. I promise I didn’t, I was 
mad, I shouldn’t be mad. These the bad emotion. I want to hit something. 
really hard.

I got be happy, got be happy, got be a good girl and be like the other 
ponies. Those stranger, they just don’t know what it’s like..but maybe 
they will..they taking to the place my parent to get their mark taking 
away.

Sunshine, if I tell you a secret will you tell, no, I trust you...I went there 
once and I dream sometime what would be like to have a cutie mark, 
what mines would look..more so than flying and I like flying....

Stupid Dream, huh sunshine....

Got to go Sunshine my Wonderful Secret Diary we preparing for new 
friends  that good right..

New friends just me..

OC Episode
Carla E. Campos

Iris grinned as he leaned back against the couch as his hazel eyes 
focused on the flickering flat screen television before him. Bright playful 
music blasted from the speakers as he leaned forward and began to delve 
into his guilty pleasure, an animated television series focusing on a 
friendship between six pastel colored horses.

After the opening theme song, an unfamiliar filly trotted through the 
beautiful sunny city of Ponyville. Z colored filly with bright green eyes 
and brown and pink strands of curly hair that seemed to dance around her 
without much of a breeze to help. Her gait was strange, it looked very 
much a mixture between a skip and a trot, but it seemed to work for the 
young-looking pony.

“So this is Ponyville...” The foreigner mumbled as her green eyes 
flickered from quaint building to quaint building, eyes full of wonder and 
curiosity. 

The screen then cut to the Cutie Mark Crusaders, all of them in awe at 
the stranger. Though they didn’t waste time in just observing the filly, 
instead they were quick to charge forward with their child-like eagerness 
to figure out who this filly was and how did she get that coffee-cup related 
cutiemark. 

“Heya stranger!” Apple Bloom was the first to speak as she waved her leg 
as a greeting. 

“What brings you around here?” Scootaloo chirped in almost 
immediately.

The stranger blinked twice at the sight of the three fillies, but laughed as 
she ceased trotting and faced the eager trio, “Hi! The name’s Sugar Rush. 
I’m just looking for Sweet Apple Acres, mind showing little ol me the 
way?” A friendly laugh followed her request as she once looked around 
their surroundings.

“Oh sure! That’s where I live!” Apple Bloom gushed before following up 
with another question, “Do you know Applejack?” 



Sugar Rush shook her head, “Nope~ but I got some business to handle 
with her so the sooner I get the boring stuff over with, the quicker it’ll 
be till I can find a good cup of coffee.” She answered, finishing that 
statement with a grin. 

“Well uh, my sister won’t be back till later. So why don’t we go to Sugar 
Cube Corner and get your coffee there?” 

With that said, the four fillies began to walk, chattering excitedly about 
the various sweets and pastries at their destination before the camera cut 
to the inside of Sugar Cube Corner with Mr. and Mrs. Cake working at 
the counter. 

The girls were already seated at one of the many tables inside with sugary 
snacks of all sorts before them.

“What kind of business do you have with Apple Bloom’s sister?” Sweetie 
Belle asked as she leaned forward, using her magic to bring a donut close 
to her face so she could nibble on it. 

Sugar Rush grinned once more at this question before taking a big bite 
on the tip of her coffee mug before tilting her head back to chug the 
entire mug of its coffee. Then with a giggle she dropped the empty mug 
on the table, “Oh! Well I run a Coffee Shop in Manehattan and I heard 
that Sweet Apple Acres has the best Apple Cider ‘round Equestria. So I 
wanted to buy some to take back with me.” 

“You run a shop, all by yourself?!” Scootaloo exclaimed. 

“My sister barely lets me help me with her dresses, much less helping any 
customers on my own!” Sweetie Belle chimed in, disbelief evident in her 
eyes. 

Sugar Rush laughed, “Of course! I have been doing it for years! Coffee is 
my thing!” 

With that said, Apple Jack entered through the doors of Sugar Cube 
Corner, her eyes widening as she noticed the tan-furred filly at the table 
with the Cutie Mark Crusaders. 

“Oh Sugar Rush! I heard ya was comin’ into town. Sorry for not greetin’ 
ya at the station.” The orange pony then paused as she looked at the Cutie 
Mark Crusaders, “The girls weren’t botherin’ ya or anythin’ right?” 

Sugar Rush stood up with a grin, “Oh no, not at all! So how about we talk 
Cider at your place?” 

With that, the two mares trotted out of the business, leaving the Cutie 
Mark Crusaders baffled at the exchange. 

“Oh... She wasn’t a filly like us?” Sweetie Bloom asked

“Guess not...” Scootaloo answered, just as shocked.

With that the ending credits scrolled through leaving Iris with a grin as 
the girls learned the valuable lesson of not jumping to conclusions or 
judging a book by its cover.

Sugar Rush with Cutie Mark Crusaders



Aniween Night
Sara Beiro Caamano

“There she is boys! Get her! “

A group of ponies chase an orange mare, with red and black stripe hair, 
down a path by the Everfree Forest. They pass by a thick black tree 
with crooked branches unaware that the mare was up in them. Once she 
could no longer see them over the hill she laughs. “What a bunch of 
idiots. Guess I’m too smart for them.” Unfortunely the branch could not 
withstand the weight of a full adult pony. 
   *CRACK*
“O oh.” 
   *SNAP*
“AHHHHH!”
   *THUMP *

“Oooooow I’m going to be feeling that for a week.” She lifts up her head 
and sees a little changeling right in front of her. Uncaring she pouts. “This 
is your fault.” 

The little changeling whines and shows off his big blue eyes. “Oooooh no 
you don’t! I’m immune to your cuteness, Jack! You are in big trouble!” 
she yells as she stands up firm. “I told you a million times not to go 
outside… and what do you do? YOU GO OUTSIDE!! …And for what?

Jack burps. He covers his mouth and smiles nervously. The mare sniffs 
the air. “Is that blueberry pie I smell?” 
She gets in his face and interrogates. “Miss Baketrout’s blueberry pie?” 
The changeling snickers as it bows a little lower.

“Are you kidding me? I’m in trouble because you’re a pie thief… and 
didn’t I feed you four veggie burgers just an hour ago? “

Jack looks down to the ground with his ears low. The mare lightens up 
when she notices a small tear. With a sigh, she rolls her eyes and says, 
“Okay…. I know your kind get hungry very fast but if you had just 
waited an hour I was going to bring a triple layer gooseberry dip and 
nachos.”

Jack gasps and stands up drooling. 

“I don’t have it now you little piggy!” Jack frowns at the mention of no 
dip. With a sarcastic tone the mare jokes, “Oh I’m sorry, the next time I’m 
running for my life I’ll make sure to scoop some into my bag.”

Jack raises an eyebrow.  “Okay maybe that was a bit dramatic, I mean I 
never heard of any pony killing in Hoovesville before but you know what 
I meant. Anyway we can’t stay.  Heck… they barely let me stay before. 
Now that those jerks know I’m harboring a changeling… they’ll blab to 
the whole town. I won’t be able to even shop. We gotta move. Got any 
ideas Jack on where we can go?”

The changeling put a hoof on his chin and pondered.

“Hey I found her! She’s over here!”
The mares backs up slowly. “Annnnnnd time is up. You don’t get an 
opinion!” She grabs Jack and stuffs him into her saddle bag before 
galloping off. After a few twists and turns she finds her way to an inn. 
“Don’t…. leave… the… bag,” she whispers in a stern undertone to Jack 
just before she trots inside… hoping the news hasn’t spread. 

Inside as she comes up to the bar, she couldn’t help but hear the whispers 
stinging her ears. 

 “Is that her?”          “Red and Black…yup, the witch’s friend.” 
    “The one who lives in Everfree forest?”   
“Yeah that’s the one. I heard she’s learning magic
because she ain’t a unicorn.”      
  “I heard she’s not even a pony?”   “What do you mean?”
 “Oh my… the rumors are true. She has no cutie mark.”  
     “At her age? The poor dear.”
“That’s just not natural.”  “I bet that’s not how she really looks?”  
“Her hair is so fake.”   “She’s so weird.”    
“I bet she’s secretly evil.”     “What was her name again?” 
  “Aniween Night.”      
     “Yup… defiantly evil.” 

Aniween ignores them. She places her saddle bag on the bar and asks 
the bar tending griffith for some carrots to go. Jack struggles in her 
saddlebag. She hits it and whispers “Stop it.” The bag stops moving. An 
old donkey sitting by Aniween stares at her. She smiles and looks away. 

“Here you go miss,” the bar tender places the carrots in front of her. 
“Should I put them in your bag?”



“NO!” Aniween yells.  Everybody in the room got quiet and turned their 
attention to her.  Aniween froze and thinks quick. “I mean…. this bag 
is very delicate. It’s not for carrying food. You mind giving me a small 
dragon bag?” She half smiles sweetly. The griffith blinks and goes to 
fetch one. Aniween sighs a breath of relief. 

By the donkey’s left was a little colt sitting on the bar itself.  Jack can 
only see through a small opening but it was enough to notice the colt had 
a giant lollipop. The little pony licks it unaware that the bag was slowly 
inching its way towards her. The old donkey stares as it passes in front. 
He quits at his cup and pushes it aside. The bag stops a few inches away 
from the colt. She takes notice.  The little colt narrows her eyes and 
lowers her head closer trying to peer into the darkness of the bag. 

*CRUNCH*
Jack’s fangs were now indebted into the lollipop. After a few seconds 
of the two acknowledging each other, Jack pulls back into the bag with 
the lollipop. The little colt pulls back. They struggle but the little pony 
wouldn’t give up. She pulls so hard that Jack tumbles out of the bag. 
Aniween sees Jack. “Oh Fu-“

“Ahhhh it’s a changeling!”   “ Monster. Run for your lives.”   
“They’re attacking! They’re attacking!

“Jack we gotta go!” Aniween grabs her bag and runs off.  Jack was about 
to fly off but goes back to the little colt. Yanks the lollipop out of her 
hooves and eats it in one gulp. She cries. Aniweenn shoves him off the 
bar. “Would you stop thinking about food!” She goes back for the carrots.

Jack flies off as Aniween goes to the door.

“The witch. She brought the monster.” 
 “I bet she is a changeling. That’s why she has no cutie mark.”    
    “She must be Queen Chrysalis!”

“Okay now that’s insulting!” Aniween snaps.

  “Quick capture her. “    “Get the monsters!”

Jack reaches the exit but looks back to see Aniween surrounded. A 
very big stallion was stomping towards Aniween. “We got you now 
changeling.”

“I’m not a changeling ” She yells on deaf ears. The stallion was upon her 
until Jack flies to his face and hisses. The stallion screams like a little 
pony and gallops off.

“Jack! My hero!” Jack and her hug. 

“You see. She did bring it!”  “Eww she’s hugging it!”   “ She must be 
one!”   “Either that or she’s a traitor!”    “What a freak!”

“ALL RIGHT, THAT DOES IT!” Aniween takes a potion out of her bag 
and tosses it into the floor. A huge puff of grey smoke covers the room. 
As the crowd continues to panic she and Jack run out before the smoke 
clears. “Thank you Zecora,” Aniween cheers as she and Jack run towards 
the forest. A few ponies started to chase them but as soon as they saw the 
two enter, they hauled in their tracks.

 “They went inside?”   “Well, what are you waiting for?”  
“I’m not going in there.”     “It’s weird in there.”  
“Are you ponies or mice?”   “I don’t see you going in there.”   
 “Well um… that’s because…. I’m standing guard out here.”

As the ponies argued, Aniween and Jack started their journal to find a new 
home. A place where they can be accepted. 

Aniween and Jack



OC Origin & Episode
Lobo Valentin

“Quit following me!”

“Nothing you can do to stop me!” 

“Grrr!!!”

*giggles*

“Oh Wolfie, your so cute when you’re upset!”

“Hey, not so loud...someone might hear!”

“But you’re the one shouting”

“Cause you’re all the way up there!”

“Not my fault you dont have wings!”

*pouts*

“You dont even like Timber Wolves anyway. I thought they’re howling 
bothered you, Cause it had no rhythm”

“Haha No dear brother, it’s not their howling that bothers me,..well not as 
much as yours anyway...hehe”

“Grrrr!!!”

“Temper! Temper Wolfie! You dont wanna shift now do you?”

He takes a deep breath,as his body starts to relax from the tension focused 
from his jaw tightly clenched, his fangs on the verge of peaking out.*

“Why, Why do you like to Provoke me Asena!”

She flies down gracefully landing in front of him. Perking her brow at his 
sudden serious yet calm demeanor.

“Why?! Simple, cause you’re my baby brother.”

She leans in and places a tender kiss on his snout. 

“Now come on we’re almost there so it’d prob be best if we keep close”

“Baby brother!!! You’re only 3 minutes older than me...mom said so”

“Yea, but everyone knows Mares mature faster than Colts so by that logic 
Im...”

“You’re still a filly until the next 3 Full Moons, and you know it.”

“Heh, there ya go again Wolfie, why cant you just say in 3 months like 
everyone else”

“Cause Im a leader...not a follower...now shhh I think I hear em!”

The wind begins to blow as the trees in the everfree forest begin to 
whistle in tune. As the two ponies make their way towards a center 
clearing they notice what appears to be a pair of small yellow spots, 
which then manifests into the entire forest. Bright Yellow eyes staring, 
glaring at them. As the clouds in the sky begin to clear allowing the 
moon’s phosperant light to peer down upon them a shadowy figure steps 
forth, followed by howls and blood curdling grunts and heavy breathing.

“I dont think we’re welcome....”

“Shhh...get behind me!”

“Dont tell me what to do, what are you gunna do? Growl at em?”

Wolfie steps forward and approaches the large Timber Wolf that stood 
before him. As he did the others enclosed the circle and started to confine 
around them. Wolfie stared into his eyes, trying to be brave, and show no 
fear as he’d read in the book at home. Unbenounced to him thought this 
was taken as a challenge. The Timber Wolf sensed something was odd 
about the pony who stood before him, he didnt know what, but there was 
something familiar of him.

“Beware! Beware! This no joke! Stay calm, and still, Do not Provoke!”

“Who’s there?!” Asena asked.



The intrusion of a third pony seems to set the wolves off. The leader of 
the Timber Pack agitated and offended decided to shake off the feeling he 
was trying to understand and lashed out towards Wolfie.  Wolfie looked 
up towards the moon as it appeared once again in full view and as the 
moonlight grazed upon him a sparkle appeared in his eyes as he belted 
out a howl. Meanwhile at the same time Asena had done what she’d 
always done when scared, happy, bored, or worried. She Sang. Well not 
at first. He too opened her mouth and belted out Wolfie’s name, which 
was lost within his howl. Seeing as the Wolf stopped almost startled that 
a pony was able to produce such a howl she began to sing. Well more like 
Howl. She howled along side her brother, and surprisingly though they 
weren’t known for singing as a duet, and Wolfie actually had no interest 
in singing. The ballad they produced was beautiful. So much so the other 
wolves all howled and joined in. 

Wolfie couldnt explain it, but as he closed his eyes and allowed the 
musical tones of the atmosphere and howls to resonate within him 
something awoke. Something from deep within that had not since been 
asleep as his amber eyes began to glow. He realized he no longer heard 
just howls from the other wolves, but words. They were singing too, a 
welcome.

 Welcoming their brethren. Ama...

Prompt 8
Make a Mountain out of a Molehill

-or-
Make a Molehill out of a Mountain

I’m a Pregnant
Carla E. Campos

I’m pregnant

Those words that flashed on his cell phone screen still rose those feelings 
of shock and intense fear within his soul. While he knew that during the 
course of his relationship that there had been several twists and turns, 
almost everything seemed to pale in comparison to this latest obstacle.

He couldn’t even bring himself to respond back to that text as he stared at 
his blindly bright cell phone screen. 

All he could do was stare and delve deeper and deeper within his 
subconscious.

Never had he imagined of having a family of his own. Naturally being 
only twenty made that thought obvious since he was still in college and 
trying to discover who he was and what he wanted out of life. However 
it was just something that he accepted never being able to have. His 
lifestyle didn’t give him many opportunities to raise a family, he had 
known that for years now and now that he received that message and was 
being thrust into the role of a father.

Damn...

He rolled out of his bed, letting out a sigh as he looked at the message 
again. 

If he was having a hard time digesting this information, he could only 
imagine how his partner was dealing with it. 

Being the father of an unborn child was one thing, actually carrying the 
child in one’s belly. Knowing that something so precious and delicate and 
weak and helpless was blossoming inside you... 

How could he even compare his own fears with the ones instilled in his 
lover? He could imagine how freaked out his partner was to even see the 

Wolfie and Asena



red cross that would change so much in their busy lives. And here he was, 
freaking out alone in his bedroom when he needed to get dressed and be 
there to support his loved one.

“Shit...” 

Quickly the twenty year old gathered his clothes, picking up whatever 
his dark eyes spotted laying around. Who honestly cared what he looked 
like? It was late and he had more pressing matters to attend to.

Though after slipping on a pair of jeans, he glanced back over at his 
phone laying on his night table. 

Maybe he should talk about this before heading over to talk to his lover. 
How was he going to comfort and sooth someone else when he could 
barely understand the situation and handle his own turbulent emotions.

So with a sigh he sat back down on his bed, thumbing through his 
contacts and pressing the ‘send’ button.

Ring... Ring... Rin--

“The fuck you want asshole?” Was what he was greeted with. 

The feminine voice definitely sounded frustrated, but who wouldn’t be 
after being woken up at this ungodly hour. 

“Rose” He breathed, hoping the temperamental woman wouldn’t hang up 
the phone. 

“What? Did you get dumped, again?” Was the growl that answered him, “ 
‘Cause if that’s the case, I fuckin’ told you so.” 

Any other time, the male would have been quick to correct her or at least 
roll his eyes at her accusation. Though the fear that drummed through 
his veins prevented him from doing any of those things, “Enrique’s 
pregnant.”

“... Are you fuckin’ serious. Go the hell back to sleep and next time 
you call me I’m going to shove one of my heels up your ass and make 
you wish you never had the goddamn nerve to wake me up with your 
bullshit.” With that, the sound of the other person on the line echoed 
softly in the room as he pulled the phone away from his ear. 

Slowly realization began to sink into his mind as he realized the absurdity 
of the situation.

So with a soft sigh, a roll of his eyes and a small relieved smile on his lips 
he placed his phone down on his nightstand and went back to bed. Jeans 
and all.

Lobo Valentin
Let’s see so I have fifteen minutes to write a prompt where I make 
something not a big deal seem like a big deal or something that is a big 
deal seem like nothing. Sounds simple enough. I mean I get to choose 
what I want and the possibilities are endless. n thI guess I could go down 
a dark path and make a character with cancer who is dying and their only 
wish is to see the sunset with their friend, but their friend thinks its stupid 
and not a big deal cause every sunset is like the last and they can always 
do it tomorrow, cause today he just got this super awesome game he cant 
wait to play, but thee next day when he decides to meet his friend the 
next day he finds out that his friend passed away. I guess that sorta fits the 
prompt, but oh man the feels. Do I want to send people spiraling down an 
emotional rollercoaster ride like that? Who am I kidding I totally do. Then 
again I could try to do something else maybe play on the big deal being 
nothing in which case the friend with cancer was a female and she wanted 
to tell her friend the boy who got the game that she loved him and wanted 
him to marry her, or be her first kiss before she went. Something like that 
could be a big deal divulging your love and request a kiss only to have the 
boy try his hardest to make it to her with many obstacles preventing him 
from doing so. He rushes to the hospital finally and runs to the room she 
should be in only to find it empty, and a nurse changing the bed saying. 
“It wasnt her time to go!”. The boy having an emotional break down only 
to reveal the girl had actually just been taking to treatment. She’d skipped 
the person before her, thus going early and though not a big deal could 
have sent the boy through all types of hurt as he relived his last words 
to her, her smile and those moments. Yea, maybe I’ll go with that, but I 
kinda like the first  idea too. I guess I’ll just do em both. Shouldnt be too 
hard to combine. I mean, hehe they both deal around the same issue. Wow 
this was such an easy prompt. I have to tell Sky to make em harder next 
time, lol.  Ok

Ray Prompt 8

Make a Mountain out of a molehill or a molehill out of a mountain.
Both- as always

“Wanna see the sunset with me?” a girl asked as she looked through the 
window of her...

Noo God damnit noo...I spent so much time plotting I ran out of time. 
Why.....NOooo!!!! 



Depends
Skyler G. Burnside

Skin upon skin, lips upon lips. There was only the barrier of clothing 
and even that was slipping away fast. To fast like a fire that burning away 
realities and he want reach out grasp. She tear it away with no hesitation.
Part him sifted away tasting the scent on the skin  of lemon, and sweet. 
It reminded him of summer. And for moment he was lost excitment 
when she capture his lip and she hands fumble undo his pants. Her chest 
pressed against his and he gasping, fight edge and his instinct .

He push her away.

She stumble back. completely free from any modesty of clothing he 
himself still held some form of his clothes.

“What, wrong.” voice did sound angry only surpassed. She study herself 
for flaws. She was flawless in her appearance. The tones muscle lean 
ripple in delicate softness, The her breast was soft and ripe but did over 
exploded like some over ripe melon. Her hair was deep red frame her face  
when usually it capture in a braid. Nothing was wrong with her.

But he should been aware of the warning. Looked pretty with her hair 
down indeed.

He open his mouth. but no words came out. She took the opportunity to 
kiss him again regaining control. He mind stumble back but he mange to 
fight it off again . He slam down primal edges but he ached he truly did. 
This time. Her eyes hazel burn in anger, for the second rejection. And she 
went for a fight he be highly compromised and at her full tilt of fury.

He swallowed his fear. She was without weapon, without clothes, he was 
the same build of her, skinny but in physical form. Yet he seen what she 
did to those she didn’t like. And he literally had his pants down.

“Look it not you it me” Who ever created that sentence had doom all 
man, but it was only thing his panic brain, could come up with. It was 
clutch and it person button of doom.

“Am I not fit not specimen. Do I nt charm you, or do you think I will not 
please you.”

“No..” he stumble his word. he blush because his eyes was off focus on 
curvature of her body. And he knew most women would hate that they 
wasn’t looking in their face. It was hard though, she seem be well aware 
of her effect and she twisted a way that that made him choke on air. He 
cough to clear his airway and turn looked at the door. He could hear 
people walking and talking. He felt new reason for his heart  to give out.

“If you worry about privacy, don’t be..” She moved closer and he fought 
the need to run . She touch him softly on the cheek but took no more 
action before strolling toward the door and push her some buttons. The 
sound lock moved but was it open or lock now. “Sounds com in but 
nothing out. No one can open the door unless the higher up.”

Does that mean he could not open the door. - - 

He mind fought to not say how wonderful that was..instead. he grunted. 
Feeling highly exposed even if he had clothing on. She sat down on a 
chair cross her legs. He sure she wasn’t inviting him.. She pour golden 
liquid in the glass. He try comprehend the drink, whiskey maybe, it came 
in those glass bottle right. He wasn’t personally interested and he thought 
maybe she wasn’t either. She came off one of those people who had the 
body temple, and sharp mind.

“It not that.” he look everywhere but at her. He know she think he lying, 
but he’s not sure what the hell he lying about.

Your damned moral, right.”

He suddenly found himself looking up at her. The expensive looking 
bottle spilling on the floor and now he was in a headlock. ‘Well fuck me 
and kill me. Though part him wonder if she was, and he twisted to escape 
her hold. He did barely.

“Look you beautiful and lovely and...”

“But won’t have sex with me. I got permission for this I’m will not be 
fertile for a week”

‘What the hell’

“it just well..listen this is..well”



“You need to know something, this world, don’t have time for moral 
nonsense, or your stupid heroic, it enduring really but it stupid.. In long 
terms, I some good gene, you have some good gene, and the end result we 
have some healthy kid, ready to keep our people live. You don’t have the 
luxury,  you need to man up.”

“No” it probably sure thing he knew he spoke.

“No” she question.

“It the right thing to do, you lovely lady.” Damn hottest thing that try to 
give it up to him. He ignored the only. “But it is right ,this is not how 
family work. I was taught that.”

“Not right, for letting world died because your moral say “it’s fuck up.” 
I thought you believe in hope but no hope without life. You tell me enjoy 
myself...

“Well I’m not going be your plaything.” He wanted to save world. Why 
can’t they, she see that. Why did they have throw away so much. All she 
anyone is doing is surviving. What would other do. They beat the bad guy 
and have pizza or something after. Yet here talk about life spices instead 
of themselves. It was the heroic thing to do but…. It wrong it all wrong.

He was angry to really see she was naked and push her on the bed. He so 
mad. When she kiss him but she one who stop it. “You no plaything, there 
no other man I want to bare my kids then you. But you need to grow up 
this is the world.

He felt confused did lose or won. She practically say I love you at same 
time call him a kid. She walk by him and to the shower. “You can come 
or stay, but limited water.”

^u^
Sara Beiro Caamano

Two knights walk up a mountain pass. One is a young blonde and the 
other is an older guy with a long grey mustache. The young one stops at a 
cave, turns to the other and asks, “ Are you sure this is the place?”

“Of course I’m sure. I’m been here many times. The magic amulet is right 
in that cave.”

“So I just walk in?”

“Sure… as soon as you beat the dragon.”

“Dragon! You never said anything about a dragon!?”

“Oops.”

“Seriously… I’m just a beginner. How am I supposed to beat a dragon?”

“Just relax and take out your sword. “

“Easy for you to say. You’re a master-“

“No seriously, take your sword out now because the dragon is right 
there.”

The young man turns and looks up to see a 15 ft tall red dragon blowing 
smoke out of its nostrils.

“How…did...”

“Yeah he tends to just poof in right when you don’t want him. I’ll be over 
here.”

“Wait! what do I do?”

“Just stab his neck,” said the older man as he walks behind a huge 
boulder.

The dragon’s scales begin to glow. The young man stares at the massive 
beast frozen in fear.

“You might want to move. Glowing scales means he’s charming up and is 
about to roast you.”

The young man runs for his life just as the dragon breathes its fire. It then 
swings its tail at the young man but luckily he trips on a rock and the tail 
misses him.



“Wow that was pathetic.”

“Aren’t you gonna help me?”

“Nah,” he replies as he lifts a cup of coffee off a little plate and takes a 
slip.

“Where did you get the coffee from?”

“From my bag of course. Oh and look out for the tail.”

The dragon has risen its tail high above the young knight.

“Oh no no no no.”

“You know you got a thing called a shield that might help.”

The young knight takes out his shield just as the dragon slams down it 
tail. The shield glows blue right before the impact. The tail bounces off 
as a blue flame covers it and the dragon roars. Now rows of sharp teeth 
were coming for the young knight. He rolls out of the way as the dragon 
clamps down on the rocky oath. The dragon’s fangs were deep and the it 
struggled to get out. Seeing the neck the knight takes his sword and raises 
it high.

“Odd… the baby should have been out already.”

“…Baby?”

The young knight hears a growl and looks up. On the back of the mighty 
red dragon was a cute little yellow one about his size. Cute for 3 seconds 
until he jumps and clamps its own set of teeth on the knight’s neck.

GAME OVER

“Are you kidding me!?” A teenager takes his blonde head out of a helmet 
and looks to his right.  

“Why didn’t you tell me earlier there was two of them?”

An old gentlemen takes off his helmet and says, “I can’t always guide you 
son. You gotta learn to fend for yourself. Besides… it’s just a game.”

Prompt 9
Hypothetically Speaking

-or-
Playing with Fire

Hypothetically Speaking
Skyler G. Burnside

“Oh you awake..most people start screaming or asking..”

“Where am I?”

“Yeah that usually responds..”

“What do you where..what going on.”

“Now  now don’t panic, it not going to help come on now keep calm.”

“I can’t move I...please..please let me go.”

“Oh now those some pretty eyes there dearly, don’t even know that your 
shade...”

“Please..please just let me go..let me..”

“Now now, don’t start leaking  on me now. I didn’t even started yet and 
you already leaking.”

“Let me go let me go”

“Screaming is not going to help, I mean it may make you feel better that 
you doing something in this situation..you in  but…. look I’m  not against 
letting you make yourself feel better.”

“What are..what are you d..d..do..what do..y...you want.”

“Do you really want to know sweetheart...do really think it bring you 
peace in mind.”



“Please...just let me go, I promise I will not say anything I promise.”

“I don’t even know you well enough to take that promise seriously now. 
Heck you don’t even know what I’m about to do..do you think you keep 
that promise?”

“Please..please let me go, please...Just...Let...Me..Go..”

“You going cause more problem doing that.”

“Let Me Go..Let Me Go Now”

“Begging now demanding me to do what you can’t do not. Now that 
interesting. But sweetheart let’s get back to matter of hand. You never 
answer my question I mean you left in the air and everything.”

“What..what question.”

“Do you want to know what going happen to you?”

“......”

“Now I could leave it to imagination, I don’t know what type of person 
you really are..well I know enough to get you here. But really, I can’t 
digress to ever understand how you people mind work.”

“you people..what do you mean..ochuc..what was that.”

“Nothing just something get calm down..you seem violent.”

“Fuck you fuck you..you brought me here you ass, let me go.”

“See violent and everything. Just know I prefer being more gentle don’t 
like cause too much distress. Not that you think that way, at least I don’t 
think you can.”

“You don’t know me..you monster.”

Now that interesting, you call me monster...is that what you see..”

“.......”

“Oh come on focus dear heart, focus, got yourself work out and 

everything, got my temper showing. Sorry about that.”

“Let me go please just”

“No..sorry about that..really if any condolence it wasn’t that bad right.”

“.......”

“Do you still want to know what going to happen...or are starting to 
understand. I suppose I could tell you, but it look like you may be 
understand..or is it you creating your own nightmare?”

“.....p....l...a.e....s..e.

                                  P…….ea…..se….e.

                                                                    pleeass
                                                                                        s
                                                                                              s
                                                                                                         s…
             s .e””

        

“Hypothetically which is worst sweetheart..”



Playing with Fire
Sara Beiro Caamano

Tezca was walking down the hall yawning as Edna explains the day’s 
activities.

“And then you have to meet Mr. Grinking about the next shipment of 
Angel Dust. He wants to talk to you about new arrangements. Something 
about a  second ship. And then at 8pm you got dinner with Mrs. Shinjoli 
and-are you listening to me?”

“Huh? Yeah I hear ya”

“What’s wrong with you . Usually you’re a morning person…I mean… 
you know.”

“Some idiots were making a ruckus out in the street.”

“Oh you mean the construction on the new highway pass?  Well that’s 
what happens when you sleep during the day.”

“Don’t care. Pay them to work at night.”

“Don’t think we control that part of the city.”

“Give me three days...we will.” Tezca yawns one more time

“Ooookay.”

“DARING!” cheered a woman entering the room.

Edna moans.
A beautiful black hair woman runs up to Tezca and wraps her arms 
around him as she kisses him right on the lips. Tezca just stands there 
confused for a second as her tongue tangles with his. Edna looks away 
with rolled eyes. Once the kiss was over the woman smiles and says, “Did 
you miss me?”

“Of Course,” he says with grin”… Edna?”

“Yeah.”

“Explain.”

“She came back from Europe last night.”

“And you’re telling me this now because?”

“Because I was going to mention it after we talked about the meetings. 
You tend not to pay attention when your dick is involved.”

The woman glares at Edna, “Tezca, you gonna let her talk to you like 
that?

“Relax Jess,” he turns to Edna with a grin “She’s all bark… no bite.”

“I’ll give you a bite,” Edna snaps back.

“Look forward to it,” Tezca teases.

Edna moans but Jessica was not amused.

“I don’t like her. Get rid of her!”

Tezca glares at her for a second. 

“Why even have a human work for you? And does she have to be by your 
side so much?”

Edna steps in “For your information-“

“Don’t care. You bore me now,” Jessica waves a hand to Edna’s face. 
She then wraps around Tezca again and cheerfully adds in, “I just want to 
play.”

Tezca sighs and lifts her arms off. “Sorry my dear but I’m tired.”

Edna advices, “Take a nap. I’ll wake you in two hours. That should help.”
“Good idea,” Tezca smiles. Jessica snaps at Edna, “You think I don’t 
know what you’re doing?”

“What are you bitching about now?”

“Oh playing dumb are we? Look human you don’t have a chance with my 
man here.”

“Your man?” Tezca asks but Jessica didn’t notice as she rages on.  --



“Whores like you are a dime a dozen. Even if he used you, it’ll be just for 
a night and then he’ll toss you away with the rest of the trash?”

Edna replies uncaring, “Wow…this coming from a succubus of all things. 
Don’t you have a choir boy to rape or something?”

“HOW DARE YOU, YOU STUPID-,” She raises her hands about to slash 
with her claws but inches away from Edna’s face her arm is grabbed. 
Jessica looks back at Tezca whose eyes were now glowing a full gold. He 
tightens his grip on her arm.

“What are you doing?”

In a dishearten whisper Tezca answers, “You think you can do whatever 
the fuck you want here?”

“She insulted me!”

“She can do whatever she wants as long as I allow it.”

“What do you see in that cunt?”

Tezca grabs her by the throat. As she gasps, he leans in with a snarl of 
sharp teeth and whispers, “You seem to be under the false impression that 
you mean something to me. I never once said I was yours and for your 
sake you better not have been spreading that rumor around. As far as I am 
concerned… the only woman here who can be tossed away is you. That 
cunt, as you called her, that you were just about to harm, runs my whole 
GODDAMN OPERATION!!”

Edna just looks uncaringly at her watch. 

“So yes, she’s a human and yes she’s got a tongue sharper than my own 
teeth but she’s the most valuable person in my crew.”
Edna looks up shocked at hearing the compliment.

“Now forgive me for being cliche,” he lets go of her throat and then pulls 
her by the hair causing her to yelp,” but if you lay so much as a hand on 
her,” he leans in and whispers into her ear, “I’ll play with you in a way 
that not even you will not like.”

He lets her go and turns to Edna. “Wake me in two hours.”

Edna nods as Tezca walks away. Jessica rubs her neck. “What the hell just 
happened?”

“Oh he just reminded you who the real whore is.”

“DO YOU HAVE A DEATHWISH!?”

“No… but fuck with me and you’re the one who’d end up dead.”

“He would never. I just caught him at a bad time.”

“Um… yeah you keep telling yourself that.”

“You’ll see. He’ll be mine… and as soon as he is… I’ll make him kill 
you,” she finishes with a smile as she walks away. 

“Where are you going? That hall leads to his room.”

“I know. A nap isn’t going to be enough. I’ll relax him.”

“I really don’t think that’s a good idea.”

“Don’t care what you say.”

And with that Jessica leaves the room. Edna stares into the dark hallway 
shaking her head. “God damn it. Stupid bitch is gonna give me extra 
work.”



Hypothetically Speaking
Carla E. Campos

“Hypothetically speaking...” Iris began, his voice shaky as he 
looked down at the palms of his sweaty hands, “Hypothetically speaking 
of course.” He repeated with a nervous chuckle, more to himself than 
to the other person in the room. The person whom he dared not speak 
directly to.

Oh why was he in this situation? His hazel eyes glanced over at the clock 
on the wall, he had an entire hour to talk this out with his loved one or 
else the truth would come out of the bag. Whether he liked it or not. If he 
chickened out now and left the house, then his sister would sooner or later 
blurt out the truth in the most blunt and horrible way possible. 

He knew his princess was being patient with him, it was surprising 
she hadn’t already become fed up with his highly excitable nature and 
his tendency to freak out at the smallest of events. He knew he was 
nothing like her previous crush. Junior made everything he did seem so 
simple and easy, as if he was an expert when really he was just going 
with the flow and relying on his confidence and instincts to make up for 
experience. And it worked, perfectly. 

However he lacked confidence, especially now. 

Iris cleared his throat, his heart drumming anxiously against his chest as 
he briefly made eye contact with his girlfriend before looking back down 
at his hands, “What if someone you knew... Like for a while and not umm 
a complete stranger.” He continued on with his babbling, “And he or she I 
guess... Genders aren’t really important.” What a lie that second statement 
was, but Iris decided not to correct himself as he pushed on, his hazel 
eyes glanced once more at the clock on the wall as the seconds ticked 
away. Each precious second was another moment that he still had with his 
precious princess before he ripped him away from her life.

The male then shifted once more on his feet, not wanting to see the 
expression on his girlfriend’s face as he got to the harder parts of his 
confession. The truth. The truth that honestly she deserved to know, but it 
was a truth that had serious consequences and Iris was not even entirely 
sure if doing this was going to even be worth the struggle. The truth was 
dangerous and for his delicate princess, it was a burning fire that would 
probably take her heart and turn whatever feelings she had for him into 
ashes. 

Forgotten and then blown away in the wind.

A domino effect would follow, his cousin would probably feel the 
backlash of the confession. His relationship that he had worked so 
diligently with building would go down in flames as well.

And it would be all thanks to his sister. His twin sister who felt like 
Mislinda deserved to know the truth.

What his princess deserved was being with someone who wasn’t a freak 
like him. Cursed with a power he never asked for. He wanted nothing 
more for a way to cure himself of this ability that made him different. He 
wasn’t comfortable with it and he highly doubted that if he barely loved 
his other side, who else would? 

Iris glanced once more at the clock, thirty minutes. 

“So hypothetically this friend, had a really really big secret... But-” 

Oh Arceus!

Rose said she’d give him until twelve!

Iris felt the warning signs, the tingling in his body. 

The power drumming within his veins. The change. It was happening. 
Right now.

“I’m sorry!” 

With that Iris took the coward’s way out, he dashed out of his bedroom.

Hypothetically speaking, would you still love me if I was a 
gender-shifting freak? 

Those were the words he honestly wanted to say. The reality was that he 
couldn’t. 



Prompt 10
Write something in a child’s point of view

-or-
Describe/or explain something fictional on

how/ or why it work

Emma Gination Episode 1
Sara Beiro Caamano

“Ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the greatest show on earth. For 
our first act high above on the wire we have  Emma the Amazing.”

A small 6 year old girl with blonde pigtails and a frilly blue dress stands 
on the highwire platform waving to everybody.

“And on the other side is Robert the Hopper!”

On the other side of the wire is a tall white rabbit, standing upward like a 
man, wearing an open blue vest and pants. His nose wiggles as he raises 
his arms and waves. The crowd cheers.

“Watch as Emma and Robert walk the wire of death without a net. No….
even better. Watch them dance 50 ft above the ground. Maestro...music. “

Britney Spears Circus starts playing. 

Emma lifts a foot high as she steps onto the wire. Once on the wire she 
twirls three times. Her blonde pigtails twirl around. She skips and stops as 
she raises an arm and continues to walk. 

When I put on a show

Another twirl and then she starts jumping. With each jump she wiggles 
her feet. After four jumps she swishes her pigtails to the right and then the 
left. When the music speeds up she starts running. 

All the eyes on me in the center of the ring just like a circus

She jumps and does a backflip. The crowd gasps. Once back on the wire 
and once  she has her footing she starts dancing and shaking her tutu. She 
skips and goes to Robert. 

There’s only two types of guys out there

Then Robert hops onto the wire. He walks up to her. He bends down to 
grab her little hand. He twirls her around. Robert then pulls her up and 
holds her in the air. 

I run a tight shift

He then drops and sits down on the wire still holding Emma. He falls 
back and is now upside down with his legs over the wire. Holding onto 
Emma legs with his long ears. 

When I put on a show

He then starts swinging her. Faster and faster.

Hope that you feel the same

He swings her a full 180 and tosses her in the air as he gets back up on his 
feet. Robert lifts his hands up in the air.  She lands right on top. She twirls 
around on her toes as the crowd goes crazy. She jumps off of Robert’s 
hands…. the crowd gasps as she…

“Emma what are you doing?” says a woman’s voice.

“Playing circus mommy,” answered a little blonde pigtail girl who was 
walking on top of a 1 foot tall stone wall that surrounded a garden. Her 
toys were all lined up on the grass below, with their faces towards her. 
Two feet away on the wall was a stuffed white bunny plush just aimlessly 
staring into the abyss.



Explain How it Works
Skyler G. Burnside

In come a time when you relizes that your friends are insane. Oh you 
knew this already, it just come clear apparent to someone happen to look 
outside of group and could understandably say that person insane, At this 
very moment Carla was the most insane of the insane. Then again being 
in the situration situation  we was in may or may not contribute to it. 
Don’t judge me for the latter is what I lend on. Carla is a good friend, she 
just well crazy, the safe kind, not one who...lets get back on topic.

You see if the world was going to end like it been theorized to do so, you 
think the scientist would the one making sure we fight the good fight, 
hack might think the army  or something not a bunch of writer. Yeah you 
read it right, Writers. You didn’t see that coming. Well I and my friends, 
the Writing Prompt Crusaders didn’t either.

Life is funny that way, mind you I think this is not funny at all, I stress 
and worry and currently we are fighting Madusa.

Yes that Medusa, the one with snake hair and snake body and lets not 
forget the whole look at me turn stone thing. That Medusa. Why did you 
ask are we handling this. First do you think Scientist would even consider 
this is real, let alone, some big army people. Do you even believe this. 
Well I don’t believe it either and happen to me.

Magic, yes it real, very non sensual, the monster that we grew up in 
fairytale fantasy and all that nonsense as a kids very real. It turn out 
people, who good at it, with enough dip in the pool could control magic. 
You thinking cool, but lets add the terms to agreement. You have magic 
but the monsters, the fairy, mythos, and everything else are award you do 
too. Most don’t want to be seal back. They after you, or whoever have 
magic. You might be lucky that you didn’t awaken you magic and they 
after you anyway. Good fortune to you, I mean it really, because best you 
could do is run, fast, and hope.

But any who turn out certain aquaria ruled  things you to have, toward 
being awaken, a child’s eye, heart, or whatever you may want to call it. 
It people who creativity, theses right sided people. Yeah artist, musician, 
writers and so forth.  But also had reach an age, yeah so no little 11 
year old going flying around official age is, 18, yeah that crack in your 
skull, the natural one, is actually letting magic out. Who knew right. So 
breaking your skull there now another reason not to.

So head shoot people….

However I’m so off topic let’s get back on the fight with Medusa...

“Carla, you you need a reflective object to fight her” Sara yelled.

“No I got this I know it work.”

“And if it don’t, because it don’t seem like it work at all.” Skyler 

“Well it don’t Ray have the all purpose water of his.”

“And what if I don’t use it” Everyone looked at him and he shrugged. 
“What I just saying, we can use this on more reason approach” Carla 
smile.

“I do have extra lives.”

“Does that count with turning to stone.?” Sara counter.

“Lets see.”

Before anyone stop her Carla, the smallest most energetic of us all, ran 
face forward to Medusa. And slay her.

Yeah it happen like that. Okay there was dogging of tails. And that cold 
glazes before it. But I wasn’t watching it. I had a one those shiny dinner 
plates and all.

“How you do that” Ray asked.

“Carla ouch her eye.. Skyler squirm, and Sara slap her head calmly with 
disbelief and Ray laugh. 

You would not to think to look at your teammate eyes running toward 
death. But apparently anything escorting your sight make you immune to 
turning to stone. Who knew. Well apparently Carla.

Journal Entry Skyler 



Both
Lobo Valentin

It happened all, so sudden I was my room when my mom called me 
to come get something to eat. I usually never ate so much, but for some 
reason I just felt so hungry. The meat was so tasty mom told me slow 
down the food wasn’t going anywhere. But I couldn’t, I was so hungry 
dad looked on with a smile. “Haha that’s my boy” he chided. “Eat up son 
its good for you.”

“Wes sir” I nodded. I ate and went to bed. Mom tucked me in and Dad 
came in a bit later and turned out the lights. The night was cool, a bit 
chilly for it to be midsummer night, but I didnt mind. I like it a bit cool. 
The night was calm at first, nothing, but the slight breeze blowing. The 
wind whistled against the grass. The grasshoppers began to chirp, and for 
some reason despite the cool night air that made its way ever so slightly 
into my room. I started to sweat.

First it was a cold sweat, ya know like when you have a fever. I got up 
and grabbed my blankie, making my way into the foyer where Mom 
and Dad sat beside the fire place. “Mum, I cant sweep!” “What’s wrong 
dear?” “Muh tummeh huwrts” She placed an arm on my forehead, to take 
my temperature, then proceeded to rub my stomach as she sung to me. 
The night was cloudy, and made it seem later than it actually was.

She began to hung and lulled me to sleep. Mom’s voice was always very 
melodic. Dad joked, as he picked me up and shuffled me to bed. “Your 
singing has calmed the tyrant beast!”. I knew he was joking, and talking 
about me, and I wasnt yet fully asleep, but I didnt want to have to walk 
back to bed so I remained quiet.

Dad placed me in bed and kissed me upon my forehead. The pain 
subsided and I managed to ease myself to sleep, before the clouds 
cleared and I felt and extreme pain all over my body. I screamed in 
pain, but my voice seemed to be muffled by something as no one came, 
and there were points even I myself felt as it something were grabbing 
my voice from me. Finally I managed to regain control and belt out 
“Maaaaaaaaaahhh!!!!” She came rushing in and upon first glance at me 
she closed the door and ran to get my father. 

It was really odd, I would of sworn she was whispering but I heard her 
clear as if she’d been in the room with me. “Honey, I think its time you 
and him had [The Talk]!”. Dad chuckled I could hear him and imagined 
his smile as if to say Mom was over reacting. “And what makes you say 
that dear?” “I know my little body and what I just saw wasnt him, his 
body is changing, and you know we agreed if our child was a male when 
this happened you’d have to explain.” “Fine, Fine” I heard Dad get up 
and closed my eyes. I wanted to pretend I was asleep, but then a hugh 
pain struck my central nerve and shot through my entire body. 

“Ahhhhhhh!!!”  Dad opened the door at first slowly, but as I screamed in 
pain he bolted through and leapt beside me. He placed both hands on my 
shoulders and pinned me down. “Honey Come here!!!” “Shhhhh, it’ll be 
ok son” “Daddy, wats happewing to me?” I could see the look in his eyes, 
he didnt seem ready to tell me, but I needed to know. He sighed. “There 
comes a time in every young boys life, when his body goes through...
uhhh...whats the word I wanna use….changes. It’s perfectly normal. I 
was a bit older than you when I went through it and I’m fine.” He smiled 
“My groin and legs hurt, infact my whole lower half from the waist down 
seemed to go numb. 

Dad looked at me with both happiness and disappointment. “Wat?” “I just 
didnt expect to have to explain so soon. I though I had more time, after 
tonight. Your no longer be my little boy, but a man.” There was a knock at 
the door. “Is it ok to come in?” “Yea sure honey I was just….” “OMG!!” 
Mom blurted out, “Look how big he is!” She looked to dad, “Darling, 
he’s even bigger than you are now” Dad turned his head. Something big 
poked out from under my blanket between my legs. I was still numb and 
my body went immense pain on my spinal column. Dad continued to hold 
me down, telling me it’d be ok. The clouds passed and my eyes shot open 
in pain as I forced myself to turn away refussing to wanna show Dad, I 
was in pain. When I caught sight of the moon and I remember thinking it 
looked like cheese, when I blacked out. It was funny, I always liked the 
moon, but this was the first night I was able to see it so clearly.

When I came too, Mom and Dad we’re sitting beside me. “How are 
you feeling?” “Otay!” “Omg!” I couldnt help but notice my voice had 
changed. It was a bit raspier.  Dad and Mom said it was part of the change 
and that there was more things they had to tell me, but first I had to 
confront what had just happened. --

Dad stared at me intently. I felt his eyes burrowing deep within me, 
searching or waiting for some type of expression or reaction. “Did I 
do someting wong?” He said nothing just continued to stare me down 
into the eyes. The moonlit reflected off those hazel hues and made them 



appear amber, and I could of sworn they glowed, but I figured it was 
prob just the light. That was until my eyes began to tingle and I found 
myself locked in a staredown with him. The more I starred the angrier he 
seemed to become, but he didnt turn away. Hiss mouth began to change 
and his teeth began to look menacing in the moonlight. “Dwad?” “You 
tay?” He growled and stood up he looked as though he was gunna hit me 
so I quickly closed my eyes and winced. He sighed and then smiled. “Ok 
Phase 1 complete” 

I looked at him confused. “Huh?!” “My baby!” Mom began to sob, “Just 
look at my baby, he’s all hairy and grown, my lil boy….” She apparently 
couldnt take it and left. “Now remember this prayer and repeat after me.” 
Dad said. “Quickly before your other self awakens”

“Spirit of the Wolf, You who wanders the Wild Lands, You who stalks in 
silent shadows, You who runs and leaps between the moss covered trees 
Lend me your Primal strength, and the wisdom of your glowing eyes. 
Teach me to relentlessly track my desires, and to stand in defence of those 
I love. Show me the hidden paths and the moon it fields. Fierce Spirit, 
walk with me in my solitude, Howl with me in my joy, and guard me as I 
move through this world.
      Amen!”

As the words Amen escaped my lips my whole body when numb and I 
felt the presence of another. However it was weird. It was like someone I 
knew I could trust. It was me and yet it wasnt me. It took me sometime to 
get use to it and the new feeling. But Dad was always there to show me. 
He taught me to better handle and control my urges, and how to adapt to 
being a Werewolf.

Child’s Point of View
Carla E. Campos

“Are you ready for your first class?” 

Slytherin grinned as he looked at his teacher, a woman who appeared to 
be in her mid-thirties. Then his attention went to her teaching assistant 
who probably was in his late teens and then finally to their surroundings. 

They were on the roof of the three story school building.

“Yeah!” Excitement was evident in the violet-haired boy’s voice. His dark 
eyes sparkled with curiosity as he could barely stay still in his spot. He 
wasn’t sure how being outside was going to solve the mystery behind his 
lack of having any cool powers, but hey whatever worked right?

“Okay great! Your parents already signed the permission forms last week, 
so let’s get started on your first lesson!” The woman beamed as she began 
to walk towards the edge of the rooftop, motioning for the young boy to 
follow.

Which Slytherin did, gladly. 

“Perfect~ Now what I’m going to do is push you off this building.” 

“W-w-what?!” 

Non! Nope! No! Iie! 

Though before the boy could speak up once more to express the bubbling 
doubt and fear that was building within his small frame. The woman just 
laughed as she held out her arm to prevent the boy from walking away 
from the edge of the building, forcing him to remain in his spot. 

“Now sweetie, your parents already agreed that this was the best for you. 
We do this all the time with late bloomers just like you.” The woman 
reassured him, though as his blue-violet eyes gazed down at the concrete 
ground below, there was no way that his parents willingly agreed to 
this… At least not his father.

“Nuh-uh, I-I’m not stupid!” He protested as he tried to push against the 
woman’s hold, but with no avail. In fact, she just smiled as he struggled 
and then with a bell-like laugh, she roughly shoved the poor boy off the 
rooftop and tumbling straight down towards the ground below.



“HEEEEELLLLLP!!!” 

Oh Arceus! He was falling! Ms. Hailsworth wasn’t kidding. He was 
gonna die. - - 

He didn’t die.

Just as Slytherin thought he’d feel his tiny body smash against the 
pavement below, a pair of strong arms had wrapped around him and 
pulled him close. He kept his eyes tightly shut, his arms immediately 
wrapping around whatever it had been that had saved him while hiding 
his head within the chest of his savior. He didn’t even bother to hide the 
tears that were now trailing down the sides of his face as he sobbed. 

All Slytherin could hear were his own rapid heartbeat, his sobs and the 
gentle sound of wings flapping as he gripped onto the neck of the person 
who had rescued him. He dared not open his eyes to see where they were. 
For all he knew, he could have died and now his soul was being taken to 
another world. Or he was possibly saved and still alive.

“Hmmm, I guess he didn’t inherit his parents’ abilities…” A feminine 
voice commented, belonging to his teacher, but honestly Slytherin hardly 
cared. He didn’t even pick up the tone of mild disappointment in her 
voice. He just was so scared. One moment he was eager to start his lesson 
to figure out what kind of powers he was born with and another moment 
he was falling to his doom. 

Slytherin shook his head, refusing to let go of the vice grip he held onto 
the person who had saved him. 

“I think we should have started with something less dangerous for his 
first lesson.” The deep voice from his savior rumbled. Slytherin could 
feel the vibration from his chest and clung onto him only tighter as he 
trembled. Nope, he was not letting go. He was not going to go back to 
Ms. Hailsworth and letting himself be stupid enough to fall for her evil 
schemes twice. 

“You’re right, but it’s usually the quickest way their powers are revealed. 
Eight times out of ten, a student’s ability usually triggers as a method of 
self-preservation… Speaking with Mr and Mrs. Salazar showed that both 
have the ability of phasing through objects like phantoms, thus proving 
this to be the perfect test.” The older woman answered, her answer 
logical, but it did nothing to sooth the boy who only partially listened to 
the two adults talking.

Prompt 11
Take a simple action sentence and write it in 15 

minutes. Make it descriptive and visual.
-or-

Write outside your comfort zone.
Carla… you gotta do horror. NO COMEDY!

Ray… you gotta do something with cats.
NO WOLVES UNLESS THEY LOSE!

Sky… you gotta do comedy. NO DRAMA!

Iris Sends a Text
Carla E. Campos

‘Hi, I miss you. Want to hang out?’ 

Iris’s thumb hovered over the Send key. Was this an okay message to 
send to Missy?

The male frowned as he tapped the backspace key several times, altering 
his message.

‘Hey, want to hang out?’ 

Okay now he didn’t sound so clingy. Heck maybe he came off kind of 
cool with his opening greeting of hey. Lots of cool guys used hey as a 
greeting right?

Iris sucked in a breath of fresh air, the smell of flora that surrounded 
him helped relax his nerves as his thumb once again hovered over that 
dreadful button. Which wasn’t even a button as it was an image of a 
button that he’d press against a screen, but still…

He then tapped the backspace image of a button several times before his 
fingers fiddled around with a newer version of his message. 

‘Hey, want to hang out this weekend?’ 



After all, Iris didn’t want to make Missy think he wasn’t considerate of 
her time. Naturally he wouldn’t expect her to be free today, so perhaps 
giving her three days to clear her schedule would be fine. Maybe they 
could try having Sunday brunch again, or maybe they could just take a 
walk in the park since the weather was warming up.

But before Iris could press against Send, a chilling thought ran through 
his entire being.

What if Enrique picked up the phone? 

Arceus… 

Iris bashed that backspace key like his life depended on it - and it kinda 
did. Then he wrote an even newer version of his text. 

‘Hey, want to hang out with Junior and me this weekend?’ 

Ha! That way even if Enrique picked up the phone and noticed the text 
message, he’d then realize he wasn’t trying to get Missy all by herself. 
After all Enrique was out to kill him, so he might as well play it safe. 
Besides Junior wouldn’t mind hanging out this weekend right? 

Though wouldn’t inviting Junior to hang out with him and Missy also 
automatically include Enrique. Enrique was dating Junior… Arceus! 

Iris sucked in another breath as he shifted in his uncomfortable wooden 
stool. Luckily enough for him, business in Solar Beam was slow. He then 
tapped against the backspace key, his fingers finding a new way to alter 
his message to make it appropriate, friendly, and Enrique-proof.

‘Hey, want to hang out with Rose and me this weekend?’

Not only was he going to not be alone with Missy, but surely inviting his 
twin Rose would also repel Enrique. Yup, problem solved. He could hang 
out with Missy, not deal with her scary best friend and… And… Did he 
really want to share Missy with his twin? Rose would surely hog all of 
Missy’s attention if she was invited.

Which was worse? Rose or Enrique?

1st world problems. 

Iris shook his head as he decided to stick with his gut. He was going to 
send this text message! With another moment of his thumb hovering over 
that Send key he reread the message.

What if Missy was busy this weekend?

What if she already had plans? Three days would be surely enough time 
for her to give him an answer right? And if she was busy then they could 
surely reschedule right? 

Iris smiled, trying to shake off his anxious thoughts as he lowered his 
thumb. But then he pulled back his thumb as a new thought came into 
mind.

Should he send an emoji? A smiley face maybe? 

He then pressed against the emoji tab, scrolling through the various little 
images of smiley faces of all sorts. Catboys, catgirls, yellow people. 
There were also hearts of various colors, the pink one even having 
sparkles. Hmmm, maybe he should go for th--

“NOOOOO!!!!”

The iPhone clattered on the hardwood floor, the protective case keeping it 
safe while Iris face palmed. 

Looks like he was going to have to wait until he got home to send that 
message. The phone ran out of battery.



Emerald Eyes
Lobo Valentin

Emerald eyes bright as the moon, poised for battle stared hard over 
the horizon and into the setting sun. The Setting sun a pair of amber eyes 
glaring back. The Sun refusing to eclipse the field into night. The mexican 
standoff begun. The Emerald eyes glimmer with a hint of playfulness, 
as she tilts her head to and fro daunting the sun to regress. However the 
setting sun heightened its awareness and began to rise, staring back with 
an intentful glare.  He has no intention of backing down and continues 
to glare back at her, peeling away the many layers, that stand before 
him. His gaze so strong, focused, never straying from the target to which 
they’d locked upon.

However the Emerald eyes also seemed intent to win, and by any means 
necessary it would seem, as she let off a coy smiled. Amber eyes began 
to soften, for it was no secret that the sun only considered setting for the 
chance to glance upon the moon’s smile, but today, was different. Today 
he would not falter. The stakes were too high, his goal determined, prey 
insight, and he was intent upon grasping that to which he seeked.

The Emerald Moon now decided that she’d send a gentle breeze off 
towards the sun. Her arousing aromatic scent enticing all of his being, but 
still he refused to give in. He took a deep breath and retaliated of his own, 
allowed a slight heat wave to escape his mouth and bare his heat down 
upon her.

She felt it, it was working, for it was no secret, she too was weak to 
his touch. She loved the feel of his breath against her skin. Though she 
knew it wasn’t right. Especially not now as they so intently battled to 
take control over the battlefield. She began to hum, her mews carried 
over to him like a soft sweet lullaby. His eyes began to grow heavy, in 
combination with her scent, her being, her essence, he felt his guard being 
to lower. However, his will was strong as he reminded himself what he 
was fighting for. What was he fighting for? He’d almost forgot being tied 
into the everlasting battle to which neither side showed hints of calling a 
quits and giving in.

Ah yes, he remembered. She’d challenged him. She’d meant it to be a 
game, playful as she was, but still determined not to lose is what kept the 
battle going, and him his inability to give up upon a challenge ensured 
that he’d give it his all and not give in. The battle remained at a standstill, 

the Moon peering into the Sun with longing, and the Sun glaring back, 
trying with all his might not to go for the kill. He howled his lullaby to 
her as well. His voice wasn’t the best, but his words always touched her. 

Finally she decided it was now or never. She leaned in slowly. Eyes still 
focused and steering steadily towards him. He pulled back if only for an 
instant and then realizing the potential challenge, leaned in closer himself. 
Holding such concentration for so long required a depth of control neither 
was willing to acknowledge the other had. The weight and strain of the 
two pulling at each other like gravity as they neared closer. So close they 
were nearly touching.

And then...they did. With a movement so swift she extended her tongue 
and placed a small kiss upon his nose. Caught off guard he blinked. 
Eclipsing the land and submitting control. The Moon had beat the Sun, 
as he shook his head a bit, no doubt confused by the initial action she 
quickly ascended and made her escape. He growled towards her. “Thats 
cheating” but she merely mew’d back “no that was Puuurrfect strategy”

As the battle subsided, the world around them began to filter in. The 
heated battle between them was over. Voices from all around flocked 
around. “Yay you did it. Great Job Kat!” “Nooo Wulf, how could you?” 
The two stood from their seats and shared a hug. “Ok, this round is yours, 
love, but there’s always tomorrow” The bell rings!! Break is over.



Susan Pours a Cup of Tea
Sara Beiro Caamano

6 in the morning and already we got a customer. Oh it’s this girl again. 
Oh I love the outfit she’s wearing. She always orders the same thing but 
just in case….

“Good morning may I take your order?”
“One Bluechai please.”
“Of course and to eat?”
“Just some oaty biscuits.”
“Coming right up.”

Most people find tea places boring but I find it soothing…. and the cups 
that are used are so beautiful. I make her tea, grab some cookies and bring 
them out on a tray. It’s such a beautiful day today. I was sick of all the 
rain. 

I lay the tray down of the small table. The costumer paid no mind to me 
as she reads her book. I place a small plate in front of her and gently lay 
the teacup down. I picked the Japanese set this time. Warped around the 
cup is a painting of a gold and red dragon with silver streaks forming 
the shapes of clouds behind. I hook my index and middle finger around 
the handle of the teapot and slowly lift it up. I place my free hand under 
the pot. It’s not that it’s heavy but it is very fragile and I need to control 
the flow of the tea. The pot has 3 dragons on it. Flying around in cherry 
blossom tress. I lift the pot over the cup and very slowly tilt. The tea 
pours out like a waterfall. It’s blue so as it raises in the cup it looks like 
a little puddle of water. The steam flows out into the sky. I watch it and 
then as my head goes to make it’s way back to the cup I saw him. There 
across the street was this guy so good looking he must have jumped out 
of my…. um romance novels. He had raven hair pulled back and only a 
blue jean vest covering his broad shoulders but not his expose abs. Never 
have I seen such a bod. My jaw must have dropped 3 feet to the ground 
because I swear it seemed forever for my mouth to close again. The light 
turns red and he crosses. I smile hoping he comes tis way... but what 
would I-

“AHHHHHHHHH!!!”

I snap back and look down to see the cup overflowing. I gasp and tilt the 
pot up. All that blue tea gushing over the whole rim of the cup, down to 
the plate and onto the table. A stream of it traveled down. My eyes follow 
and lead me to a pissed off woman in a nice ,outfit standing up as tea ran 
off her dress.
Oh fuck.

Outside Comfort Zone
Skyler G. Burnside

“Okay kid get up”

“No” Sometime death wonder why his job so hard. After all you think it 
was easy thing to do but no, yet you get dead like this one.

“You dead.” It best get denail out of the way. You could be with them for 
days and he didn’t have that type of time any more. 

The transparent blue kid snorted. “Yeah I always could see through my 
hand, it normal thing to just go through people and they ignored you to 
the boot...So thank you for killing me.”

Oh dearest, he got one of them. Hre rather deal with a month of crying 
then…. “I don’t kill people.”  He didn’t it not in his ability to kill people, 
better lay down the facts.

“Well I don’t care, it your fault”

“That make no since, I didn’t kill you or plan to kill you or any nonsense 
in going through echo plasma mind of your.”

The kid looked at the clock figure hovering over him. He looked every bit 
threaten as the old wives tales, creeping black cape heavey reaper in his 
hand, his bony hand yet... “You pouting”

“No” Death definating sound like he was whining.

“You are pouting, OMG, you’re pouting.” Just seal the deal the kid 
pointing the abysees where his face was.

“You know I am the one that shepherd you to place rest, I could just 
govern you to dark abyss.”

“Then why will I follow you with you threaten me like that.”

“I’m not threaten you kid” he yelled.

“Yeah you threaten me and and getting all loud.”



John placed his head down in the break room too tired take the few extra 
step to get to coffee that was probably horror tasting as it bubble in dark 
coal like substance. But his life source would have to wait, when found 
the will to live.

“Man John you look like road kill. Is retails treating you this bad.?”

John moaned. But Frank was a good sport. Even a better friend as he sat 
coffee next to him.”Three sugar and cream right.” Frank always asked but 
he really never had to. He just was one those people happy to help.

“No...my second job is kicking my ass. ..Lets just clients are not like use 
to be.” People just think they deserve more. It use to be you was lucky see 
20.

“Sound like you should talk to management or maybe find another part 
time, if it make you unhappy?” The very thought made John pale, then 
laugh. Frank was a good kid. “My wife is top dog, she end me, really,  
and she can’t afford getting someone take my job. Plus there perks”

“What type of perks”

John thought about it before it while. When he move pushed Frank over. 
The overhead lights  slammed on the table missing Frank. Frank looked 
surprised.. “It a living..Look got to call the wife you good.”

“Um, yeah Frank..yeah.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Look honey I wished stop trying to smite my co workers, Frank is a 
okay guy, we talk, we work well together…...Look he thinking he bad 
luck.” 

“............”

He cough. “The kid, is fine really I just put the fear death in him, it 
healthy thing to have a bit a fear, it not like……

“.....................”

“…..oh come on that kid was one point away going down, you know this 
I know this. Okay sweetheart, what do you want me to bring home……

“................”

“Fine it done..I got get back to work Beth love you.” The phone hung up.

Apparently there no pleasing God.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Frank, don’t take route 22”

“You having one those feeling”

“Yep” He took Frank chicken sandwich. Through it out. “Here PBJ is 
safer.”

“Um, for how long.”

“ I let you know.”



Prompt 12
A Walk in the Park

-or-
Kids These Days

Walk in the Park
Skyler G. Burnside

A walk in the park they say.

Piece of cake, easy as pie, A to B and no where in-between.

Simple

They liars. Freaking liars, why did I listen, was I that stupid. Don’t 
answer that brain....

“He over her come on.”

Well laddy di da doo and all that. I going be mob drag off and beat to 
ground if all of them found me. And they going to find me.And chances 
are high with chance me bleeding and scatter fracture upon my body. In 
other news, they hunting me down like blood hound of hell. I swear to 
whoever listen to me I am never ever, going listen to them again. Adding 
to the fact, that I going to die it not going to be much of problem. 

Look I found the silver lining. Joy. 

“Hurry we almost got that rat.”

Rat really I was no rat. I don’t know them well enough to be consider a 
rat...if anything I’m a freaking wesal, there are some different like.....Is 
that the park..

“He heading to the park”

What seven level of armageddon do they have someone reading my mind 
or something. Barely took a suggestive step toward the city park and they 
on me. White on rice would fell uncomfortable. I mean really could they 

just stop chasing me.
“Wahhh..Wahh”

Darn you kid, what is it never seen someone sudden being next to you. 
Kids these day.They so easily spook. I remember my father use to 
randomly just came at me with random household item in attack position 
with no other reason for me to learn to dodge. He say build of good 
reflex.

Half the time I was just scared to closed my eye but still I didn’t cry like 
a baby until I got hit. I got hit a lot too..Actually, I got hit all the time..in 
reflection of my life I had horrible childhood.

“There he is”

Oh my good name in heavenly book there got to be mercy you could 
give. Am I not a good person, at heart, am I not helpful reasonable, 
loving...

“He freaking bit me...he bit, me”

..and not completely warrant violence unless it put onto me. I’m a  good 
boy, I went...I go...I make the effort to pray to you and all that good thing 
you say. What do I got to do. Not die today. And well live a couple more 
years. I mean I took out what, 6 goon, only one is bleeding.

“Wow Mister are you a Superhero or something.” 

“Him a superhero he just a delivery boy kid”

“That stupid and dumb” Why you little, money talk to the liv…. Freaking 
heaven high level plane, I going to...oh god, why did he kick me in the 
shin.

“Cute kid.” and she smiling like this is okay and everything. “So how was 
the trip, a walk in the park right”

I highly doubt she notice my middle finger.



Puck the Runt Puppy
Skyler G. Burnside

“Puck, I need to talk to Mrs Peatuck for a minute. Stay here by the swings 
until I come back. “

“Can’t I come with you?”

“Can you climb a tree?”

“…. is there a ladder?”

“Puck stay here!”

“Okay Auntie Rayna,” he sighs.

“I mean it. Don’t wonder off. A pup can get lost in this place.”

“Yes ma ‘am.” Puck puts his paw to his forehead.

Rayna smiles and ruffles the fur on his head.

“Good boy.”

and with that the white cat goes inbetween the bars of the playground’s 
fence and goes up a tree where a squirrel was waiting.

Puck looks around as the human children play. He sees a group of 
children with ice cream cones.

“ICE CREAM!” He runs off to the exit of the playground but stops. 

“Rayna said I can’t leave…. wait… ,“ Puck smiles. “She never said where 
eggsactly. She must have meant the park. Yes that’s it..”

and with that he’s out. He runs up to the children and barks as he hops on 
two feet.All the kids go over to him and pet him. 

“Come on...drop it drop it!”

It was a hot summer day and that ice cream was melting fast. Soon a glob 
of ice cream fall right on his nose. “YAY!”

He licks it to get the vanilla off. The kids laugh as the ice cream continues 
to drip and the puppy continues to lick it off. The other kids join in and 
soon Puck was dancing in ice cream drops. Once he had his fill, he skips 
to a small stream. 

“Fishes!” He jumps in the water trying to catch one.

“Hey go long!”

Puck lifts his head and sees a human throw a frisbee. His tail wags hard as 
he goes after it. The receiving human misses by a long shot. The frisbee 
was about to hit the ground but the stubby little pup… knocks it down 
with a fumble. He picks it up with his mouth and gives it back to the 
human. After another pat on the head, the human throws it again. Puck 
couldn’t catch with his mouth but he still had fun knocking the frisbee. 

Puck takes a stroll and sees the leaves swift in the trees because of a 
gentle wind and the birds fly in huge flocks. “Just like in the movie. Too 
bad Rayna said I couldn’t finish watching it,” Before he knew it he was 
back at the swings but on the other side of the fence. He looks up at the 
tree and sees Rayna starting to climb down. 

“Oh o.”

He squeezes through the bars but he wasn’t thin like Rayna. His head gets 
through but not the rest. One leg..two legs.

“Come on butt!” 

“I told you to lay off the biscuits.”

Puck sees a frowning Rayna next to him. Puck smiles. 



Prompt 13
The Fourth Wall will not Protect the Narrator

-or-
Unreliable Narrator

Coldest Day
Sara Beiro Caamano

On coldest of all days as the snow covered the land there was a young 
lad sitting on a park bench.

Why the fuck am i on a park bench?

As I was saying. The boy was sitting there for almost an hour 
wondering on why  his beloved was so late.

Is she hot?

Would you let me do my job?

Okay okay.

Anyway.. As the icy air got colder and colder. It became hard for the 
boy to breathe. The two lovebirds were supposed to meet at 4 to that 
they can catch the bus and aloft. But little did the boy know that his 
lover was not coming.

What?

The truth was she never loved him and had decided to not come on 
purpose. 

Are you kidding me.

The boy should have known better. He was just a geek with large 
unattractive glasses. She was a rich beautiful blonde. 

HEY!?

She only went out with him so he could help her pass Math.

You know I can hear you right?

There were signs that the love was fake but pitiful boy ignored them 
all. 

Why you son of a-

How could he. The truth was too much for him to bare so he let her 
abuse him. Always getting her coffee and carrying her books. Even 
now the boy wouldn’t give up hope. He would stay all night at the 
park if he must.How was he to know that right now the girl was with 
her real boyfriend.

Okay that’s it. I’m outta here

you can’t go. 

you just told me everything. why the hell would i stay in this freezing 
storm?

because that’s the story. You’re suppose to stay there and freeze to 
death

are you fucking kidding me? I die

yes. It’s a tragic love story of a poor little loser..

Hey! enough with the insults. 

Well it’s not my fault you fell for her. I mean come one look at you.

you know i bet you wouldn’t be so arrogant if you were down here.

well i’m not

geez it’s fucking cold.

ahhh

what are you doing?



drinking hot chocolate
seriously. pass some down here

no

why not

because you are interrupting the story and also because i don’t want 
to.

you give me that damn chocolate or i’ll-

or what. what are you going to do… as I talk, i’m fully aware that 
the boy starts climbing the tree. he reaches his hand out to the sky. 
I laugh at the pitiful attempts….o oh.. don’t grab that cloud. hey 
stop that. no...not the white one shaped like marshmallow. stop of 
shit. AHHHHHHHHH. I um…. fall from the sky and am now on the 
ground. the boy jumps down from the tree and walks….over...to...ah 
fuck.

Unrelable Narrative
Skyler G. Burnside

Lovely Lady in red,and there are two them. Two pretty lady before me. 
There one with who wearing her red upon her lip. The color ruby reflect 
fir inside it. There something off about something send warning of fright. 
The other is cover in red bright. It tight fitting clothes to who figure. 
There slits to give freer movement. I worry for her, even though I know 
she can handle herself. But her leave in void of possibilities...If I know 
her way can I remember it.

 They both stood before each other. The one in red clothes is shorter, but 
she’s not backing down at the slightly taller and slender one.

Red Lips preach her lip revealing a smile that does not hide attention or 
the danger.

“I free him” she mumar. “I free him and you never get him back”

“You wrong,I will not let you take him I will not let you break him.” The 
smile widen but it hid those sharp teeth. The shorter girl tenses reading 
body languages of danger. She should be scared but she more angry than 
anything else. It how she is and it how he remember her.  Quick to anger, 
quick to act, it easy for her. She a very good fighter.

“You wont let me? Sweetheart You Have No Say”

A quick hand slap away the touch and short girl the lady red upon her 
body, is now flush red. Color change easy to read on pale skin. He could 
feel the heat and see thorb of lively anger. “Don’t you touch me..” There 
more to her words but dim away. From thought it highly unlady like for 
such a lovely voice.

“I sorry princess...” Red lips mumar as she study the stuck hand.

“Don’t call me that.” her voice heated and strong. It call to him.

“But is not what he call you...though I assume he change his mind upon 
that..he such a lovely boy” 

Red lips, swipe a strain hair silver, like a moon. She a star gazing woman.
The other had black hair, short and uneven it wrap tightly upon face it 
didn’t flow it was flaw breaking through. Black hair girl didn’t have a 
chance...against….I don’t want her to lose..



Ugly words are being thrown out the short black hair mouth they tarnish 
the air. But Ruby red lips only musical chime in laughter. It musical it 
lovely she everything beauty everything wonderful. About her.

The girl attack. But she nothing and she try she does, trying save 
someone...not keep someone that didn’t want her..how selfish is she.

“Jay please.”

“Do I know you”

“Listen to me you have to fight you got come back”

I don’t understand what do she want, this person what do she asked. She 
stranger, a wee bit of being short stocky. Just short of being average.  A 
round face and plan she swallow upon bright color of red that make her 
seem..unimportant.

“He mines.”

Lovely speak an untouch grace unlike the creature before him.

“Jay”  I don’t understand anymore. I can’t not with the sounds or strange 
sense of water work falling. I just see this brightly colored creature moan 
to me.

“Poor poor little girl” Master speak I am completely amazes her caring to 
look at me and even that strange thing. “He never ever care, he never will. 
It simply not his nature.”

“Jay...” It can speak, barely recognize words. Maybe it an act a trick, it 
mimicry. But that not importants it the red really. The lovely bit of red 
that on her skin moving. I just so hungry. I always did love red.

Unreliable Fourth Wall 
Breaking Narrator

Lobo Valentin
“Wait! No don’t go in there…it’s a trap” 

“Yea right how would you even know that?”

“I’ve played this game before, back when it was out in Beta, there should 
be a level 30 Unicorn outside that door. But it aggros and its strong as 
shit!”

“Uh Huh, Im opening it..”

“No You dumb Bitch” He screams pulling out a scroll and jotting down 
the following, attempting to hold back tears and failing. 

[Sarah Cleric Lv. 15 Died on Chapter 3 to a Unicorn.]

He turns looking to the rest of the party. I warned her. Tears flowing down 
his eyes. The scroll disappears as he continues. 

Oh Hi, there! I’m Regis Tar! I’m was a Beta tester for this game way back 
when it was still in the testing phase. Seems something went wrong and 
the AI’s went all outta wack and converted our digital selves as a part 
of the source code. Either way I dunno how to explain it, but we’re all 
trapped here until we reach the end of the Game and defeat the final boss. 
But the way the game was designed, your only given one life. Once ya die 
ya die. The Game’s AI keeps track of the deaths and retells them off at the 
end of the game with the credits. Ive been coded as the Navigator. Its up 
to me to keep everyone alive. Generally I should be safe as my character 
isn’t even in game. I mean look at me Im literally just a bouncing red 
ball, but I don’t think they see me like that. The Game is composed of 
NPC characters and the other players who were trapped. But people are 
stubborn, what more can I say?

“Hey Lynn, Sarah has fallen in the east wing. We still need to get that key 
though.”

(NPC Lynn): No!! Sarah!! Its ok we must press on. We will give her a 
proper burial when we can.



Ya see what I mean? A proper burial, her body dipixelated 5 mins ago. 
She’s long gone.

Hey wanna see something cool look!

“Lynn come quick enemies  off the starward bow”

(NPC Lynn) : You shant take me alive. Stay there I’m coming for you!!!”

Hehe I cant be hurt, I technically don’t have a physical form

“Hey Regis, quit playing around which way do we go?”

 Hmm now that I think about it if they all die its game over. Since I cant 
be hurt…I should just be returned to my body with the reboot.

“Oh Karla go over there. Watch out for the Barbs on the left wall.”

“Over here?!”

“Ye, don’t touch that side, stick to your right!”

“Huh! OWWW!”

“Or maybe it was the right, don’t worry theres an antidote behind that 
door in front of you. Just be ready to fight as soon as the door opens 
there’s a boss!

Hehe this should be funny.

(NPC Skylerk) Oh hello there!!!

“UWAHHHH!!!”

(NPC Skylerk): I only wanted to offer you aid in your journey.

[NPC Skylerk killed by the hands of a Comrade. Chapter 3 NPC Cleric]

Rose Tells a Story
Carla E. Campos

Obviously in this tale I’m sharing, I’m the heroine. The comic relief is as 
you would expect, my twin brother. What else is he good for than for a 
laugh right? Actually, don’t answer that, you’re a doll and don’t know any 
better. 

Anyway, years ago we both made a bet. I think it was to see who could 
survive longer to watch some disgusting horror movie that your favorite 
womanizer adores watching. And as you probably figured, as badass as I 
am, blood on the screen totally creeps me the fuck out. So I lost.

No big deal. I always get the last laugh. 

The prize, a gift card. Nothing major, I bought it with my allowance and 
as a wonderful little sister, I even packaged it in an envelope with cute 
critters. You know my brother adores animals… Oh you didn’t know? 
Well the more you know right? You can thank me later. 

Back to the story, I then asked Junior’s mom to take me to an arts and 
crafts store. If you have met you, you’d know that she usually doesn’t 
play the role of an errand woman very well, but I told her of my plan to 
get back at my brother and she wanted to see how it’d play out. Just like 
you now. 

…Oww. Okay okay, I’ll get back to the story. 

So we bought duck tape, string, box, and glue. We also bought some 
quirky magazines of making pastries and desserts ‘cause why not? She 
knows that Uncle loves flipping through them and getting inspiration for 
new goods for the cafe. It’s the little things you do that show you care you 
know? 

Aww, look at me, I’m getting soft. Let’s get back to what you came for.
We get home, put all our stuff down and since my aunt knows better than 
to let me play around with scissors and knives on my own, she helps. And 
by help, she basically sat and read through the magazine she bought while 
occasionally shouting out pointers as I prepared my brother’s prize. 

I placed the small envelope in a puzzle box. You know the ones, it has a 
small ball that you have to guide through a maze and then when it gets 
in the hole, it opens?… Yeah that one… Then I wrapped that bad boy a 



couple times with some duck tape. It wasn’t just any silver boring duct 
tape, I wrapped it in a layer of green first since my brother likes that color, 
then yellow, and finally I added in a layer of pink ‘cause auntie liked the 
idea of adding a spice of evil to the whole thing. 

What? Pink is totally an evil color!… Have you not seen your supposed 
BFF? 

Oww, oww oww. Okay geeze, I’ll stop talking shit about him. 

So then I wrapped the bulk in some string. I had different kinds to make 
it interesting. Two different colors of yarn, then I got some of the harder 
stuff. After that I put the prize in a box. I shut it close with the gorilla glue 
we bought from the store. And since it was a dull looking brown box, I 
made it prettier by using some of the green duct tape from earlier to make 
it look nice. 

Then once it was all wrapped up in green. I put it in a second box. 

This box was prettier, teal with white polkadots… Like your eyes doll. 

Then I closed it shut with some more gorilla glue, slapped a ribbon on the 
top of it and gave it to Iris the day after. 

Prompt 14
A range of emotions - write about your character 

going through these 3 emotions starting with
“WTF” to “Could it be?” to “FYEAH! “

-or-
Modern day fairy tale - Rewrite a fairy tale using 

modern day settings. Thus no magic, monsters, big 
bad wolf, talking animals, etc. 

A Range of Emotion
Skyler G. Burnside

Did you ever looked death in the face...

Well I did. Apparently my death was in form two beady eyes dogs, 
snarling and drooling upon my demises. So you could imagine my person 
horror of all was going down very short amount of time. I was scared and 
great full I didn’t spend, that extra bit of money on large drink. Though 
my tongue was like sandpaper all I could think how thirsty I am. And I’m 
going to die.

I’m vaguely aware of my friends telling me something. It was their fault 
that this happen. Okay about 75% is their fault. I was idiot that thought 
highly enough of them, to let lem left me to see over the fence. Instead 
they pushed me over. And here I set in front of my death of two large 
Doberman Pinscher.

What can I say I know my dogs.

I don’t know what happen next well logically I do Dogs, body tensed, I 
scoot back and they step forward like train marching band as one unit. I 
give only quick second let my body do what it think it do. I take my eye 
off of them and run. They sprint after me, I could hear them I don’t want 
to see them I can hear them. Their padded feet is loud against concrete 
louder then my friends shouts. Because instead jumping the fence I 
running away from people who might could help me.



I run and I give small look back notice they upon my heel, and one is 
wearing a pink bow. Guess she a girl, and she faster then the boy. She nip 
my leg. Teeth grazes my hair, her breath is hotter than summer heat.

I turn around and there is a pool.

Now you think well that not bad right, but no I running full speed, and 
moment to stop is gone. Momentum is going to push me over in water. 
Add fact, I can’t swim, I have strong sense of overall fear of water ever 
since long time bully had nearly drown me. He laughed, about it still, and 
I left with strong fear of water being any higher then my waist. So... me, 
pool and dogs.

I would took my chance with Ms, and Mr Doman.

However there no stopping it and ...

I’m completely prepared on falling into crystal clear whiter, breathing in 
the water in my lung and complete panic...

Well I on water..I’m on top of fucking water. I could feel the warm 
wetness sink in my shoes but I not sink. 

I’m on water, I walking on it.

I think the dogs are in disbelief too because they look at me where I stand 
in the middle.

“Yeah, Fuck you swimming lesson, fuck, you Patrick, I Jonathan  Frank 
can walk on freaking water.”

I’m dancing laughing and having the day my life.

“Cut. Who let this kid on the set.”

25 Minutes
Lobo Valentin

“Wha..What!”

“Right Now!”

“No…Noo…How Can This Be….Im on my way right now”

“Sir, I gotta go…!”

“Go where, we’re in the middle of a meeting”

“Sir I know,but…”

“No..Buts if you walk out that door you walk out on this deal, and this 
company”

The man faced with a tantalizing decision pauses, as a drop of sweat 
flows from the side of his furrowed brow. He takes a deep breath and 
slams the doors open.

“Good Bye.”

His last words calm as if for that one moment the high paced beating of 
his heart had stilled. Of course it hadn’t, though as he reached for his 
phone making his way down to the lobby. He reached for his necktie and 
loosened it. He was sweating profusely through his white buttoned down 
shirt. 

“Come on! Come on!”

He tapped his foot impatiently as he now waited outside the building of 
his former employer.

“Yea, I need a Taxi ASAP…How soon can you get here?”

The Taxi pulled up within 3 minutes of his call. 

“Quickly take me to this address!”



The Taxi man looked to the paper, he didn’t speak a word,  he just 
nodded. As his eyes looked into the eyes of the man whom had sat in the 
back of his cab, it became a bit apparent what the situation must have 
been. As he pulled up to the hospital the man jumped out the cab tossing a 
few large bills at the driver. As he rushed inside, he ran to the help desk.

“Hi, yes, how can I help you?”

“Valentine! Which room…I need to know now!”

“Sir, you need to fill out paperwork and show id please”

He looked at her and snarled.  The anger from before piercing through 
his glare. He seemed more beast than man as his gaze instilled fear and 
showed determination as he spoke.

“I don’t have time for this….give me the information!”

The accountant did as she was told. As he rushed up to the main lobby he 
pressed the button for the elevator.

“Come On! Come on!”

His foot tapped impatiently. He couldn’t take it, he began to sprint and 
run up the stairs, for a business man it was quite remarkable to say the 
least to see such stamina. Upon making it to the 11th floor he ran towards 
the room he was told was where he should be, but it was empty.

“Is this a joke?!” 

He looked around frantically, staring for a member of staff that could 
be helpful. He was just about to shout as he began running down the 
halls when he noticed a sign to be quiet, but now wasn’t a time for such. 
Instead he moved closer and looked upon the glass at all the tiny faces. It 
was then that he say her.

“Could…could it be?”

Clear as day, there was a sign “Valentine”. He sighed with relief, she was 
beautiful, gorgeous. His body calmed. 

“Wolfgang!”

Jolted back to reality he turned as someone called his name.

“You wife is here now!”

He ran to the room as another nurse readied the baby to be wheeled into 
them. 

“My love, How are you feeling?”

He smiled at her, she looked a bit weak, but still beautiful. She smiled 
faintly.

“I’m sorry…She wouldn’t wait…”

“Its ok my love!”

He hadn’t the heart to tell her that he’d just stepped out on a huge 
business deal, and as a result was not employed. He didn’t want to 
dampen the mood of such a joyous day. That was until the nurse came in 
and called to him.

“Sir, the baby is healthy, but we’ll have to admit your wife and the baby 
for a few days. You wife lost a lot of blood and during the procedure we 
noticed one or two abnormalities we’d like to monitor and keep an eye 
on, as well as for the baby’s sake be sure nothing passed on.”

“I see”

His mind wandered. He’d just lost his job, how was he to prepare to raise 
a little one, without any income. He’d be ok for a few months. He’d had 
some money saved up, and a few checks coming in the following week, 
but he’d need a job soon.

“One More thing sir, there is a procedure we need to do on your wife, 
once her vitals return fully. However we need the ok from you, and the 
cash in advance as it’s a very rare procedure that requires us to gather the 
materials upfront.”

“Do it, it’s no problem”

He turned and smiled towards his wife, he reached down and grasped his 
daughter, placing a kiss upon her forehead as she cooed, before placing 
her in the warm embrace of her mother.

“My Love, I’ll be back”

And with that he was off. He needed to find some money. As he walked 



down toward the exit he noticed a large group of people rushing towards 
a nearby room. 

“Omg Omg she won she won. She’s rich, She’s gunna be a Billionaire!”

Just like that it seemed as though his prayers had been answered. He tried 
to enter the room, but was blocked. Trained Personnel only he was told. 
He slipped away down the hall into the break area. If he was to do this 
it needed to be now. He found a spare mask, lab coat and some gloves. 
He grabbed them and ran into the restroom. He began to sweat, was he 
really gunna do this? His mind was racing with ideas faster than normal 
people would be able to comprehend. He turned on the faucet and began 
to splash some water on his face. He took a few deep breathes and then 
placed on the lab coat and mask. 

He made his way back into the room that he was blocked from to see a 
old women and a little girl. The women was hooked up to a machine and 
the little girl sat off to the side quietly holding a get well soon basket and  
her dawned red cloak. He looked down to his apron. Dr. Browski

“Ok Ok…everyone out please. I must consult with patient”

He said, noting how the staff nurses all seemed to quiet down when they 
noticed the name on his coat. He assumed he’d lucked out and taken the 
coat of someone in high stature and was sure to use that to his advantage. 
Everyone left but him and the little girl. She looked about 6, but still she 
hadn’t said much.

“Ok what was all the fuss from earlier?!”

He tried to mask his voice with a heavy accent, as the women pointed to 
the tv screen that was paused. It would seem she had just won the lottery. 
His prayers were answered. He reached for her medical charts. Attached 
to it was an impromptu will she’d written up leaving everything to her 
granddaughter. Along with a small note, about how she was sorry that if 
she passed the girl would have no one left in the world.  He looked once 
again at the chart, the women was terminal. She was going to die anyway. 
The doctors had only prolonged her suffering however what this poor 
women really needed was peace and assurance that her granddaughter 
would be ok, and he wasn’t the cruel man he seemed despite the evil deed 
he was about to perform.

He looked to her, trying to grasp the winning ticket from her hand, but 
she clenched it tight.  She wouldn’t let it go. He angled his body a bit and 
pinched at the IV Drip attached to her arm. The lack of fluid caused her 

arm to jolt and release a bit as he grasped the ticket and placed it in his 
pocket. She began to speak but he quickly reached for her mouth.  During 
the fuss she bit down upon his hand.

“Ahhh!”

He turned looking to the girl.

“You Grandma is not very nice!”

Using his free hand to gently punch the women in the face releasing her 
grip he spoke.

“My my Grandma, what big teeth you have!”

Her eyes began to water as she began to now thrust and put up a fight.

“Now Grandma calm down! My My what big eyes you have!”

He said as he forcefully tried to pin her down all the while trying to give 
off a friendly appearance as not to startle the girl. As he tried to still the 
women his hands made their way closer and closer towards her neck. The 
women began gasping for air, but he tightened his grip. 

“Ok OK..”

He moved in closer to her ears and whispered

“I’ll take care of the girl, you have my promise…now go…go in peace”

The women took a deep breath caught off guard and not sure what he 
meant by that statement, but then seemed to calm as she noticed the 
stream of tears flowing from his eyes. She nodded and slipped away from 
this world into the next. The man startled as he felt her touch softly upon 
his pocket that held the ticket before she went cold.

“Grandma, Grandma!”
He shouted, he knew what he’d done, but up til then the girl in the 
room  had remained quiet. She looked up to him and walked up to her 
grandmother. He turned and left the room immediately heading for the 
nearest restroom to remove the clothes and change back into his normal 
attire. He removed the ticket, fixed himself and returned to the room. 

“NURSE! NURSE!!!”



He shouted as a staff member ran in. 

“HELP HER!”

He shouted, as the nurse called for more doctors and staff, he recessed 
to the background. He looked to the girl and gestured her to come with 
him. She did and he lifted her up. They both looked at the woman’s 
lifeless body as the doctor’s readied the defibrillator. It could have been 
the shocks or muscle’s relaxed, but it seemed as though the women was 
smiling.

As he exited he placed the girl back down and held her hand walking 
down to the main lobby.

“Don’t worry…My name is Wolfgang Valentine, but you can BBW or 
Big Bro Wolf. You’re safe, and have a family now.”

He walked into the local convenient store across from the hospital and 
presented the ticket. The teller looked at him shocked and declared him a 
winner. He took a sigh of relief.

“Fuck Yeah…”

Everything would be ok. He’d now have enough money to care for his 
wife, his daughter, and this new child he’d adopted into his pack.

Iris in a Modern Day
Fairy Tale

Carla E. Campos
He had until the clock struck twelve.

It was a crowded room, people were drinking, others were grinding, and 
he... Well he was standing awkwardly with a red solo cup in hand.

It wasn’t as if he was stuck in this party, it was actually one he had been 
looking forward to for days, weeks, months! But

But he had only until twelve and needed to make a good impression with 
the little time that he had. 

Iris took in a deep breath, the smell of sweat and booze was apparent, but 
it wasn’t as gross as he had initially expected when he heard about the 
party. 

The party that would determine the following four years of his life. His 
glory years! 

He was sooo screwed. 

His hazel eyes swept the room, as a freshman in the university he didn’t 
recognize too many faces, but there were a few faces he could kind of 
recognize thanks to his first week of classes... And you know, the glorious 
Accapella Club he wanted to be apart of. 

He cleared his throat before taking a sip of his drink. Water. Then he 
placed the cup down as he began to approach one of the party goers 
whom he recognized as Francis. 

King Francis. Vocal chords that were as malleable and smooth as wet 
clay. A piece of art for the ears as opposed to the eyes. 

“Yo?” Iris squawked, his greeting coming out like a question that 
betrayed the coolness he had silently hoped to portray. 

“Do I know you?” 



Iris didn’t dare speak, he was only about an inch shorter than Francis, 
but he felt as if those brown eyes had shrunk him down to the size of a 
measly ant. He did however answer the question with a shake of his head, 
causing his locks of brown hair to dance wildly around his face. 

“So you’re interested in the gang?” 

Iris felt his heart leapt up to his chest. This! This was the moment! He 
attempted to feign an air of aloofness as he nodded, but he couldn’t help 
wipe the grin off his face. 

“Well show me what you got newbie.” 

This was his moment, his chance to shine! 

Wait did the room get quiet? 

was everyone starring at him? 

Whelp, this was his one shot. 

It was as if the young bashful man transformed right before everyone’s 
eyes. His hazel eyes practically sparkled as he sang for the crowd of 
drunken college students. What was an unimpressive shy man was a 
radiant star. His voice smooth and full of confidence, yet it managed to be 
humble enough to not sound arrogant. 

The whole room was in a spell, but suddenly his phone began to blare in 
his pocket and instead of a musical melody, a gasp escaped his lips as he 
burst out of the room. 

No one dared to stop him, no one could stop him since by the time they 
snapped out of their daze, he had left the building. Leaving nothing more 
than his earbuds that had clattered on the ground.

Prompt 15
Price of Immortality 

-or-
Through Sickness and Health

Ghost
Carla E. Campos

Gem grinned as the sound of the roaring crowd engulfed her ears, her 
evict, her entire being. She had worked from the bottom and now, now 
she was on the top of it all. Everyone would remember the path that she 
trailblazer through, all the accomplishments she had managed to do over 
the years despite the odds.

The previous year’s champion slowly approached her, holding the 
championship belt in one pair of his hands before kneeling before her, 
passing the belt over to his second pair of hands as he spoke, “Ghost, you 
are hereby declared Champion of the Ring. Please accept and wear this 
belt with pride.” The Machamp uttered, keeping his gaze glued onto the 
dirt covered floor while the Ninetails merely looked upon her reflection 
with a mixed feeling of pride and... And.. Sorrow?

Gem frowned at the tang of pain that hit her soul as she looked at the pair 
of dark violet eyes that gazed right back at her.

She left her home as a young vixen, leaving her entire family, kingdom, 
and newly acquired friends behind her. She had managed to get a contract 
with the Fire Kingdom and worked hard to impress the manager despite 
her young age.

This. This was her dream, she’d be forever known as the first Pokemon to 
take on a legendary Pokemon despite having the type advantage against 
her. She was the first fire type Pokemon that managed to be apart of the 
hall of fame and the first female as well.

The price of this fame and immortality, her family.

All the damn birthdays, the holidays, the moments of struggle, the 
milestones. All the memories she could have been creating with her 



family and friends was the price she paid for her aspirations and dreams. 
It was a tough pill to swallow, but with a solemn nod the Ninetails 
accepted the belt, lowering her head so the Machoke could loop it around 
her neck like a necklace. 

She then took two steps forward the the previous champion stepped aside. 
Her slim legs moving over the belt so it’d fall down from her neck to her 
belly. The crowd was just a dull roar in the background as she belt the belt 
adjust itself to her size, becoming hers. 

“The new champion of the ring, Ghost of the Flamethrowers!” 

With a proud grin, one of pure confidence with a dash of cockiness 
was revealed to the audience while her dark eyes flashed at the various 
cameras around her, putting on the mask of a Champion. 

Immortality wasn’t cheap, it was something that had a heavy price 
tag. But to get to the top, she needed to be strong enough to handle the 
drawbacks.

A Blessing & Curse
Lobo Valentin

Love is both my blessing and my curse….

For without Love I wouldn’t be the Bearer of Light you see before you. 
No, far from it. I’d be a being darkened and conformed to my father’s 
will. Where light once resided would only be an endless cesspool of 
darkness, and to think I owe it all to a mortal, well not just any mortal. 
She’s more than that, she was my heart, my breath, a part of my soul. My 
Soul Mate~

Not a day doesn’t go by that I don’t think of her. The sound of her voice, 
her smile, the warmth and satisfaction of holding her within my arms. The 
longing to protect, and cherish her, and as a being of my stature I had the 
power to do so. I could protect her and keep her safe, not that she needed 
it. She was plenty strong herself, but still. She was a mortal and she had 
limits though it amused me to think a mortal was able to satisfy a creature 
such as me. 

Her smile was like the sun in my heart. What light remains there is all her 
doing. Its been 9 years, since my love was called from me. Still it pains 
me, when I think back to the days when she was here, in my arms, her 
smile and voice just within my grasp, it seems as if it were, just yesterday. 
She was a gentle spirit. She taught me compassion, reminded me of 
kindness. She showed me even the Fallen could find love.

I’d always known she was ill, she never hid it from me, but still I thought 
I had more time. When we were together time stood still. We were both 
happy. I always knew there would be a time I’d have to let go, after all 
I’m immortal. Days flow like minutes, Months like weeks, Years like 
months, and yet when I was with her I lived in the moment. She grounded 
me.

We were wed, just two months before she left me. Apart of me wonders 
if she even knew. If she did she never led on, in fact it pains me to think 
the pain she must have been in as the days led up to that dreadful day, 
and still she’d smile and carry on for my sake. She was the true strong 
one. I realize that now, it wasn’t me protecting her, but quite the opposite. 
She protected me. She kept me from slipping into the dark desires of my 
father. She kept me balanced.



I lost my love to Breast Cancer, go figure, the one thing I couldn’t protect 
her from. With all the power I possessed. The ability to conjure minions, 
demons, and hell hounds, to bend light and darkness, to move objects, 
levitate things, change objects into other things, manipulate fire, cast 
barriers, and fight. They were all useless when it came to saving the one 
thing I held dear. 

There was No cure back then…no way to prevent it, the only reassuring 
comfort I have is that I know she is looking down on me, free of pain, in a 
place filled with light, and far away from my father-*he smiles and wipes 
a tear* -but sadly, I won’t get to see her again anytime soon. For I am 
Immortal…forced to live out my days here on Earth. Sent away from the 
place my love now resides, I am no longer welcome due to my past deeds, 
and banished from Hell, for the shame I’ve brought father, wedding to a 
mortal. 

But I keep her memories with me. For she is my light, and I…
I am Lucifer, the Fallen Angel…Bearer of Light.

Price of Immortality
Sara Beiro Caamano

I’m slammed against the brick wall by a guy twice my size. It hurt. A lot.

“Now you listen to me you piece of shit. If you don’t got my money by 
the end of Monday, I’ll gonna make you look worse than roadkill. You got 
that?”

The brute had his hands on my throat, so all I could muster out was a 
pitiful sound that sounded like an old man having back problems after 
taking one step up the stairs. With that and a nod, I’m dropped to my 
knees gasping. King Kong and his crew leave. One throws a hotdog 
wrapper on me and laughs. Just...why? After a few minutes… the garbage 
can across the alley way from me starts to talk.

“Are they gone? “

Throat hurted. Couldn’t answer. I just dipped my head and left it swaying 
as I rubbed my throat. The lid of the garbage can slowly lifts up and out 
pops my best friend. This skinny ass nigga tries to get out but ends up 
tipping over the can. 

“WHOOO! AHHHH!”

He and it roll right into me knocking me down to even lower than I 
already was. Fuck my life. 

He staggers out and very dizzy like, stands up. 

“Well that was not so bad.”

Using the wall as support, I get up like a baby trying to walk. I mosey 
over to my friend and smack him one over his head. I never knew an  afro 
could shake that much.

“What am I going to do? 3 grand in two days? No one can pay that.” 

“Well the rich can.” He stops his afro from shaking. 

“Yeah well we aren’t the rich. We are two broke ass stupid fucks who lost 
3 grand of devil’s dust.” 



“Yeah. Too bad you’re not immortal like the rich. Then you don’t have to 
worry about being killed. “

“Not that shit again!”

“What?”

“You know I don’t like to be reminded. Fucking bitch invents immortality 
and sells it only to the rich.”

“Well….duh. Now she’s richer than them.”

“It’s not fair. The price of immortality is just too high.”

Prompt 16
A Whole New World 

-or-
I’ll Make A Man Out of You

A Whole New World
Sara Beiro Caamano

“Come out come out wherever you are,” teased a wicked voice.

I cover in a corner with my tormenter on the other side of a wall. I’ve 
been in this container for days. Today might be my last. I slow down my 
breathing as I move away as quietly as i can but i tip over a rock and my 
enenmy hears it. He jumps over the wall “Got ya!”
and tries to claw me but I escape. I got get outta this hell.

Then all of a sudden a giant net is thrown over me. 

“NOOOO not the net!”

 I‘m caught in it and taken up into the sky. I have a hard time breathing as 
i squirm around. It’s too deep. I can’t get out. Now where am i going? No 
more new containers please. Finally I’m lowered down in some water. I 
untangle myself and swim out. I quickly find shelter to hide. 

“Yo check it out me got a new one.” A large Golden girl comes my way.

“Hey relax…. you’re okay now.You’re from Sheldon’s cell right?”

“Where am I?”

“Paradise. Relax. you are going to live. No crays here.”

How can that be. As long as I could remember there were always crays. 
Not as bad as Sheldon but always there were. I look out of the glass to my 
old container. Sheldon stood there with his knives against the glass. He 
looked pissed. Good.



“How did you survive so long?” a young voice behind me asked. I turn 
to see a little Plec boy clinging upside down on the roof of the cave I was 
hiding in. 

I just stared. I never been this close to a plec before. 

“Soon- Bum don’t sneak up on her. Can’t you see she’s in shock?”

She was right. I was still shivering.

“Oh sorry.”

“Its okay dear.  Now what’s your name sweetie?” she turns to me.

“Katniss.”

“I’m Fanta. Oh here comes Big Mama.

Another golden girl came towards me. She was huge and curvy and she 
had such a shine to her.

“Who’s this?” she said upright.

Big Mama, this is Katniss. She just came in from Sheldon’s cell.

“Another female? Oh that’s just great.”  She spoke sacrarium so well.

“Don’t mind her. She just wants another male golden other than Fyn.”

Oh great. I’m in a harem. Before i could even ask about the male, 
everybody started freaking out. The master had come. No more nets. 
Please no more nets.

“Food is coming!” Soon- Bum yelled.

Food fell from the sky and floated towards us.I was used to flakes and 
those tasty green disks  but what was the rest? 

“All right… we got shrimp today!” said a new voice. A huge plec sped 
past me. I screamed and hid behind a wall. The guys in here were huge. 
What kind of container was I placed in?

“Roedoefoe isn’t Raymen coming?” asked Soon-Bum.

“Nah little bro. He’s still in his home chilling,” the big plec answered 
sucking on a green disk. 

The wallI was behind began to wall. It crawled out of the larger cave and 
then I saw who they were talking about. Raymen was the biggest guy I 
have ever seen. I back up slowly to scared to scream again and bump into 
the tree. 

“Hey watch it!” a voice from the tree yelled.

I looked behind me and saw a striped girl poke her head from out of the 
tree.

“Do you mind not knocking at my house!?” 

A green disk fell right between us. Before another world was spoken she 
snatched it up, “MINE!” and went back into the tree. She growled at me. 
“Mine!”

Where the fuck was I?

I looked around to see everybody snatching up the food and realized just 
how big this container was. Such a massive place with goldens and plecs 
together? 

There was live plants and the water was so clean. I understood now… 

I was in the main tank. 



Make a Man Out of You
Skyler G. Burnside

Unfortunately it come a time when all queen reign fall.

The changeling Queen Chrysalis was no different.  Her children 
and captured hives dead. Her few well hidden spies uprooted and 
exterminated. Each whisper in hive communication fade emptiness of 
nothing.  There was nothing, but coming of death for her.....but she was 
was a prideful being and she not ready to give.

She staggered to her feet. But her weight crashed to ground. Her 
Ambition was great, loud and mighty but she and hers’ was crush by 
them. Longevity of generation of her people was forth not…... No she 
was stronger than that. Better. She was a Queen and as long there was a 
queen there was a chance for her people to come back , they have done it 
before, she had done it before She will not fail. It not possible.

She just needed rest and she come back with brilliant plan, even better. 
She’ll find a hive she missed in her com pain and kill the queen and 
take over and start anew. She have her revenge. It made her giddy with 
righteousness.

A sharp pain cut her thought away. But instead going away it pulsed in 
her head.. Pulsing margin that shake away thought, all there was pain. 
She stand upon weak legs, trying to get away only for her own rush body 
crumbled to ground.

Her muscle twitch uncontrolled. Legs jerk bend and twisted, as her 
muscles tight loosen and enlarge. It push out her hard shell that start 
leaking blood. A bright acidity bright blue. Then all her misled contracted. 
The scream whisp out her like harsh breathless. When try to gather air 
she started gaged and cough up blood. It didn’t stop there, more and more 
push out, until her own bile burn her tongue. And even more push out, 
stuff she faintly recognize importance. Organs she seen when she finish 
off the queens when took their hive.

She was so much pain. But not enough to put her to, after all she was a 
queen.

The muscles in her back bulked and pushed, until her dragon fly wings 
brock off and shatter like crisp leaf in autumn. Then something else took 

it place massive thing  ugly thing that could be call wings burst out vainly 
that took length of her body. Cover in blood and green mucus that her 
kind created it lay heavy on her side screw her vision. 

But not stop what she saw next 

The sound tearing caught her hearing. Her stomach spilled with intestine 
out when lower body pull apart an open for all it escape.

Eyes aiding terror captured, in her eyes. She once again try to scream but 
found her month ability open month more than inch gone. It was being 
scared  over with a shelled. And open that very back to her side was 
cut open sharp mandibles  cover in blood. Spine broke all over mostly 
running down her back. Each one was sharp if someone ripping into her 
with sharp claw from inside.

With that consent min fall back.

Inside the queen something move she was so numb by pain to pay any 
heed. Especially with a what was now going in her head. The mighty 
queen had 100000 voices , who was now one had a new voice. It was raw, 
uncontrolled, but focus. It demand not true words of it own. No one had 
ever demanded her. Not in her head. 

With last bit of will she she stood tall. Regale, power, elegant. “{I am 
Queen} She will not go quietly into the night……. 

But this monster was not be tame by politic, pride, or any other emotion 
outside influence this was something more, it was…..{Instinct}

 Instead she just disappeared.

What awaked from once queen was not seen in many generation of the 
changeling race. A race of females that grew strive from their nature 
didn’t need males. A Queen and her drone live more than centuries with 
little genetic makeup hinder them. The male drone came when race was 
at it weakest awakens too powerful legs riddle of changeling holes. Wings 
open, four, wide spain . It left it horn, there was little magic in there but it 
could detect a breeder host.  Flap it wings and went off.

He would breed, he would died. Bring forth a new queen, a new hive, all 
brought forth from him. But that nature of a male changeling. Nothing 
more and nothing less.



I’ll Make a Rogue
Out of You

Carla E. Campos
“Are you sure?”

“Absolutely, I’ll be watching and monitoring your progress. Now run 
along little rogue.” 

Inoa’s gaze shifted from her mentor to the opening of the icy cavern he 
expected her to delve in. Fear gripped at her heart at the thought of the 
creatures that lurked within and the fact that the lives of miners depended 
on her bravery. 

“If I die, I promise that not only will I haunt you, but I’ll be the greatest 
cock blocker that has ever lived” She mumbled as she looked over once 
more at her mentor who replied with a knowing grin and a raised eyebrow 
at her statement. 

Quickly realizing the fact that being a ghost contradicted her previous 
statement made her cheeks flush, but instead of bothering to save face she 
began to march forward. Pointedly ignoring her mentor’s snickering as 
she began her mission.

Minutes ticked away into what felt like hours as Inoa dove deeper and 
deeper within the chilly cavern. Her hazel eyes had started to finally 
adjust to the darkness as she found her sixth miner. The dwarf was 
huddled in a corner, with his back pressed against the wall while his 
pickaxe was clutched tightly within his calloused hands. 

Inoa grinned as she jogged to where he stood, but a roar caught her 
attention as a white furred beast charged at her from the shadows. 
She spun around on her heel, almost slipping due to the icy texture 
of the ground, but she managed to hold her ground as she twirled her 
shortswords in her hands. 

With a cry, she launched herself at the beast, slicing it across its torso 
before spinning around to cut it once more with her second blade. As the 
beast howled out in agony, two more roars echoed throughout the room.

Panic filled the petite woman, but she did her best to keep calm as she 
took a few steps back and plunged one of her swords into the ground. Her 
now free hand shifted through her pack as she tossed the last remaining 
teleportation rune over at the miner. “Get out of here! I’ll handle this!” 

She shouted, quickly picking up her weapon once more as she focused 
her attention on the bleeding beast before her. 

She could feel the magical energy behind her as the rune was activated. 
If she didn’t make it out alive, then at least she be reassured that all the 
miners were freed and would be reunited with their families once more. 

The sight of two more white furred beasts reminded her that while her 
mission was complete, she still needed to get the hell out of here. 

Inoa frowned at how outnumbered she was, but charged forward 
regardless, slashing at one enemy before using her second blade to slice 
at another before using her foot to kick the third that had attempted to 
charge at her. 

Juggling enemies was not her forte, she knew that keeping track of three 
creatures that not only were bigger but also physically stronger would be 
a challenge 

She proceeded to duck, tucking into her small figure and using it to her 
advantage as she rolled away from the sharp claws that threatened to tear 
her to shreds. Once on her two feet, she hacked and sliced, her swords a 
mere extension of her arms as she began to lose herself within the battle, 
treating it a like a dance. 

In fact, while initially ducking and weaving out of the trio’s grasp seemed 
close to impossible to pull off, she managed to maintain a rhythm. At 
least till the world began to spin around her as a sharp turn turned into a 
full out spin thanks to the slippery ground before her. Whatever progress 
she had made became meaningless as she felt one of their massive claws 
strike across her torso. Sending her spinning like a top until slamming 
face first into a nearby wall. 

Well at least she put up a decent fight. 

Inoa braced herself for pain as she weakly attempted to push herself off 
of the wall. But instead all she felt was a powerful presence before the 
anguished cry of the trio of monsters filled the room followed by the 
heavy thud of their bodies as they fell to the ground. 

“Told you I’d be watching. Now come on little rogue, let’s get out of 
here.” 

Inoa could barely believe her eyes, but she gratefully took his hand as she 
steadied herself on her two feet. Someday she’d no longer need to rely on 
his strength, but for now, she’d follow in his footsteps and work hard to 
be just as powerful as her trainer.



Prompt 16
Switch the roles of the heroes
and villain in a disney movie

-or-
Change genre of well know story or subject.

To Be Continued...
Lobo Valentin

“Ok Mr. G, today you’ll be subbing for Mrs. Daisy’s class. Fortunately 
for you  today I believe they were focusing on the fundamental constructs 
of what makes a good shelter.”

“A wha…gosh…you sure are teaching and using big words for bunch of 
little ones.”

“Well..ahem…yes…this is an Academy for the Young and Gifted. Here 
we nurture out youth to be the pride of our upcoming future.”

“Oh…uhh yea…I see that..uh huck!”

“This way Mr. G, there’s an attendance sheet on the desk along with the 
lesson plan. Good Luck!”

“Good Luck?!..Why would he wish me that, I mean…its not like I cant 
handle a few sprats. I did ok  with Max.”

As he opened the door papers were everywhere, crayons and all kind of 
supplies scattered along the floor and a bunch of able little bodies running 
around. He took a moment to leap and step over to a clearing before 
sitting at the desk. As he did the his chair flew back and hit the front of 
the chalkboard behind. He looked up a bit embarrassed and then fumbled 
around the desk for the attendance sheet. Of course, he’d accidentally 
dashed the ink over and smeared it all over the lesson plan. 

“Ummm..ok let’s see here.”  “Excuse me.” “Ahem…excuse me!”

The children continued to carry on playing without paying the adult in the 
room any mind, until of course his eyebrows began to furrow, his eyes 
glared, and his entire face turned red. Steam leaking from his ears as they 
flapped rapidly threatening to take off. 

“QUIEEEEEEEET!!!!!” He shouted bring all children to attention and to 
their seats.

“Ok..when I call your name, say ah here ok!”

The children all nodded.

“ok… Zeke Midas W.?!”

“Here”

Fif..fife..Fifer P.?”

“Practical  P. Fifer P. ,and Fiddler P. present”

He looks down at the list and back up, then fumbles for the ink stained 
lesson plans, blowing the ink dry, but of course making it smear even 
worst”

“Ok lets see.. Today we’ll be uh…ummm…lets see here…Build…a…ah 
fooey”

He crumpled the paper and tossed it in the trash.

“Today we’ll be building houses with different supplies. Im gunna put the 
supplies out and then you form groups of two and work  to build a home.”

He gathered some materials. The pencils and pens from earlier and placed 
them into one pile. He took some paper and placed them sloppily on 
one desk, and with the paper he added some lego bricks. Meanwhile the 
children we’re trying to choose among them who to group. Fifer, Fiddler 
and Practical we’re all brothers and none wanted to work with Zeke. They 
often teased him and picked on him for being different to them, plus poor 
Zeke was always sick or allergic to something, and no one wanted to 
partner with him. Fifer and Practical teamed up leaving fiddler who was 
too busy playing with the pencils to realize he was already paired with 
Zeke. 

Practical grabbed the lego bricks and started to arrange them in a format 
to have a sturdy foundation. Fifer folded the paper and tried to help, but 
Practical wouldn’t have it. Thus they decided to do separate  homes. Zeke 
and Fiddler arrange the pencils into a nice hut, when Zeke suggested they 
use glue to hold the pencils secure.

“Uhhh Fifer…can I umm borrow some of that…glu…gluu..”

Zeke’s nose began to itch, it seems some of the residual residue from the 
pencils was causing his allergies to flare up, as he huffed and he puffed 
trying to hold the sneeze within it until it busted out. 



“….GLUE!!!”

And with that mighty sneeze all the papers Fifer had arranged into his 
paper home we’re scattered to the wind.

Fifer was so upset he shoved Zeke and ran to Practical who rushed Zeke 
away.  When Zeke returned to Fiddler, he couldn’t help the fit of huffs 
and puff he was having as he tried to hold it in. He huffed and he puffed, 
he held his breath, he closed his eyes, and tried to turn away when Fiddler 
prodded him.

“Hey, come on do something. Im doing all the work”

Zeke looked to him and shook his head trying not to say a word, but 
Fiddler continued to prod and pester him until he opened his mouth to 
explain why when he sneezed.

“AHhhh Chooo!!!”

And with that the wooden pencil structure was destroyed. Fiddler ran over 
to Practical now upset, as he continued to build.- -

“I’m..I’m sorry!” Zeke pleaded as he tried to make his way over to the 
group. 

“No don’t come this way, Go way!”

“Please…I didn’t..my nose is just very sensitive!”

“Bad Wolf! Bad Wolf!”

“Yea, Go Away Zeke, you’re nothing but a Big Bad Wolf, huffing and 
puffing and destroying everything.”

“But..I…”

“Bad Wolf, Bad Wolf, la la la la la la”

The adult in the room had fallen asleep and gone oblivious to the bullying 
of the three little pigs ganging up on the poor little wolf. That is until 
Practical took it upon himself to make Zeke get the picture and punched 
him in the face.

The small wolf took a few steps back and then cried out “Owww!”

The other two rallied behind their brother as the pointed and taunted the 
small wolf with their stubby hooves, that was when Zeke had had it. He 
held back his tears, took a deep breath, closed his eyes, opened his mouth 
and snapped in front of him, catching one of the little pigs within his 
grasp…

Inoa & Carol
Carla E. Campos

“You are charging me WHAT?!” 

“Ya heard me Little Red. These solid stones yer dad wants ‘aint cheap.” 
Carol answered with a knowing grin, infuriating the slightly shorter 
woman who now had a flushed face. Though before she could pipe up, 
Carol sat down on a nearby tree stump, motioning for her companion to 
do the same.

Inoa reluctantly followed, setting herself down on the cool grass before 
making herself comfortable and adjusting her legs so she could tuck them 
neatly underneath her and curl them. 

“Now lemme tell you why these bad boys are gonna cost ya so much.” 

“Why don’t you just sell them the original price you discussed with 
Cidi?” Inoa shot back, narrowing her hazel eyes up at the grinning 
woman before her. 

“Heh, then perk them lil ears up kiddo. I got these Solid Stones from 
one of them pigs. You know, the Dwarfs that live on the outskirts of that 
neighborhood you call home. While fishing at Olivia’s Pond one of the 
guards told me to check up on those guys since it appears one of ‘em 
murdered some goldilocked hair gal with some poisonous soup.”

“And the guard thought you were the best person to contact?”

Carol frowned at the interruption, “The longer I take ta tell my story, the 
more these Stones are gonna cost ya. Be a good girl and stay quiet, will 
ya?”

With silence once again in the air, the miner continued, “See, round 
Stormwind I’m known as the Big Bad Wolf. Not ‘cause I’m a worgen, 
though my grandpaps was one. It’s cause while I’m a wee bit on the short 
side, I am as strong as an entire pack of angry Worgens. All that strength 
is just compacted in this body, ya see?” With that, Carol flexed her arm, 
showing off her well-toned bicep with a grin before speaking up once 
more, “So all I had to do was go to the Pig’s houses and interrogate ‘em 
real good.”



“The first’s one house was made out of Straw. There was really no door 
to knock, but he had a dark fabric covering the entrance. But that piggy 
doesn’t like to stay in one spot for too long, so he tends to make his 
houses quick an’ cheap. The perfect suspect for a murder.” Carol made a 
dramatic pause, but Inoa appeared less than enthused. 

“After loosening Strawman’s lips a bit with some good ole ale, it was 
pretty obvious that while he was sketchy. He couldn’t be smart enough 
to make the poisonous brew that killed Goldie, nor was he rich enough 
to buy it from a herbalist. So I went to the next Pig’s house. He likes to 
call himself ‘Morning Wood’ and his house totally follows that theme… 
Though I doubt a lil girl like you knows wha-”

“I am perfectly aware of what morning wood is.” Inoa quickly barked 
before letting Carol continue. Her face flushed in a combination of both 
embarrassment and frustration.

“Well anyways, Morning Wood is known for hitting up chicks. Heck 
when I went to visit the Dwarf, three of ‘em were scampering off with 
their clothes all awry. He even tried to hit me up, but dude like him 
ain’t my type. Your dad is a bit closer but, the fact that he hides his face 
shows he ain’t a real man… Tut tut, stay quiet kid. I got a story to tell, 
remember?” 

Carol chuckled, enjoying the spark of anger that appeared in the petite 
woman’s eyes. Though it was hard to be intimidated when something so 
angry looked adorable. 

“As I was saying Little Red, after chatting with Morning Wood, it looked 
like he was the most guilty of the murder. His frustration of not being able 
to bed Goldie was good motive to put him behind bars and the fact that 
he got enough money to buy drinks and chicks shows that he could hire a 
guy to make a poison to knock a grown man out.”  - - 

Carol puffed up her chest as she sat a little straighter, “But as any good 
detective, I, the great Big Bad Wolf didn’t stop there.” She then gestured 
to the Solid Stone that was in her other hand, “So I went to the last Pig’s 
house. But strangely enough no one was home. So I do what any badass 
would do, I kicked that door down. Bet you wish your tiny legs could 
muster up the strength to do that, heh?” 

Though Carol didn’t give Inoa the time or day to retort, “Once I busted 
down the door, there were several bear pelts in the room. Turns out that 
having a house made out of stone makes it a bit chilly at night, ‘specially 
now that winter is coming. Upon closer inspection, turns out the pelt on 
the floor, the one on the mattress, and the last one draped over the couch 
all matched the descriptions of Goldie’s pet bears… Yeah, the gal liked 
taming wild bears. Strange hobby for a gal ain’t it?” Carol then laughed, 
“Though I like smackin’ rocks with a pickaxe all day, so who am I to 
talk?” 

With that, Carol leapt up to her feet, “So what’s a gal to do? I alert the 
guards, they arrest the Pig for murder and I was told to tear that house 
down. These stones are ones that belong to a murderer. One that I single-
handedly took down with pure skill. I didn’t mine these while safe in a 
mine, I was on the front lines of mystery and danger. So I ain’t chargin’ a 
copper less for these bad boys.” 



 NBC Horror/Comedy
to Crime

Sara Beiro Caamano
How does a man that big just disappear. Something is not right here. His 
wife was a wreck when I questioned her. She said he was going over 
his list. Checking it twice. Finding out who was naughty or nice. Well 
my guess is that someone from the naughty list is responsible for this 
mess and on top of it all it’s so close to Christmas. I’m suppose to be 
out shopping for the kid and misses and yet here I am freezing my ass 
off questioning elves 3 in the morning. My partner went to check on the 
reindeer. Maybe Rudolph will know something. He usually does… for the 
right price. 

I check the perimeter of the house for signs of foul play. Peep inside for 
anything to indicate a struggle. 

….Nothing. The house was neat and the new snow had covered any 
footprints or markings I might have found. No ransom has been made 
or note left behind. I’d hate to think it but maybe this was no normal 
kidnapping. Could the red man be dead? Kidnapped and then tossed in a 
box. Buried alive somewhere and then found 90 years later? 

What the fuck? How could I think such a thing. I need some sleep but 
I know I’m ain’t gettin some. When the news hits, this will become the 
biggest shitstorm since the blizzard of 1947. I need to take a walk. Maybe 
through the woods?

….

Geez did it get colder? How long have I’ve been walking? Oh damn. I’m 
lost. I thought I knew these woods like the front of my hat. Well this is 
new. A bunch of trees which symbols on them? Well let’s see… we got a 
fireworks, turkey, a Heart, a pumpkin with… a scary grin? 

It looks like a door. Hold up… there’s tracks here. Maybe this door is a 
lead? Well I got nothing else to do. Okay.. so it opens. Pretty dark inside. 
Um maybe this was a bad idea. Maybe I should just whoa! What’s pulling 
at me? Vines? Why are the leaves multi colored. AHHHH!
…..

What’s this?

Villains into Heroes, 
Heroes into Villains

Skyler G. Burnside
Andy knows they watching them. He knows they knows. But there 
nothing he could really do about it. He have long nights where he does 
not get sleep. Too many nights. He compesnte but having large amount of 
sugary things.

He had try once, try to tell his parents about the searching eyes the horrors 
the threats between stitches and painted mouths and blinking light. They 
didn’t believe him. They laughed. They blame it on sweets, horror movie 
and over active imagination. That was not reason not at all.

Andy’s Toys was alive and not in the good way. He saw them move and 
well he wish he haven’t. Turn out all toys move, and very much alive….. 
They feed off children active imagination. It didn’t needed to giving 
freely.

Andy fearful cry for help didn’t go unnotice. After all the Army Men was 
seemly everywhere. And he been warn about outside help of adult.

The Toys, was not happy with his attempts to escape. No they was not at 
all. Woody especially. The long drawled string had made him talk with 
funny phrases did not get the dark sinister aspect as a simple yelled”There 
a snake in my boot” then “What are you doing Andy.”

Andy had walk to his torment and closed the door to his room. Woody set 
on his bed like throne. Cover in his image. So was the wall and as Andy 
try to look sowere where he could not see the cowboy eyes there was 
none. Andy’s room felt less and less his room.

Andy denial was there in his tongue.. But it be stupid because the Toys 
knew and he knew they knew. As simply put they saw everything. “Andy 
come here.” Andy hesitated but something bump his leg he saw collection 
of his Toys, a term relative at most, surrounding him. He stutter he could 
not find a lie That work.

“Andy, Andy, Andy, what we going to do with you?” say his claim 
favorite Toy. If anything Woody scared him, more than the face shifter 
Mr. Potato and the Hammy Piggy Bank. Woody wo rull Andy room and 
life with iron fist. The toy cowboy leg swing off the bed. his hate was off. 



Telling how much trouble he in.

Woody rarely took that hate off. Once Andy had lost it..once that all that 
needed to be known.

“I’m sorry.”

“Oh Andy look I not mad at you really, just wish well you mess up. And 
you know when mess up Andy we Toys have to fix stuff.”

“I’m sorry I would do it again I promise I wouldn’t. I’ll play extra hard 
with you whatever you want I promise.” Andy was babbling trying find a 
way to appease Woody, if he do that the other would follow. 

“Woody  think he mean it” Rex say in a jolly voice. If Andy choose a 
likeablr toy it be the the dino, except he knew that Rex was completely 
fateful toward Woody, as well not smart. The other Toys bully him. And 
Andy was not allowed to just take Rex, or a simple game. Rex did what 
he told, trying be on the good end of everyone.   

“I sure he does but he still did wrong so he have to be punished....” Andy 
shudder what will they come up with. The only good thing the Toys was 
not going to hurt him more then like paper cut rug burn, and pinch skin. 
But still he know his parents going to be yelling at him soon. Cutting his 
outside time, because he was leaving random Toys about...They think it 
him but was not. And he be in the room trap with his tormenter. He know 
each game they play too. But still.

“I think Andy we needed a new playmate, yes, there this new to 
Buzz Lightgear, yes.” No Andy thought not another Toy, not another 
monster….

“And i think maybe one your parents have to go…..”

Prompt 16

-or-
Prompt #1

Prompt #2



Number One
Sara Beiro Caamano

Where are we? We been traveling for miles.

YOU…. have been riding me for miles. You don’t get to complain.

Oh please, in your form I must weigh nothing

You still weigh something. OW… did you just kick my side.

No…

It’s not much further. The town is on the other side of Howl’s Pass.

What’s that?

Just look in front.

Down a path of light snow was a mountain pass in the shape of two 
wolves.

Whoa. That’s cool. Oh wait..I remember now. Is this that famous path 
about the two lovers?

What?

Yeah...the one of the two lovers. The guy got turned into a wolf and his 
girl couldn’t live without him so she went on a quest to turn him back. 
But she failed… and so she turned herself into a wolf so that they could 
be together. 

The large black wolf begins to snicker.

What’s so funny?

He bursts out laughing. 

Are you fucking kidding me? That’s the garbage they tell you in that 
village? 

It’s the legend.

It’s a lie!

How the hell would you know?

The wolf stops laughing and stares at the young lady.

Because every wolf knows the warning of betrayal. 

What you mean?

First of...those aren’t cravings. They are the actually wolves themselves.

Um… I know some of you get a little big but…

I’m not talking about your normal wolves…

Normal?

Okay fine werewolves…. you happy? Anyway...I’m talking about gods 
here.

You can’t be serious?

Oh I am. Before the humans came to these woods there was 3 wolf gods 
who watched over the land. Two of them now are frozen in stone.

He points his nose to the mountain pass.

The one on the right was the backstabbing Beta  and the one on the left is 
the Omega. BOTH are male which makes me wonder how the fuck did 
someone come up with the lover crap.

Wait… the Omega is the one who has his head higher?

Yeah…. He stood up and beat the Beta but at the end they both got turned 
to stone.

You suck at telling stories.

What? 

You’re leaving out too much detail. Start from the beginning.

How about we get out of the snow first, eat and then I’ll tell you the rest.

She growls at him but her stomach growls louder.

He laughs as he walks down the path.



Second Picture
Skyler G. Burnside

You immerse in soundless sound. Which is by all means impossible 
yet the best describe the long corrodor. It so quiet you could hear your 
heartbeat footsteps and every breath you take...however you could faintly 
hear other sounds. You can’t tell where they coming from but you hear 
them. Try not to think about them, your heart jammer on and can feel you 
pulse against your skin. You full with fright and awe..so maybe it better to 
listen to the sound that from yourself.

Each one different rhythmic of himself yet they chorus around. It hard 
to focus on one particular, the sawing of wood, the hammering of metal, 
the flute whisper a few notes….. only turned shatter glass, chime bells 
and scraping pencil. With every pace you make it something new to hear 
A chaotic sympathy mashing and melling together like a cooking pot of 
the city. There no people, no cars, towering skyscapper, or motion. Just 
sounds.

Despite your wandering thoughts however  you dear not dwindle your 
pace set by the only other person here with you. The only visible person 
before you. Despite the beckoning call incomplete souns you fear more 
about if you lose sight you’ll be lost. Despite it single hallway, there 
thousands of unmark doors.

So you hold back you curiousity, as piano play something fast rhythmic, 
jazzy, music to get one heart racing, somewhere off spatter of something 
wet the ground, the chopping of the cut board and moans. You fidget 
forward trying to match your pacer’s pace but you always five step 
behind. And if you move any faster you be running..

And most likely five paces behind anyway. 

Then suddenly you not and you do all you could not to run into him...
her, them. The dark red robes look purple in the darkness and only nearly 
take face full dive in them you remember how deep red they was. You 
was chosen and do all you could do not make a fool of yourself. And you 
not sure why but all you know is you was chosen and no one in your hold 
town ever been chosen. So left with metric of fear confident and ambition. 
Your are pride and you don’t try to hid that. If anything it only reason you 
don’t fall.

A long door open your pacer or guide whatever you suppose call him..
her or……………..You .give up because you seen beyoung pointed finger 
no longer listen to hear a voice to give you a clue..because before you it a 
room. Yes a room. But a room of your dreams.

That the best you could describe it. It have everything you ever want to 
things you just heard about.

Before you it five different type stone rock with no crack deformity. You 
even rush over touch it…. smooth so smooth…...Before you it ever stone 
cutter tool chiseling to grandest sizes to smallest. There drills and even 
stuff to heat stone...you not sure if you  process this joy. They all shine 
new untouch until now. Because you had touch every single one.

The door closes and you need not to be told to do. You was chosen to 
make a great art work. They saw your worth. And stone and the room 
whispered to you.

You chose the marble white clean and you bring firs clink and chip away. 
You don,t stop you don,t sleep. You just work on the greatest masterpiece 
of you life.

And that how this place work. You make something so great you never 
be able to reach this point every again. All of you going in this. Your love 
your creativity. And when you done there be no more reason afterward. 
But until then you work on her and great wolf by her side. Yes you see it 
every detail and you crave life Beauty capture in this stone.

This be your life greatest work.

But for the now your sounds chisel join the others in sound sympathy 
their final and last masterpieces.

After all you was chosen just for that



Rose & Gang
Carla E. Campos

“… This… This was the fuckin’ terrifying thing you wanted to show us?” 

The marble statue of a woman and her wolf companion gazed down at 
the group of teens that had hiked over five miles in the woods to get to 
this point. The statue was silent and stoic, but definitely not the horror-
inducing terror that four out of the five teens were promised earlier today.

“Wait till you hear what it does.” The only grinning teen of the group 
answered, flashing the frustrated girl a wide smile that showed off his 
large fangs.

“Oh please, fucking enlighten us oh great Dracula.” The brunette girl 
muttered back, rolling her hazel eyes for added emphasis as she leaned 
against a nearby tree. 

“With pleasure~” The teen dressed as the famous vampire answered with 
a purr before gesturing at the statue that they had all come here for. 

“As you know, every once in a while, werewolves need fresh meat to be 
added into their pack. To keep the bloodline fresh.” The teen began, “So 
they went hunting for new members…”

“Oh I’m so scared.” 

“I’m not at the juicy part yet my dear~”

The unofficial storyteller of the group cleared his throat before 
continuing, “Now, most of the new people they recruited died in the 
transformation process… Except for one.” He then gestured at the statue, 
“What they weren’t aware of when they picked her was the fact that 
she was a siren. It was why despite her slender build, she was able to 
withstand the pain and stress her body had to go through to become a 
mutt.” 

He paused, letting that information to sink into his audience, but they 
still didn’t seem convinced so he decided to just keep trucking along, “A 
pack of eight became a pack of fifty in a span of weeks. Smaller packs 
branching off but all still associated with the main pack. In honor of her 
gift of enchanting and recruiting, they built this statue in her name.” 

“… So why are we supposed to be scared of that thing?”

The vampire grinned at the question, it wasn’t a silly one. After all he was 
sure the rest of the group thought the same thing as well.

“Rumor is if you touch it. Werewolves will come hunt you down. And it 
won’t be to kill you, it’ll be to turn you into one of them. If any of you 
feel brave enough, feel free to press your hand up against it… Just don’t 
come running back to me once you start howling at the moon in two 
weeks.” 



Prompt 19
Write about a bunch of kids around a campfire 

telling spooky stories.
-or-

We all know about the classic horror stories like the 
wolf man, the swamp monster, Dracula etc… but 

how about from their point of view. 
Write from the monster’s perspective and make 

them the victim of bad press. 

Monster in a Good Light
Skyler G. Burnside

They come upon them like frenzy hungry sharks. Fresh blood been spilt 
in open water but it mindlessness of normal hunger. Neither them or they 
assumpt from it over all. It is dark. A  empty void of revenge and fear. 
There too many of the attackers. Too few of them. However what they 
lack in number they make up being better equip. But that all her people 
have, that a song in their voices. There just too many of them and there 
nothing she can really do but feed this void in herself. The creature’s eyes, 
these humans, see her and her people are monster. Demons and other new 
unfamiliar words she learn upon meeting them.

Lily Song shiver, amazes by growing tongue she acurire. Her people, the 
Siren was race that threw forth their song in the sea breezes in seek of 
like souls, kinship and love. They did had not know that it had effect upon 
men. That it drive beyond their natural reason, of self preservation to 
them. To doom them. No it was never that. The song her sister sent forth 
was of lovely joy of clean bright day.  And when she felt the soul respond 
she only made her voice carry stronger calling forth a new friend to them.

How was her sister to know this man could survive the trip. They,  
creature not of the ocean but one of land, yet they master a way to belong 
to it. It beyond the scoop and she wish...she wish that it had not come to 
this to this madness of fear and war. Another new term for her people. 

Halloween Challenge
Terrifying Two Sentence Tales

Carla
Terrifying Two Sentence Tale

You wake up at the crack of dawn. There is no coffee. 

Terrifying Two Sentence Tale Times Two
He’s making a list, he’s checking twice, he’s gonna find who who is 
naughty or nice. He’s going to kill everyone tonight.

Skyler
Terrifying Two Sentence Tale

I hope I wrote this in time but you should really look behind you. No 
seriously LOOK Behind you, NOW.

Sara
Terrifying Two Sentence Tale

Our daughter strolls into our bedroom at 2am with a sleepy face and 
whines, “Mommy.... my sister won’t let me sleep.”

“She keeps pulling on my blanket,” she continues and I wonder , ‘but 
you’re an only child.’



Form Rose song had call upon death that was not meant to be. And 
she was not quick enough to stop it, too young to understand what had 
suddenly deem the light soul she had entranced. Not until the strange 
body came. Almost like them but had two legs to walk on land not the 
sea. Skin like animals that live in between air and water. It had mystified 
the elders. However her sister had cry, a fog that had hover around her 
ever since and now it seem more and more are kind was doing so. Hiding 
away in cold sadness. 

What worst the human, started think they did this to feed on them. 
Mistaking their nature to call out friendship to cannibalizes them. Her 
people had eaten the body. Because Death must eaten quickly or it linger 
by waiting to take more life with it. They didn’t know that would strike 
the seed of fear. And her people would suddenly forces to become what 
they see.

The human had started to attack them, but as well ruin their food sources. 
Soon it was necessary to call to them. Soon it turn them into shark ripping 
and tearing into their deaths. Because they could not leave and yet they 
could not die there. And now all her and their people is wrap in this fog of 
sadness, madness, and....

Hunger...

A lone cord hit and other join. A ship coming in range, how long had 
it been. 400 years. It was such short time yet it seem it be like this for 
ever. and Lily join her song, it was of strange hunger, wishing there was 
way out. These human will die then be eaten and she wish there was was 
a way to say sorry, but she monster now and monster don’t say sorry. 
Though she is.

Campfire
Sara Beiro Caamano

We find a group of children sitting around a campfire on Halloween night. 
One boy with crazy ruffled blue hair is standing with his claw in the air.

“And then…. with a sharp wooden stake in his hand… the hunter raised it 
up high over the vampire’s heart.”

The kids gasp. One pull’s her witch’s hat down over her white face. 

“The vampire was unable to free himself from the chains that bounded 
him to the table. He looks helplessly at the weapon. Then DOWN came 
the stake! The vampire screams as doom approaches…. but then BAM!”

The kids yell in shock.

“A gunshot is fired and the stake falls out of the hunter’s hand. The 
human looks down to his chest and sees his blood soaking his shirt. He 
falls over and crashes on the ground just as he takes his last breathe. “

A dark colored  boy with fangs, with an Obama mask over his head, faints 
but the girl wearing sunglasses and an Elsa dress breaks his fall. The 
snakes on her head slither all over him. When he opens his eyes and sees 
one of the snakes staring at him, an inch away… he jumps and sits up 
back in his seat. 

“Who saved the vampire,” asked a girl dressed as Sally. Her pointed blue 
ears, which  stuck out of her red wig, pointed upward as she got excited.

The story teller continues, “It was the mermaid. “

“Whhhaaaattt? but I thought she was dead!”  Yelled a yellow skin boy 
warpped in toilet paper. His buggy blue eyes widen with shock.

“YES! I told you she wouldn’t die so easily,” Yelled the werewolf girl. 
Her tail swinged rapidly.  under her Rapunzel dress.

“The mermaid only faked her death. Remember how I said before that she 
fell into the ocean? What did we learn in class last week about mermaids 
and the ocean?”



“Really…. a school lesson on a weekend,” answered a bat boy who had 
taken off his deadpool mask. He swung his wings wide during his protest 
and smacks the witch in the face.

“OW!“

“Oh...sorry.”

“It was that they can’t die in water… right?” answered the Sally.

“Right. the hunter didn’t know that. So the mermaid lived and now she 
was unchaining the vampire. They were finally safe.”

“And they lived happily ever after! YAY!” cheers the werewolf Rapunzel.

“Awesome story,” compliments the snake hair girl. “Now it’s my turn.”

“What do you got for us today?” asks the white skinned witch.

The snake girl adjusts her glasses. “I’m gonna tell you guys the story….of 
the halfling.”

“You mean…?” the last story teller started to ask.

“That’s right… the monster who was half human.”

The kids awed “Ohhhhhhhhhh,” except for one little boy with red hair 
and freckles who started to bite his lip with his fangs. He squirmed in his 
seat. 

Ginger’s Spooky Tale
Carla E. Campos

“No Booeyman, vampires, werewolves, ghouls, or goblins?… Are you 
serious?” 

Ginger didn’t even bother to wait for the blonde woman to respond, 
already knowing what the answer was. Instead the ten year old marched 
forward towards the group of younger children as they all glanced up 
at her with curious eyes while donned in costumes of the colorful and 
cheery variety. 

This was going to be a challenge.

Luckily for her, she liked challenges. 

“Every year, when the trees start to lose their leaves, you guys get to have 
all the fun. School starts again so you can see your friends, Halloween 
comes around the corner and you get to have your candy, Thanksgiving 
lets you see your families and finally Christmas ends the year with lots of 
toys to play with for vacation.” Ginger inwardly grinned as she saw the 
eyes light up from the various children that were seated. She was going to 
bring them up as high as possible before dishing out the terror. 

She blatantly ignored the curious looks the adults that were supervising 
the storytelling gave her. They would find out soon enough that there was 
no restriction too difficult for her to overcome. They asked the wrong girl 
to be the storyteller. 

“But… Have you ever wondered about why these good things happen? 
Or how they do?” Ginger paused, letting the minute of silence be filled 
with the active imaginations of the children, “See, you all wear costumes 
and eat candy now, then you eat some more during Thanksgiving.” 
Ginger continued, “And what happens when you eat?”

“YOU GET FAT!” The scarecrow answered as he leapt up, obviously 
high on sugar and sweets.

“Uh-huh. That’s right Jimmy.” Ginger purred with a smile, ignoring the 
still baffled looks by the adults as she continued, “See, you all don’t have 
to worry about the monsters that show up in movies. They are scary and 
you know to get away from them. What you need to be scared of is the 



man who wanders around dressed in the color of blood.” 

Ginger heard a few gasps from the more alert parents, but most still 
seemed confused as she continued. She could even hear one stepping 
forward to stop her, but she silenced that adult with a single finger, “In 
pictures everyone says he had fluffy white cotton on the tip of his hat and 
the rims of his coat. What they don’t tell you, is that those are the eyeballs 
of his victims.”

More gasps and even a shout from a few parents could be heard, the 
children for the most part were now showing either extreme interest 
or fear as she ignored the negative feedback, “This man is loved by 
everyone, allowed in their homes. He eats their cookies and chugs down 
their milk. He knows every little boy and girl, sees what they do every 
year and checks his list twice like a grocery list. Children who have been 
‘naughty’ and eating too much, get either taken away to his giant freezer 
or cooked alive in their own chimneys…. Why do you think he’s so 
famous for them?” 

“That’s enoug-“ One of the parents began to shout.

Prompt 20
Last Man on Earth

-or-
Sitting Alone in a Room. 

Inoa
Carla E. Campos

Alone.

It was a hard concept to grasp. Everyone at some point in their lives 
claimed to be alone, but were they truly ever alone? 

The woman took in a deep breath, her nostrils picking up the scent of the 
wild. Trees, moist grass, pure oxygen, life. When she opened her eyes, 
she could barely make out the outlines of the trunks that belonged to the 
greenery in the woods. How could anyone believe that they were alone 
when life is brimming all over the place?

To be alone is to be in a desert, but even then. Yes, even then the woman 
was sure that a heartbeat dwelled somewhere. A soul looking for peace 
probably wandering around the landscape trying to find their body. Even 
if the eyes cannot see, one could tell. It is impossible to be utterly and 
truly alone.

Yet…

Inoa felt lonely. 

With critters of all shapes and sizes at her beck and call, one could hardly 
say that she lacked company. Her array of furry, scaly, and smooth 
companions were vast and she had trained the majority of them to be 
summoned whenever her heart desired. 

Loneliness was a strange feeling.

The woman stood up, now in a bar filled to the brim with people. She her 
head pounds lighter than before, her feet barely able to steady themselves 
on the ground as she glanced around. People were laughing, drinking, 
chattering, loving. Her own hand was grasping the handle of a mug of 



ale that she had somehow acquired and next to her, an enthusiastic monk 
chattered about something. 

It was as if she was a foreigner who could not understand the plethora of 
words being uttered around her. Here she was in the middle of a room, 
people left and right of her. All kinds of races and even some familiar 
faces. But she felt so distant. It was almost as if she was looking down at 
her own body, having this outer body experience and feeling miles away. 
Hours away. 

Something was missing. A piece of her soul. It was the only explanation. 

No matter where she went or what she did. Something was wrong. 
Something was not there. Her daily interactions were not enough and she 
needed something more. Something that could satisfy this hunger. This 
need. 

Was it to feel wanted? No she had enough of that. 

Was it to feel safe? Her duel blades made sure that she wouldn’t be dying 
anytime soon.

Was it to feel loved?

She… She felt that. Love radiated from her pets, her friends. 

Inoa bit down her bottom lip, the small prick of pain enough to gradually 
pull her out of her surreal train of thought. The pain led her back to 
reality. She felt the wood frame of the massive bed she sat on while 
her toes curled up to feel the golden sheets tug back in response to her 
actions. 

She was sitting alone in this room. Not the biggest of rooms, yet not the 
smallest. Her heart was miles away. Her eyes glanced over at the small 
wooden board she kept to her right, the three colored marbles of red, blue 
and violet shone brightly. Gingerly she picked the violet one up, twirling 
it within the palm of her hand while her fingers toyed with the round 
object. 

No matter what her heart told her, she wasn’t alone. She was just lonely. 
Her heart was miles away and all she could do was wait for time to heal 
her wounds.

Sitting Alone in a Room
Sara Beiro Caamano

AUTHOR NOTES: Calazane is a yokai living as a human but he doesn’t 
know which kind. All he knows is that he and his twin sister Orika got 
elemental powers. They each have a talisman hanging around their neck 
that glows depending which element they call upon. They transform with 
each element. Amalia is their best friend. their first real human friend who 
just happens to live next door. Their ages are 16+

Calazane storms into his room. He slams the door behind him as he lays 
his head back breathing hard. He slides his hand on his forehead and 
through his white hair. “What’s wrong with me?”

He lays down on his bed as he continues to regulate his breathing. But as 
soon as he closes his eyes a flashback of what happened five minutes ago 
comes rushing back. Amalia had tripped. Normally Calazane would have 
caught her but he was too busy watching her maple colored hair glow in 
the sun. Instead as he grabs her, he loses his own footing and lands on top 
of her. 

Amalia laughing…. “ Sorry...I’m such a klutz. do you mind not crushing 
me. You’re heavy,” but he couldn’t. Normally he would but this time 
something came over him. instead of getting off he lowered his face close 
to her neck.

“Cal?”

One whiff of the perfume in her hair and before he knew he kissed her 
neck.

“CAL!?”

Calazane jolts up from his bed. He rushes to his bathroom and splashes 
water on his face. Panting hard with his hands on the sink he shakes his 
head. “This doesn’t make any sense.” He looks in the mirror “Come on 
CAL think! What happened?” he yells at his reflection. - -

He paces back and forth in his bedroom. “Why did I do that? It’s not like 
me? I admit I… I like Amalia” he grins as his talismon glows green ”but 
to just advance on her….?” his smile fades. 



He closes his eyes again. He imagines being on her and then a pain rushes 
through him. He goes over to his book shelf and removes a row of books. 
Behind them was a magazine. He flops on his bed and looks through 
pages of beautiful naked girls. He turns the pages slower. “Nothing.... 
I still got her in my head. “ He moans as his places his hand over his 
crotch. “DAMN IT!” He throws the mag at his desk knocking over a 
notebook and pencils that were on it. They all fall to the floor as a mess. 
He sighs and walks over to clean it up. On the floor was also photos. He 
picks one up of Amalia. The one she gave him yesterday when she came 
up with the idea of creating trading cards of themselves. She was wearing 
the yellow dress he always loved on her. Calazane stares at the photo, 
kneeling on the ground smiling. “I want her,” he whispers. The magazine 
was open to a picture of an asian upon her bed sheets. Calazane holds the 
photo over the adult’s face. 

Before he realized it,  he had cut up the photo and glued Amalia’s head 
to the page. He laid the magazine on his bed and stared at it. He was in a 
glaze. He unbuttons his shirt and slides it off slowly. His breathing starts 
up again as he lies down, belly on sheets...as he looks at the photo. He 
unbuttons his pants and slides his hand down. He closes his eyes and he 
moans. His talismon glows greener. He slowly opens his eyes and they 
glow bright icy blue. He never takes them off the picture with Amalia’s 
chopped head. He says her name under his breathe as he continues to rub. 
His breathing gets harder and harder until he closes his eyes and groans. 

He pants hard as the talismon stops glowing. Calazane slowly opens his 
eyes. The icy glow was gone. He looks at the picture and starts laughing. 
“I’m pathetic.” 

Sitting in a Room Alone
Skyler G. Burnside

“Christain get out here right naw.”

The pitiful reply was a simple “No” it stung.

Faith growled really. Sometime she wonder about the little doormat. The 
walls was paper thin and the only thing that was putting apart was simple 
control Faith was exerting. That didn’t stop her from bringing on the door. 
The door bulked against fist but didn’t shatter into itself. It was some 
good wood.

“Christian,” yelled with fury. But silents was response. “Christian you 
answer meh, I know you hear meh.”

“I don’t want to.” was rightful respond. It was really not what she wanted 
to hear either. But at least Christain was responding.

“Look what are ya coin’ any ways” Accent was slipping out  on going 
behavior she was trying to pulled as far away from as ever. Stress usually 
boil it out, anger made it wild and lash. She got anger a lot. Chrstain say 
she maybe work on the anger. But what did that little doormat knew. 
Other then she was pissing her off…..

“I am sitting.”

….. and dumbfounded her to. “Sitting....” really what with the girl. She 
could sit anywhere. She just up and panic and ran in a lone room to sit in 
a room. Why would want to do that. The girl was most definitely scare of 
something at most at displease anyone. Damn even scared being in the 
dark alone. Her she is doing just that.

“Yes..just sitting.”

The girl was mad, even then usual. Faith took a breath calm herself, 
trying think clearly understand the the girl. What had happen. Words 
was say but that was normal in conversation in meeting. What was 
conversation...she should be listen but really. Talk was something she was 
not good with.  There other things though. Christian was distress.. but she 
always distress moving her hair around, fixing hem of her dress, cleaning 
her finger. You look at her and stuttering fool. Was there a difference. 
Frantic eye search, but her body too still, then in moment rabbit that was 



The Room
Lobo Valentin

“Daddy!, Daddy Open up!”

“Please…Let me in…
                           ….they’re on their way…
                                                                ….Daddy!
                                                                                   DADDY PLEASE!!”
“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!”

“Im so sorry…Im so sorry…
….its not my fault….Sweetie?..
…Can..can you hear me?…
..Im..so sorry.”

“CATHERINEEEEE!!!!!….Oh God…Oh god why….Why….
WHYYYYYY!”

“I had no choice…
  …Im so sorry…
....Please…Forgive…me….”

*knock* *knock* *knock*

“Who…
….whose there?!”
“Answer me!!!”
“Catherine is that you?!”
“Please.. Answer me…speak up.”

“Cathie?”

*thump* “AHHHHHH!!!!….NOOOOO…..STOP PLEASSE…
DADDY!!!” *thud* *gurgle*

“Cathie?!…
    CATHIE!!!!?!”

“Im so sorry…Im so sorry…
Please forgive me….”

*crunch* *groan* *slam*

her fled in opening. Christian shrink and spring...she didn’t shrink it was 
sudden it caught her off.

Okay what happened before.

There was anger shouts..Mr. Godel... and the Collective.” Blah Blah 
Blah.... Really old notes. Why would Christian fled. There was something 
in the conversation the word.  “Christian..I don’t understand.” it came out 
of growled at the door. She could take a door down, it was dead oak wood 
polish pose but that all it was. The wall be as easy to barrel down. Faith 
will be cover in white,and unsightly mess. But there something to break 
the something that stood so firm. Plus it had slam in her face… breaking 
it would insure that door never get a second chance.

Fath rub her nose, it pink with abrasion. “Christian talk to meh” the world 
talk struggled out her throat but strange word strange for her to use it. 
But Christian talk. That what she do and Faith fought that what she does. 
Fighting with words was strange but she knew how they cut.

Faith didn’t want to cut Christian.

“I don’t want to...”

Faith snort loudly. The girl couldn’t help it any more not to. “Ya say you 
don’t but you are. Tell me what wrong..I listen.”



“Are they gone?…Have they left…?

*whisper* *whisper* *whisper*

“Cathie have they gone? Can you hear me? Im still here…”

“Ha HA…AHAHAHAHAHAHAAHHAAHHA!!!!!”

“I’m…still here….
Im…
         Still…
                   …HERE!!!.”

“I did it….Im still alive….Im still here!!!!

“CATHIE….I DID IT. IM STILL HERE!!!!

*screams* *smiles* *cries*

Im….still…here….
                             *echo* *echo* *echo*
                                                            ……Im here….


